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singing better than at present and with the
The City Schools.
new glee and chorus books much
interest is
Report of the School Committee, Superin- created. A piano would be greatly appreciated
for use in these grades.
tendent, Principal of High School, Music
“In some of the rural schools I have been
and Drawing Teachers, etc.
unable to accomplish as much as I could wish
The report of the school committee shows an as unavoidable
changes in teachers and other
over-draft of $270.21, due to the fact that the conditions make it
impossible to get satisfacamount received from the State Is $581.52 less
tory results. In some of these schools, howthan last year, while the estimates were u ade ever, satisfactory work has been
done. In the
on the supposition
that approximately the school at the Head of the
Tide, three and four
same amount would be received from the State
with
bass
clef
is being used sucpart music
as in the preceeding year.
The transportation cessfully and a number of the
pupils are helphas been more expensive this year and the bill
ing with the music at the church services.
1
for fuel larger, but the total expenses were
“The practice in the High school is
up to
$111.46 less than last year. An explanation is the usual standard.”
given of the non-attendance at the regular
meetings, and it is recommended that Section j Miss Evelyn P. Morison, special teacher of
1 of the act providing for election of school
drawing, says: “The only new thing introcommittee be amended so that the committee duced this year has been the
carrying of the
shall consist of not more than five members,
weaving into the second grade. We now have
and those not confined to political districts. hand
looms on which jute or woolen mats are
1
An increase in the salaries of teachers is also
woven, carrying further the steps begun in the
recommended-. The union with Searsport ex- first grade in the weaving of paper and
raffia
pires this spring and the committee heartily mats. In the upper grades we make designs
1
recommend this system, and that it be renewed suitable for weaving, thereby
giving them
for a longer period. The.committee say con- some
which
may prove very practiknowledge
cal.” In reply to the question“Why do we have
cerning a new school building:
The demand for a new building for the High drawing in the schools?”
Miss Morison says:
and primary schools is too well known for any
“The most potent reason is that it better

comment from us. However, as we understand
the so-called Pierce bequest comes to the city
this year, we recommend that said fund be
used for a primary building and that a sum be
raised by taxation to erect a suitable building
for High school purposes.
This can be done without materially increasing the tax rate, provided the city government
comprehends that the need of such buildings
is paramount to city teams, fire engines, parks,
steam rollers and the like. In any event a
our
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Mr. Knowlton emphasizes the fact
is the joint result of co-

good school

operation among parents, pupils and teacher.
A failure of any one of these factors is sure to
cause the school to suffer and the
resujt of
such failure should not be laid at the teacher’s
door unless she represents the failure. The
status of the present teaching force is as follows: five college graduates, twelve Normal
school graduates, twenty-one who are holders
of State teachers’ certificates, and two who
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John O. Black, D.260
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Ezra L. Talbot, R.176
U. H. Cassens, D.259

Solon, aged 84, the father of Dean Merrill.
Mr. Merrill has spent the winter in Orono and
has attended numerous lectures in the various

of

Agricultural departments. Among _the hunpast and present agricultural students in
attendance were Prof. Wm F. Schoppe, ’07,
and Maurice D. Jones, ’12, of Unity,
dred
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societies.

immensely.
After acknowledging various gifts and pre^
-n last
Monday evening for work senting some matters of detail Mr. Proctor
,,rt '■ C.
degree.
Bays: “The work of the school during the
convocation of Corinthian Royal year will compare favorably with that of prev£ ';al
k'r apter was held last Tuesday evening ious years.”
the Royal Arch degree. A banquet
^
Mrs. Emma B. Pitcher of the music departthe work.
ment says: “The work in the first four
gradest
Lommandery, K. T., held a stated
clast evening for work in the Order of for a number of years, has been done in a satisa:
1 ross and to *lear
from
the St. factory manner, but in the fifth, sixth and
rePljrts
5
'-ay committee.
seventh grades, on account of frequent changes
""-Rich. In Machigonne hall, corner of teachers, sickness and other causes, the ret
^ "cress and Brown streets, last evening sults have not been as satisfactory.
I am
Iir, * ,rton of Lowell, Mass., and Miss glad, however, to report that for the past year
‘ch,
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
daughter
Jacob
Ly'
the work in these grades has been
exception*Sh
e.united in rnarriage by Rev. A.
tit j Mr- Porton formerly lived in Bel- ally good. The teachers endeavor to instil a
from
the
school
love
ln*
in
for
the
that
High
in
their
*)! I? “ 80
really good
pupils and it
graduated from a business col- is very
Weans
gratifying to have the children, when
*superintendent of a large mill
a
choice
of
given
songs, select those written
„"• A supper was served following the
**tii,i'ate after which dancing was enjoyed by the best composers.
hour.—Portland Press, March 18th.
“The eighth and ninth grades were never
'-nix

Lodge, F.

&

A. M., held

a

stated

this I

can

not go.

A. C.

a

fleet of 35

or

for
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Albert Parsons,

street.

Belmont

avenue.

l^-story frame dwelling for Percy Webber,
Bay View street.
l^-story frame dwelling for Clyde Pettee,

and Vine street.
frame dwelling for Earl L. Talbot,
Union street.
1^-story frame dwelling for Frank Peavey,
Condon street.
1^-story frame dwelling for Rachel Anderson, Franklin street.
li- story frame dwelling for Ernest Woods,
Wight street.
1-story frame dwelling for J. H. Clark, Allyn street
1-story frame building for the Belfast Gun
Club, Allyn street.
1-story brick annex to James H. Howes’
store, Beaver street.
l-story frame cottage for Harry A. Babbidge
on the shore near Bayview street.
1- story frame annex to St. Francis church,
Court street.
Frame buildings for Saco Valley Canning
Co., High street.
4-story addition to shoe factory, Pleasant
street.
2- story brick dwelling repaired for E. R.
cor.

Waldo

avenue

lj-story

Pierce.

frame dwelling repaired for Mrs. J.
M. Fletcher, Main street.
1^-story frame dwelling repaired for Morey
& Leonard, Congress street.
In process of construction: 2-story frame
building for theater, stores, etc., for the Belfast Amusement Co., High street.

2-story

BOARD OF

HEALTH.

A. Wilson, secretary of the Board of
Health, reports: Number of complaints 10; corrected, 9; infectious diseases reported 3 (1
diptheria, 2 tuberculosis); number of places
E.

fumigated,

2.

CITY PHYSICIAN.
Dr. E.
there has
!

A. Wilson, City Physician, reports
been but little sickness among the

city poor mis year. iNumoer oi patients, o;
acute cases, 3; chronic cases, 3; patients from
other towns, 1; visits, 5; office calls, 10: visits
to poor farm, 9.

40 steamers and

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
representing
gross earnings of close to $5,000,000 per annum.
Harvest Home Grange, Brooks, expects to
The new company starts out with fixed charges
of $445,000 and sinking fund requirements of have Ritchie Grange of Waldo as guests next
$183,000. These it should earn with a balance Monday evening. If it is a pleasant evening

sufficient to enable the company without discomfort to finance the important property improvements planned for 1912. The improvements will entail the expenditure of about
$700,000 and will include as the two largest
items the building over of two of the steamers
of the Maine Steamship Co.,
fitting them for
service on the outside line between Boston and
New York. This work is now in progress and
will be finished in time to enable these boats
to get into the 1912 summer schedule....The
Belfast is now on the Boston route in place of
the Camden, which is at Bath undergoing the
usual overhauling. The Bath Times says:
“Steward E. E. Searlesof the steamer Camden
is receiving a hearty welcome from his many
Bath friends. Mr. Searles is one of the most
popular stewards on the Atlantic coast. He
has been in the employ of the Eastern Steamship Co. for the past eighteen years. He wae
the first steward on the Sagadahoc, and hae
since seen service on all the divisions of the
company and for two seasoni on the Mallorj
and Clyde Lines.”

the Waldo County Agricultural society and has for its sole purpose the cutting down of
its president for ten years and a trustee the present exorbitant rate on letter
postage.
for one year. He had been a member of Phoe“The bill presented to Congress, recites the
nix Lodge, F. & A. M., since 1861, was identi- fact that letters of one-half ounce or fraction
fied with the Grange and had served as master thereof, were carried between New York and
and overseer. In religion he was a Congrega- Buffalo in 1843, a distance under 500 miles for
tionalist, and at the funeral last Tuesday, held 25c. Similar high rates prevailed elsewhere.
at the church in Morrill, Rev. David L. Wilson, j The act of March 3, 1883, established the rate
pastor of the Congregationalist church of this which is still in vogue, despite the fact that
city, officiated. Mr. Payson was a good citizen the Post Office Department has been making
in every sense of the word, and had many enormous profits from this class of mail every
friends in this city .having been a frequent vis- year.
itor here until failing health confined him to ! “In 1910, 8,310,623,000 pieces of first-class
mail were carried by the Post Office Departhis home.
ment.
The cost of handling and carriage, acMrs. Mary D. Nickerson, widow of the late
cording to Postmaster General Hitchcock, was
Geo. T. Nickerson, passed away at her home
The revenue collected was
$96,752,511.35.
in Swanville Sunday, Januaiy 28th, at the age
$154,796,668.08, leaving a clear profit io the !
of 76 years, after a long illness which had
government of $58,004,156.73. A proportionate
been borne patiently and uncomplainingly. I
profit has been made for each year of the last
Swanville had always been her home, she be- j
score.
ing the daughter of the late Samuel and
"Business men of the United States are beMartha (Downes) Nickerson and one of five
ing required to pay this exorbitant profit, furchildren, two of whom are still living. The nishing the
department with a large yearly
death of her brother, Capt. D. Nickerson, last
surplus over the cost of their service. It was
April, was a sorrow to her that could not be never intended that letter postage should pay
She was loved and honored by all a
overcome.
profit. The policy of the department as outwho knew her; was a woman of more than
lined by the Postmaster General still continues
ordinary integrity and ability; a most devoted to be that costs of service rendered shall be
mother and a kind and helpful neighbor, alpaid by all classes of users of the mails, and
ways forgetting self in the needs of others. that only cost shall be collected from
any
Hospitable and generous, her home was one class.
which it was a pleasure to enter. She was al“A one cent letter rate has been favored by
ways interested and an active worker in that postal officials for a long time. They realize
which was an uplift to the community and a that no one should be charged excessive profit
betterment to her town or State. Her hus- on services rendered
by the government.
band was called to the “Great Beyond" eigh“At the present rate, the department is reteen years ago to a day, Sunday, January 28th. ceiving on first class mail a revenue of about
Although this loss was felt keenly she was 84 cents per pound, equal to $1,680 per ton,
ever ready to lend a helping hand to others.
making a profit of 66 per cent. First class
Passing onward and upward, so at the call of mail supplies under 14 per cent of the total
Him who is Ruler over all she laid down the tonnage of the mails, yet it is required to pay
many burdens of her life and passed peace- 75 per cent of the total revenue. It has been
fully over the river to God and the many dear clearly demonstrated that a one cent letter
ones who have gone on before.
rate will amply pay.
From the dust of the weary highway,
“The National One Cent Letter Postage Asrod
From the smart of sorrow’s
sociation is conducting an active campaign to !
Into our Father’s presence
secure this lower rate.
She is bidden—a guest of God.
Many business firms in I
She Was an honored and worthy member of this city are already affiliated with this or- !
the Ladies’ Aid Society, of which she had been ganization and I hope that more will join as
s oon as they learn about
the unreasonable
an active member since its organization, often
1

2-story frame dwelling for David W. DeWitt,
Waldo avenue.
li-story frame dwelling for Henry Staples,

Barrell, Secretary.

Steamer Notes. The Boston News Bureau
says that the Eastern Steamship corporation,
which has taken over the property and
assets of three merged companies, is operating

dw'elling
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Park street.
2-story frame

Cedar
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of

2-story (double) frame dwelling for Loren
Cross, Cedar street.
2 story frame dwelling for S. S. L. Shute,
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MARSHAL.

the fire alarms in 1911-12.

The H. H. Coombs

PERSONAL.

.me

BUILDING INSPECTOR.
Co., (Mr. and Mrs. Herman H. Coombs) opened
their millinery and dry goods store in Masonic
Sanford Howard, Building Inspector, reports
Temple last Saturday. The store is the one the inspection of buildings as follows.
2-story frame dwelling for W. A. Nichols
occupied for 20 years by D. P. Palmer and Bay
View street.
later by W. H. Richards and has been reno2-story frame dwelling for Carl Jenkins,
vated and improved for the present tenants. Congress street.
2-story frame dwelling for Ralph Shute,
With a new and tastefully arranged stock of
Waldo avenue.
goods the interior presents a most attractive
2-story frame dwelling for Frank Sargent,

2fast

f*pwt.

iwvwuiub

THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.

j

graduation, the school
plays, dances, etc. This hall should have a
and
two
good-sized stage
dressing-rooms and
should become the literary and social center of
the community. The musical society should
have the use of it, as should the ladies’ clubs,
the board of trade, and any club or society
whose object is the mental or social advancement of the people of the city. For small
meetings one of the recitation rooms or the
science lecture room would be useful. At all
times encourage the people to come to the
It would not be long before the
building
school itself would feel a new life and a new
spirit and both school and city would profi

anu

S. S. L. Shute, chief of the fire department,
reports the personnel and equipment of the
department, the forming of a Chemical company of ten men at the Head of the Tide and
the purchase of a pair of horses for the use of
the department. He recommends: “That 500
feet of new hose be bought. That the carriage
of Hose 1 be disposed of and a combination
hose and chemical carriage be bought in its
place; also a new horse-drawn hook and ladder
truck and that the present ladder truck be sent
to the Head of the Tide.” He gives a list of

j

scnooi

to nve

present ones are in bad condition and out of
order part of the time. ^

>

nign

six-centns

anu

Vagrancy. 12
Assault and battery. 9
Breaking and entering. 2
Disturbing the peace. 2
Insanity. 8
u
Truancy. 4
Public nuisance and street walking. 3
Cruelty to animals.. 1
Using threatening language. 3
5
Larceny. 7
Let off on probation. 14
Furnished food and lodging at city lockup...141
The city marshal reccmmends the installation of a. new system of police signals, as the

were

|

tne

GROVE CEMETERY.

OF

Fernald, superintendent of Grove
cemetery, reported: “During the past year, or
from March 1, 1911, to March 1, 1912. I have
attended to the disposition of 114 bodies.
Whole number attended 114. Eighty-five died
in the city, and 21 were carried out of town for
burial. In Grove cemetery there were buried (
53, one at City Point, two at South Belfast, j
two in the Union yard, one in the Pitcher yard,
one at West Belfast, two at the Head of the
Tide, three in the Harriman yard, and there j
From the number |
are 28 now in the tomb.
who have died away 29 have been brought to
this city for burial.

CITY

visitors on the
opening day, including shoppers and friends of
vs m. H. Wicrht.. R
197 !
Mr. and Mrs. Coombs who came to offer conAdrian C. Tuttle, D.162
J. B. Waterman, R.100
gratulations and extend best wishes. Both
;
Harvty H. Smalley, D.196 nil ana aavancemeni. wnen mis building is Mr. and Mrs. Coombs, have had business exa long-felt need will be
supplied perience. Mr. Coombs, who came to Belfast
Maurice S. Wood, R. 54 completed
and a blessing bestowed upon the boys and
John W. Small, D. 64
frrxrr. Tclaclm.n
t-_*1.
J_
girls of today and the generations who may
Horace Nickerson, R. 66 follow.
store of Poor & Son, but for some years past
May that day speedily come.
Robert H. Patterson, D.109
has been engaged in the dry goods business in
FOR WARD CLERK.
Aroostook county. Mrs. Coombs before her
Clarence
W.
of
the
Proctor,
Principal
High
Frank R. Keene, R.173
|
successful millinery
FI bridge S. Pitcher, D.262 school, reports the registration of the school marriage conducted a
business in this city. Mrs. E. W. Williams of
G. Osborne Lord, R.
127 for the three terms since his last report as folMark A. Wadlin, D.163 lows: Winter term,
1910-11, boys 45, girls 45; Islesboro and Miss Mabel Wadlin of East
j
Alton K. Braley, R. 99
|
spring term, 1911, boys 42, girls 44; fall term, Northport have been engaged as clerks in the
Robert C. Logan, D.197
[
1911, boys 47, girls 60. Average attendance: new store.
Richard Merriam, R. 54 Winter
The Fleischer Lecture.
A disappointteim, 80; spring term, 80; fall term, i
Edward Mason, D. 64
102. The only change of teachers was the ap- j ment was in store for the many who went to
Edwin S. Bowker, R. 65
|
Everett A. Nickerson, D.112 pointment of Miss Hazel B. Barnard to take Memorial hall Wednesday evening, March 6th,
[
the place of Miss Elizabeth A. Quimby, resign- expecting to hear a lecture by Rabbi Fleischer
ve ballots: Ward 1, 12; 2, 6; 3, 2; 5, 5.
ed, and Mr. Proctor records his “appreciation on “Democracy.” The lecturer failed to apA COMPARISON.
of the hard work and painstaking care that pear, and the reason therefor is
given in the
Miss Barnard has given to her work.” Recita- following letter to Mr. E. R. Pierce from the
■'feat Democratic victory in the
tions
and
declamations
have
special
been required of secretary of the Music and Lecture Guild of
a
election March 4th is shown by a all at least once a
term, but Mr. Proctor has New England, of Boston.
with the election returns of 1910 found the results
disappointing, and not as
My dear Mr. Pierce: Nothing could have
due to the stay-at-home
I
Republican good as in many country schools. He says that surprised us more than your telegram, received
this
With
one exception the votes in the
morning, asking why Dr. Fleischer did
not only is a commercial course needed, but a
l "
not fill his engagement, as we contracted with
? fell far
below that given for Plaisted, room for manual training for the
boys and for you. As we told you we have the manage
a total of 612
greater for the candidate work in domestic science, sewing, home-mak- ment of Dr. Fleischer only outside of New
hr governor.
ing and home-economics for the girls. This is England inand get him through the White
New England. Therefore, the
bureau,
Hanson 1912. Plaisted 1910. Mr. Proctor's idea of what is
needed in the contracts were
signed by the bureau and not
689
588
of
a
building.
way
by Dr. Fleischer. Our rule invariably is to
61
71
all
of trains and transportation
send
details
53
64
We should have a building with a high and
to those for whom we make engagements,
tiam.
93
121
r
well-lighted basement containing boiler rooms, a week or more in advance, except
in those
•rankfort.
97
147
etc., a janitor’s room, rooms for manual train- cases where we
get talent through other
41
74
ing and domestic science, boy’s and girl’s flush sources that direct. In the latter
cases their
r8Dur°. 104
no
closets, gymnasium, shower baths and lunch own
managers do this. Dr. Fleischer has just
rKion
53
67
room.
The first floor should contain the rooms
assured me that he has not received any noti50
b*
67
for the grades and the superintendent’s offices.
fication from Mr. White in regard to this date
64
93
The second floor should contain the studyat Belfast, and the first he knew of it was last
S‘:tn|r|ville.
96
142
room and the various high school recitation
,rot
night, when Mr. White phoned him to know
63
91
,
rooms, each arranged for the special use to
he had not gone. I have also just talked
which it is to be put. The third floor should why
with Mr. White and he feels sure that he has
contain the science lecture room and laborator- sent the notification to Dr.
Fleischer, ten days
ies and a hall sufficiently large to accommoin advance as he sent it to vou. Further than
date

SUPERINTENDENT
James F.

M. R. Knowlton, City Marshal, report:
Whole number of arrests.116
For drunkenness and disorderly conduct. 51

the

The Coombs Opening.

TAXES.

Fred W. Brown, Collector of taxes, reports
having collected on the taxes to date the sum
of $53,801 49: discount of three per cent allowed, $1117.72; net collections, $52,683.77; of this
sum $52,000 has been paid to the city treasurer.
His commission and bill for postage amounted
to $581.32.

respect.”

The second annual banquet of the college
of Agriculture, University of Maine, was held
at the Colonial in Bangor last Saturday evening. E. H. Kelley, '90, formerly of Belfast,
headed the list of after dinner speakers. His
toast, “What’s the News in Agriculture,” was
both interesting and practical. An honored
guest of the occasion was Mr. Stephen Merrill

i

nished in August and September, 1909, just before the present company took charge. The
service was so defective that the city refused
to pay the bill.”
OF

Mrs. Louisa H. Bradbury, the widow of \
W. Bradbury, one of the sons of the
Simon A. Payson, who died March 9th at his late United States Senator Janies W.
Bradbury,
Harry W. Clark attended the automobile
home in Waldo, was born in that town Jan. died last week in Baltimore. She was born
in show in Boston last
week.
17, 1833, the son of Samuel and Rebecca (Mad- South Carolina.
Her husband died after a
Joseph Williamson of Augusta was in Belden) Payson. Mr. Payson’s grandfather. Sam- short married life, and until the death of Senauel Payson, first, who was a native of New tor Bradbury she made her home with him in fast Thursday on business.
Mrs. Helen Crosby of thia city was a
Hampshire, served as a private in the Conti- Augusta. She had since traveled extensively.
gueat
nental army during the Revc lutionary War A drtighter, Mrs. Lila
Wilson, survives. The ! at the Humphreys-Dyer wedding in Portland
and later settled in the town of Waldo, where body was ; brought to
Augusta for burial, and 1 last week.
he was engaged in farming for the rest of his Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Bradbury of this city i Mias Eva L. Morr.s will leave soon to
spend
life. Samuel Payson, the second of the name; went to Augusta to attend the services.
the spring months with relatives in
Cambridge
Mr. Simon A. Payson’s father, was born in
and Wolfville, Nova Scotia.
The sympathy of Belfast friends is extended
Waldo, and passed his life there with the ex|
to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Follett in the
death, I George W. Burkett is spending a few weekB
ception of twenty years spent in Belfast. He
March 8th, at their home in Belmont, Mass., | in Boston and Mrs. Burkett is the guest of her
was a successful farmer.
Simon A. Payson atof their infant son, Robert Carter. A
Mrs. Edward A. Wadsworth.
prayer daughter,
tended the public schools of Belfast, his paservice was held at their home, 59 Berwick
Mr. and Mrs. True C.
rents having moved here when he was seven
Hayford and little
street, Saturday at 5 p. m., Rev. J. O. Haarvig Helene Mosher of Thomaston
years old. At the age of 18 he began to serve
were guests of
of the First Congregational church of
!
Mr.
an
Ralph Hayford several days last week.
Allston,
apprenticeship to the ship carpenter’s
and
the
remains
were brought to
trade, which was his calling for some 22 years; officiating,
Miss Nellie J. Trussell of
Searsport returnBelfast for inteiment in the family lot in
but although his occupation called him to
ed home last Friday from a visit
with her
Grove cemetery.
Rockland, Me., New York city, and other
brother. Mr. George C. Trussell, High street.
he
Mark
retained
his residence in Belfast. In
J. Bartlett, Eeq.,
places,
George RusseH died at b.bu a. m. yesterday at
formerly of Munt1861 he enlisted as a private in
Company K, his home 23 Congress street after an illness of ville, has. teen re-elected city clerk ol WaterFourth Regiment, Maine Volunteers, and was several weeks attended
by much suffering, ville, receiving ten votes against five for C. wi
mustered in at Rockland. He served with his
The funeral will be held at the home tomor- Atchley.
company in the Civil, War‘for three months row, Friday, at 2 p. m. Rev. David L. Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D.
Southworth left last
and was then honorably
discharged on account will officiate.
Monday for Boston, Mr. Southworth to
buy
of disability. On leaving the
he
connew spring
army
goods and Mrs. Southworth to visit
tinued to follow his trade until 1876, when
•elatives.
One
Cent
Letter
he relinquished it to engage exclusively
Mr. and Mrs. John
Davis, who have had
in farming on a farm he
had previously What Dr. W. L. West,
of the rooms in the E. H. Conant
Secretary
house, Chuich
bought in Waldo, and which was his home
Belfast Board of Trade, Says Concerning street, moved last
Friday to the Trussell house
until his death. Mr. Payson was twice maron High street.
it.
ried.
His first wife was Maria E. White
Business men of this city are pleased with
A post card frtm C.
of Belmont, Me., whom he married in
W. Frederick dated
July, the determined campaign w hich is
March Sth, Washington, D.
being made
1861, and to them were born two children, to secure one
C., says: "On the
cent letter postage.
of
Many
way to Florida. Shall stop in St.
Mary C., wife of Leslie D. Ames of Lincoln- them have joined The National One
Augustine
Cent Let- until the middle of
April."
ville, and Leslie A. Payson of Waldo. Mrs. ter
Postage Association and are assisting in
Mrs.
D.
N.
Bird and Miss Bertha I. Bird are
Payson died June 4, 1888, aged 49 years, and the work for a lower rate. Bills have been
the guests of Mrs. W illiam
March 2, 1891, Mr. Payson married Miss Hat- introduced
N. Todd in Portin both branches of congress, in the
land
tip StilpR nf .TnrlrRpn tuVin enrvinao him tiiifh
during Miss Bird's vacation from her
u/ uou. iucuuure e,. curion, ana in tne
school duties in Auburn, Mass.
the son and daughter above named. He is
House by Hon. John W. Weeks, calling for a
also survived by a sister, Mrs. Susan Emily
Albert Perrv arm familv
—_j Ai_
one cent letter rate, to be instituted
1
July
Corson of Providencfe, R. I., who arrived Mon- next.
leasehold goods from
Rockport to Searsmont,
Very energetic efforts are being made
irhere they will make their
day night to attend the funeral; and by two by the association to secure the
home on a farm in
passage of
that towifcbought by Mr.
brothers, Samuel Augustus and Hollis Payson, these bills. Dr. W. L.
BelPerry; last fall.
West, Secretary
both of Bellast. In politics Mr. Payson was a fast Board of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Hatch
Trade, is taking an active part
of the Head
Democrat and was active and prominent in the in the
campaign and is urging local business of the Tide were called to Brockton, Mass
service of his party. For four years he was a men to give their
last
Tuesday by the death of Mrs. Ernest L
support to the movement.
member of the Belfast board of aldermen, and
“We have been entitled to a lower rate on
White, formerly Miss Nellie
Murphy of Belhe served three years in the council. He was letter postage for
fast.
many years,” declares Dr.
a member of the board of assessors for three
West. "No concerted effort has previously
Mr. Henry W. Marriner
returned last Friday
years and for ten years a county commission- been made to secure it.
The National One
from a vacation trip that
included visits in
and
in
whatever capacity he served he per- Cent Letter Postage Association has now taken
er,
New York, Boston and
vicinity and in New
formed his duties faithfully and with good up the work,and has several thousand members
Hampshire. He was greatly benefitted by the
judgment. He had been a prominent member scattered all over the Union. This Association

Henry

Fred W. Brown, City Solicitor, reports:
“There is only one suit against the city now
pending before the supreme judicial court,
which has been referred to Justice Haley, of
the supreme judicial court, and this is the case
of Richard P. Jenks, Receiver Belfast Gas &
Electric company versus the City of Belfast.
This suit is brought to collect for lights fur-

COLLECTOR

NUMBErTT

OBITUARY.

CITY SOLICITOR.

niree

Fogg, Unity; justices of the peace, R. R.
Sukeforth, Liberty, Daniel O. Bowen, Morrill.

says:
It is not necessary for us to make an extended exhortation about the inadequacy of our
present school buildings, for the fact is too
well known. But as we look into the future
we realize that the time is fast approaching
when the city will be willing to make a definite
and decisive effort toward the erection of a
suitable structure for school purposes. The
new building should make provision for all the
schools now on the common, with up-to-date
laboratories for the High school, a commercial
room, a drawing room, the basement finished
so as to make rooms for manual training for
the boys and domestic science for the girls,and
an assembly hall on the third floor that may be
used for many purposes. This building should
be made a social center and used as many
hours of the day as possible for educational up-

for 1911-12.

per cent butter fat. I have made 22 calls at
the homes of several milk dealers and found
each one up to date in their methods and
equipments for doing business in a clean and
sanitary manner. I have found no cases of
contagious diseases, nor any complaint whatever among the consumers with the quality of
the milk. I found in making my calls the
milk men very courteous and ready to give me
all needed information and attention in every

A.

1

FOR CONSTABLE.

course, men will it

nominations by Gov. Plaisted
the following: Agent for the
prevention of cfuelty to animals, J. W. Deane,
Freedom; to administer oaths and take acknowledgement of deeds, Bertha F. Hillman,
Troy; notaries public, L. D. Jones, Liberty, B.

March 7th

Wilson, R.174
Dickey, D..261 have had special training for music and drawi.as. H. Twombly, R..127
ing. There have been no changes of text
.lies G. Abbott, D.162 ;
books for the past year. Picture study has
Alien B, Stantial, R.100
been introduced in all the grades from the
Edward B. Lunt, D.196
first to the ninth, inclusive. The establishA.
56
R.
Harry
Furbish,
j
E. M. Cunningham, D.. 62 ment of a commercial course for the High
Chalmers C. Ford, R. 66 ! school is recommended. As to the need for a
Geo. W. Patterson, D...ill new school building Superintendent Knowlton

David L.
rin J.

nave nau ns iuii

! The City Reports

MILK INSPECTOR.
Giles G. Abbott, milk inspector, reported:
“The amount of milk consumed in Belfast for
the past year was from about 550 cows. The
value of the milk sold was approximately
$36,000. At this time there are seven dealers
selling from carts and several smaller dairies,
besides the different places that sell at wholesale and retail.
There has been only one
change among the dealers in the past years.
The test for butter fat has been about the
same as in the previous
years, ranging from

Work is progressing favorably on the new
Colonial theatre and it is expected to open it
the first of April with a minstrel show for two
nights by the Belfast band.

the number of defective eyes. The percentage
increases in the higher grades and in the High
school.”

take up whatever
when their

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.

on

of building conditions. Under the existing conditions, and these are not recent, it
does not seem possible that such extensive,
satisfactory and thorough work could be done.
This work is often done under too great a
strain. We find that there is an increase in
account

that

to

may follow

great value. The mind and
hand have both received a training which can
only be gained in that way. Until then we
can but go on, overlooking the discouragements and feeling glad that we have taken
the first steps toward giving the pupils of our
schools this training.”

account

“The

girls

prove itself of

have been closed six
of weather conditions and
for want of sufficient heat in the Central
The

sences.

work

sign and color is far more useful in the dressmaking shop than the girl who does not. When
they have rounded out the nine years of grade

low

been interrupted by any outbreaks -of contagious diseases, but bad colds have been
prevalent and account for some of the absessions

they

of

knows something of the use of the
ruler T square, and of lettering, is of more
value to the contractor than the boy who does
not; and the girl who knows something of de-

Knowlton says
the school work for the past year has not

that

Alonzo

and

line

who

FOR ALDERMEN.

Superintendent

equips the boys

school days are over, be it carpentry, dressmaking, printing or engineering. The boy

sanitary, well-lighted school building would be

a better advertisement for
tax rate.

Chas R. Coombs, R.175
1 :ward F. Littlefield, D.258

MAINE THURSDAY, MARCH 14, 1912.

will be a crowd in attendance. The visitors will furnish the entertainment.

there

Burnham Grange, No. 509, had as a part of
their program last Thursday night a lecture
on schools, their needs, and the school work in
general,by the School Superintendent Mr. J. G.
Morrill. It was very instructive and interesting. This week there will again be work in
the first and second degrees.

Tranquility Grange, Lincolnville, is in a
prosperous condition and new members are
being added at each meeting. A grange paper
entitled Tranquility Enterprise has been
started,with Mr. J. S. Mullen as editor, and the
following correspondents: Mr. A. W. Knights,
Mr. Parke* Young, Mrs. Effie Grey and Mrs.
Bell Russ. The first issue appeared Feb. 23d,
and was most interesting. The paper, we hope,
will prove successful and be a benefit not only
to the grange but to its members. The paper
has several local correspondents who are expected to do his or her part in order to make
the paper successful and interesting.

important offices. She leaves
their loss, two daughters—Mrs. Jennie H. Greeley of Hampden and Mrs. Grace
Damm of Swanville; six sons, Charles R., W.
Scott, Albert T., Thomas D., George T. and
Louis B. Nickerson, all of Swanville; one sister, Mrs. M. Goodhue; an aged brother, Isaac
B. Nickerson, and nine grand children. One
daughter, Josephine, passed away in early
womanhood; one daughter and one son in
childhood. She was a firm believer in the
The funeral
Universal Fatherhood of God.
The Rev.
was held at her home January 31st.
Ashley A. Smith of the First Universalist
in their
to
each
heart
church, Bangor, brought
sorrow the sweet message of light and life,
and sought cheer for them in Whittier's, The
Eternal Goodness. The floral offerings were
many and beautiful.
filling

to

its most

mourn

Erma Adrianna, daughter of Adrian C. and
Wentworth Tuttle, died in Roxbury,
Mass., Sunday morning, March 10th, aged 19
She was
years, 10 months and 4 days.
born in Belfast and passed most of her

harges now being

made for carriage of letThe association has its headquarters at
Cleveland, Ohio, because the executive officers live in that city. Mr. Charles William
Burrows is president of the organization, and
Mr. George T. McIntosh, in addition to being
c

ters.

secretary and treasurer, is managing the

urge every business man to
affiliate himself with this organization. It
means that letter postage rates will
b^ cut in
two as soon as the battle for a one cent rate is
We have everything in our favor and
won.
there is no reason why we should not secure a
one cent rate at an early date.”
W. L. West,
Sec. Belfast Board of Trade.

PERSONAL.

here, but of late has lived with her
mother, now ^Mrs. Amos Graves of Roxbury, and was employed by Dr. Simmons,
She had spent the right with her
oculist.
friend Miss Grace Black, formerly of Northport campground, and was apparently in her
usual health and spirits. In the morning she
went to the bathroom to arrange her hair and
minutes later was called to the telea few
phone by her mother. When Miss Black went
to deliver the message she found her dead,
death resulting from a weak heart. The funeral

was

held at her late home

Tuesday

af-

and the remains were brought to Belfast and placed in the receiving tomb to await
interment in the spring.
ternoon

Arthur Ryder, second oldest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles W. Ryder of Brooks, recently
stricken down with brain fever, died Sunday
night, March 3rd, after being a great sufferer
for two weeks. The little fellow, who was
only in his seventh year, will long be remembered by the many neighbors and friends of
the family by reason of his lovable disposition
The grief-stricken
and pleasing manners.
parents and the immediate family have.the
sympathy of a large circle of friends, as was
evidenced by the many kind deeds and the
beautiful floral offerings. The funeral services were held at Union Church last Thursday, Rev. Harold Booth officiating.
*

B. Thompson, U.
Sunday.

Lynwood
home

over

Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Hazeltine and
Miss MarHazeltine are at Tryon, S.
C„ but Mr H
writes home that the weather has
been
garet

disagreeable,

it

irrival.

very

having rained

ever

since their

Mrs.

William R. Marshall of
Winchester.
Mass., Mrs. W. C. Tuttle from Boston and Mrs.
W. H. Wiggin of Portland
were called here
last week by the illness of their
father, Elisha
H. Conant.
Miss

Edith C. Wilson,

teacher in the comthe Gardiner High
school, was in Belfast Monday on her way to
spend a two weeks’ vacation with her
father,
M. O. Wilson, in Searsmont.
Chief Justice and Mrs. William P.
Whitehouse of Augusta were guests last
week of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Bradbury while the
judge was attending to legal business here,
rhey returned home Saturday.
mercial

department

a

of

Mr. C. E. Perkins writes from
Scroerville
Mass.: “I expect to return to Belfast the last
3f this month with a liberal
supply of good
things to eat and shall open my store at Northport campground for the eighteenth season.
At this

sight

in

writing (March 10th) there is no
here and it is very spring-like.”

snow

Albert B. Ferguson of New York is a member of the Sophomore debating team which
will meet the Freshmen for the annual debate
at the University of Maine March 19th. The
New York Alumni scholarship is to be awarded to the best debater.
Among those registered during Farmer’s
Week at the University of Maine were W. E.

Monroe, Sidney Evans of Waldo,
Piper of Troy, Emery D. Bickmore
Stockton Springs, Leonard Treat of Monroe

Scribner of

Seavey
of

A

Miss Beulah t'hilbrook of Brewer.

and

and Mrs. Prince M. Bessey celebrated
fifth anniversary of their marriage Tuesday evening March 5th at their home on Brunswick avenue.
About 15 guests and invited
friends from Waterville, Augusta and this city
Mr.

the

present. They were married in Dover,
N. H.—Gardiner Reporter-Journal.

were

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Wilson returned last week
Collins, Colorado, where they had
been for some weeks the guests of their son,
Mr. Jesse E. Wilson, a successful business,
man of that place.
Some one suggested that
Mr. Wilson had come home to plant his early
peas, but he will have to use a crow-bar or a
pick-axe to do it.
from Fort

George H. Wilbur of Old Town gave u
her home on Fourth street to her friends
last Saturday afternoon from 4 to 6 o’clock, to
announce the engagement of her daughter,
Helen Jean, to Alfred Pendleton Gilkey of
Dark Harbor. The house was prettily decorated with smilax, carnations and daffodils,
Mrs.

tea in

paign.
“Personally I

Minnie

life

cam-

(

trip.

of

M., ’12,

was

at

Mrs. L. S. Ulmer of Rockland is with her

sister, Mrs. Mary Orcutt, who

Lester G. Wilbur of Bangor poured tea.

Mrs.

Hon. William T. Cobb, the senior member off
the Francis Cobb Co., wholesale and retail
grocers, is about to assume the active management of the business ar.d give the greater part
of his time to its affairs. Mr. Cobb has extensive business interests, being senior partner
of the Cobb-Butler Shipbuilding Co., a director
of the Eastern Steamship Co., and, associated
with Hon. C. E. Littlefield, of New York, owns
and operates the quarries and kilns of the
Warren Lime Cc>,—Rockland Opinion.

Capt.

is very ill.

Fred

Barker of Elmiia, N. Y.,

was

in

railroad accident near West LtLantn, Ind..
Marrh 7th whpn fiv*>
killed anti iO ll 1UT

a
dci

S.

uuuge

icii

cutter

revenue

mai

uiuiiubj

i.o

juui

me

Androscoggin at Portland.

James H. Howes went to Boston last Mon-

day

for

spring and

summer

goods

and novel-

ties.
at

Collins and Linville S. Whitmore
home from Colby College over Sun-

day.
Roland
c

the deiailn
cn

en]t ol the Continental limitlailrcad, Lcur.d lor bt.

the Welath

Capt. Barker was on his way to the
Springs, Arkansas. The irjuied were
hurried to Lanville on a special train. Capt.

Louis.
Hot

Ralph S.
were

by

ed

ed train

hosen

as

Stevens, U. of M., ’14, has been
on an all U. of M. basket ball

center

team.

Mr. and Mrs. Judson Warren have moved
from Searsmont to the Cox house on Miller
street.

Mrs. George A. Quimby will leave early in
May for Mayaguez, P. R., to visit her daughter, Mrs. C. C. Pineo.
Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor was in Belfast yesterday to officiate at the funeral of Mr.
Wm. B. Cammett.
Ansel Lothrop, Harvard Dental School, returned to his studies Monday by boat after
spending Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. T. W. Lothrop.

Mr. and Mrs. Alban B. Wyllie have returned
home from Warren, where they were called by
the illness and death of his father, John Edmond Wyllie. who passed aWay there after a
short illness.

Barker’s brother went there ar.d found he had.
been cut and t.aaly shaken up, tut it is though^
his
A

injuries are not serious.
reception was held last

odist church
E.

Frost, who

week at the

Meth-

in Pittsfield for Mr. and Mrs. C*
are

about to

move

to

Belfast*

following program was carried out: binging, Loyal Temperance Legion; Board of Trade,
The

Dr. E. A. Porter; Universalist church, H. R.
Coolidge; Baptist church, Dr. E. C. Bryant;
solo, Mrs. S. H. Frost; Sons of Veterans, L. O.
Haskell; reading, Ruth Pearson; Grange, P. J.
Whitten; Maine Central Institute, Prof. Landman; singing, Loyal Temperance Legion; I. O,
O. F.. O. H. Drake; Methodist church, Rev. N,
R. Pearson; presentation W. C. T. U.gift, Mrs,
O. H. Drake; presentation of gift, A. B. Crawford; singing, Loyal Temperance Legion. Dur-

ing

the

evening

a

silver

loving

cup

was

pre-

sented to Mr. and Mrs. Frost from the members of the Methodist church. Mrs. Frost waa,
•Iso presented with a silver bread tray fro®
the W. C. T. U. and L. T. L. Refreshments ot
punch and fancy crackers were served.

1

^

In

W. C. T. U. Institute in Brooks.

Ajaccio.
ii.

narrow

stone’s

Ajaccio, in the
squalid Rue St. Charles, within a
throw of the Cathedral, fronting

,

'

small square, called the Place
Letitia, planted with trees and adorned
with a tall pole surmounted by a brass

upon

from

a

eagle,

Rheumatism

three-storied house, plain and
but
unprepossessing in
appearance,
marked with a white marble tablet, inis

a

Try Sloan’s Liniment for your rheumatism —don’t rub
just lay it on
lightly. It goes straight to the sore
spot, quickens the blood, limbers up
the muscles and joints and stops
the pain.
—

dicating that,
“Napoleon 1. Was Born in This House,
15 August, 1769.”
Here dwelt, with their numerous brood,
Carlo Bonaparte, a lawyer in Ajaccio,
and his wife Letitia, born a Ramolino.
It was a house of well-to-do
people who
were entitled to whatever
luxury of living the time and place afforded. The
Bonapartes came originally from Tuscany, in Italy, but established themselves permanently in Corsica.
The burly

custodian who showed

Bonaparte

had

voice that

we

what he said.

Here’s Proof
Mrs. Julia Thomas of Jackson,
Cal., writes: “I have used your Liniment for rheumatism with much success.”
Martin J. Tunis, 169 16th Ave.,
1 was a
raterson, in. j., wntes:
cripple with rheumatism for two years and I could not move at all; had
to .be carried from place to place. I tried remedies and could not get better, until I tried Sloan’s Liniment. One bottle fixed me up in good shape
and now I always have a bottle in the house for my wife and children.”
■1

the Casa
thick gutteral
understood but little of
We were rushed unduly
us over

such

a

through the salon, reception room,
study of Carlo Bonaparte, the play-room
of the young Bonapartes, and the familv
dining room. But when we came to the
room where Bonaparte was born I
cried
a halt. An unpretentious
place indeed for
great an event. Madame Utere was
the Cathedral the day her
august son
was born.
She was hurriedly carried
home in her sedan chair,
there
so

arriving

in time! Whatever has been saved
of the original furniture of this room
has
been taken to

Paris, which

is

certainly

pity

kills any kind of pain. Good for
Chest Pains. Sold by all dealers.

j
j

Sloan’s book

|

a

as it would have been
so much betenshrined here in his
birthplace in
We were shown the sedan
Ajaccio.
chair of Madame Mere, in e sad state of
dilapidation, and an old harpsichord on
which she used to play. She was a
very
superior person, this Madame Letitia, and
of a most forceful character as all her
portraits show. In the last room ad-

■*

1

—

|

f

SLOANS
LINIMENT

at

just

Thursday, March 7th, was W. C. T.
tJ. Institute Day in Brooks, and quite a
lumber went up from Belfast to attend
die session in the pretty little church,
rhe snow and wind of the previous two
lays had filled the roads, and so members
'rom Monroe, Knox, and Jackson were
inable to get out, much to their disappointment, and even more so to those
•.
iresent. Probably for the same reason,
drs. Woods, State Supt. of Scientific
temperance Instruction, was unable to
I >e present. Rev. H. G. Booth, pastor
if the Congregational church in Brooks,
conducted a short devotional service,
ifter which Mrs. Annie M. Frost of
Pittsfield, State Supt. of Flower Missions,
1 rave a bright talk on the department
vork—distributing leaflets and report
( cards, and
urging that careful record be
i
cept of all work done which may be included in Flower Mission or Charity
vork. She also suggested that something in the line of “City Mission” work
>e undertaken by the county unions when
summer comes. Mr. and Mrs. Frost will
loon become residents of Belfast, and
will be most gladly welcomed by church
and W. C. T. U. workers.
The general topic for the afternoon
was “How my Department helps Prohi-

Relief

In the oldest part of

on

bition,” by
tendents

sent

free.

DS, EARL S. SLOAN

from France and make her an
ent isie, in 1793. The

independfugitive family
was
composed of Madame Letitia, Cardinal Fesch, Louis,
Marianne, and Pauline.
Napoleon and his brother Joseph had already embarked separately and secretly,
for Bastia, Caroline and Jerome remained hidden in Ajaccio. It was in the harbor of Capodi —Muro, that
Napoleon was
finally enabled to rejoin his family, and
board with them in safety the French
ship “Chileck,” which had been sent for
them by the Convention in Paris. Letitia
and Eliza returned to
Ajaccio, in the
Spring of 1797. General Bonaparte had
expressed the desire, in a letter written
from Italy, that uis house should be
put
in order “as it had been.”
Madame
Letitia immediately made out
quite a

long

list of necessary articles to be sent

from Marseilles, by her friend
Madame Clary. We saw the identical

her

-uvii

mi

ting,

&

mi

in

use,

ior tne

stairway, commanded on that occasion.
Upon his return from Egypt Napoleon
stayed seven days, 29 Sept, to 5 Oci.
1799, in Casa Bonaparte. In the room of
his birth,
Madame

The fish

Corsican native.
in

a

Address

market, held

apart.
large open square in which

are

dozens of

bearing the canary colored blossoms of the eweetly smelling mimosa.
The fish are dumped down on the
marble counters just as they are brought
in from the Jsea. A motley collection,
The silvery sardine beside the mottled
Slender, long
green of the langouste.
sinuous fish, resembling snakes, but too
small and delicate to be eels, wriggle in
and out in a most repulsive manner.

spectacle

of

lightning

seems

we
a

have the

thunder

storm,

vivid

the

and

ly they

almost seem to be about to burst
out of the sky.
n'L

_iii

aiivi

abloom.

..

aiuiunu

ucco

a ic

ail

of doors.

It is sad to

see

the tender

kids slaughtered so ruthlessly.
limp bodies are exposed for sale
hanging over the back of chairs placed in

young
Their
a

row on

j

the sidewalk.

But the goats

prolific here, and their flesh, with
that of the pig, which is excellent, aB the
animals feed almost exclusively upon
chestnuts, form the staple part of the
are

native diet.

There

many booths

North,

CHURCH

SUPPER.

K. O. K.

A„ Furnished the
Entertainment.
The regular monthly church and
parish

Bupper of the North church was served
in the dining room of the church
Tuesday

evening, March 5th. A large committee
of
under the chairmanship of
Mr^.
j C. ladies,
O. Poor, served a delicious
supper of
chicken, escalloped clams, hot rolls,
cakes, pies and coffee. An unusually
large company of the people of the congregation was present to enjoy the many
good things provided. The entertaindo
not
we
There are many odd varieties
ment which usually follows these
know at home; some rainbow tinted, '•
suppers
was given on this occasion in the
others with tenacles a foot long, some
vestry
the boys of Castle North, No. 853 K.
with exceedingly white flesh, and others by
0. K. A. An interesting musical
proagain with deep streaks of a dull red
was given as follows.
gram
running through them.
Chorus, Upon King Arthur’s Thorne,
The quays present a gay appearance i
The Castle
the days the steamers come in from Piano solo,
Stephen Clement
Silver Threads Among the Gold,
Song,
Marseilles or Nice. They bring the mails j
Mr. Bert Davis and the Castle
and their arrival is anxiously awaited. Cornet solo,
Roy Coombs
College
song,
The Cagtle
of
There is a heterogeneous collection
Cornet solo,
Coombs
Roy
merchandise as well. Agricultural im- Chorus, The Table Round is Full
Tonight,
The
Castle
brass
cans
of
beds,
benzine,
plements,
sofas, chairs, crockery, raw hides, sacks ( The numbers were heartily applauded
of chestnuts, cases of ready made cloth- , and several responded with encores.
Then followed a stereoptican talk
ing, etc., etc.
by the
I have learned from experience and minister, assisted by Mr. H. M. Prentiss,
motives of prudence to walk in the gutter, who attended the lantern.
Fifty picj
(which in the older part of the town is tures, showing scenes from the annual
placed in the middle of the street), in ! camping trips of the boys of Castle North,
order to avoid an unsuspected avalanche were thrown on the screen and described
of limpet shells, sea urchin burrs, or at length. Many of the happy hours at
basins of dish-water! Here with a sang Camp North were described, and stories
froid and despatch worthy a better cause, of humorous incidents provoked much
everything goes “alia finistra.” No laughter. The pictures were all taken
1

j

as

nn

better

wav

tn

"Sic Gif ria transit Mundi."

Grace C. D. Favre.

Ajaccio, Corsica, February 10,

1912.

CASTOR
IA
Tor Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have

Always Bought

Winterport

Man’s Almanacs.

Mrs. Frank W. Haley of Winterport has a
valuable collection of almanacs, the oldest of
which was printed by Isaac Bickerstaff, Boston, in 1768. The following quaint wording of
an advertisement written nearly 145 years ago,
appears on one of the pages: “Boston, Nov.
19, 1767. Proposals for printing a New Weekly
Paper, called The Boston Chronicle. Conditions: “1. It will be printed on the very best
demy paper and on a new type, of both which
the large proposals are a specimen. 2. It will
consist of eight pages in quarto; each page to
be the same size of the large proposals. 3.
Although of an extraordinary size the price
will be no more than six shillings and eight
pence lawful, or fifty shillings old tenor. 4.
The paper will be printed regularly every
Monday. The first paper will be published
some time in December next, or sooner if a

gains come through the care of
the Creator (not in spite of His opposition), and He asks for but one-tenth to
our

be returned to Him.

In the absence of Mrs. A. E. Brier, the
paper

on

“Puri'y,

and

Purity

in Art and

are

varying Btages'of

and Indians, is proportionally important.
E. F.

M.

There appears to be two sides to the
Canadian reciprocity question, even in
Canada. In Winnepeg, March 1st, a
young Liberal member of the Manitoba

legislature

declared

eastern Canada in

State

They

that the action of

defeating the
its hostility to

us,

The county press superintendent declared that

as a

man

readeth in his news-

a

total live Btock

Hoard of Trade

Banquet.

Much interest is manifested among the members of the local boards of trade in the State
board of trade banquet, which will be held
March 15th at the Augusta House, Augusta.
Hon. Lewis A. Burleigh will act as toastmaster
and the speakers will be Col. Frederick A
Boothby of Portland, president of the State
board of trade; Hon. Herbert M. Heath of
Augusta; Dr. H. W. Miller, superintendent of
the Maine hospital for the insane and Rev.
Henry Dunnack of the Methodist Church, Augusta.
Were

Born

February

29th.

set

ucuucittieiy

ters, Mrs. Edith E.

Masse and

Mrs.

Pearl

themselves to injure western Canada, Webber.
and in the course of 10 years there will
be such an agitation in western Canada
against their binding acts that nothing
but separation will suffice.” And his remarks were liberally applauded by the
Liberal members.
On the other hand the Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Chronicle says:
I
“Seven and a half million dollars expended in Halifax, or seventy and seven Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetaand a half million dollars, would be small
ble Compound Restored
compensation for what Nova Scotia lost
when Reciprocity was defeated.
Mrs. Green’s Health—
“Free trade in natural products with
the United States would have doubled
Her Own Statement.
the annual earnings of every farmer in

The vitalizing effect of the
shredded codfish in this feed
is just what is required.
Learn all aboutthiswonderful
feed from their Year Book.
Worth a dollar to you. \\'e
furnish it to you free.

JACKSON & HALL.

■

Abstract of the Annual Statement of

i

FAILED TO HELP

Its contention would seem to be sustained by the prices it quotes for farm and

Assets, December 31, 1911.
Estate,
$ 58b,2*.: &
Stocks and Bonds,
18.39b.46*
Cash in Office and Bank,
l,6c)7,
Real

Interest and Rents,
Gross Assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Covington, Mo. —“Your medicine has
me more good than all the doctor’s medicines.
::

»
K
r

if|::
■v

^
y

st/

I

At

every monthly period
I had to stay in bed
four days because of

B hemorrhages,

and

absent, but

i_

MAINE'S

discussion,
opened by Rev. H. G. Booth, brought
out several questions, touching this and
allied departments.
One asked why
water may not be always used instead of
ance

was

the

VALUATION

$404,397,651.

1

STATEMENT OF THE

stay up and do my

PHOENIX INSURANCE CO.,

x think it is

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loans,
Stock and Bonds,

for constitutional

Bank,
Agents’ Balances,
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,
Gross Assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

operation.
“I had hemorrhages and at times
$10,346,243 Over the Valucould not get any medicine to stop them.
1910. Waldo County Statistics.
I got in such a weak condition that I would

prohibition.

The total number of polls taxed in
Waldo county was 6444; not taxed, 1033;
total real estate owned by residents, $6,243,663; real estate owned by. non-residents, $2,071,204; personal estate owned
by residents, $2,002,164; personal estate ;
owned by non-residents, $99,750; total

over to give us kindly greeting.
Mr.
Phinney of Belfast also spoke. After a
rising vote of thanks to the hostess
ing was surely a great success.
union the meeting closed with singing,
“God be with you,” while all joined
values, $10,416,781.
LIFE GUARDS.
hands. We shall be glad to go to Brooks
The Life Guards are two regiments of
cavalry again in
June,' when it is expected to money at interest to the
forming part of the British household troops.
$188,846; town debts to the
They are gallant soldiers, and every loyal hold the county convention there.
British heart
£___l

proud of them. Not only the
King’s household, but yours, onrs, everybody’s
3hould have its life guards. The need of them
is especially great when the greatest foes of
life, diseases, find allies in the very elements
is colds, influenza, catarrh, the
grip, and pneumonia do in the stormy month of March. The
best way that we know of to guard against
these diseases is to strengthen the system
with Hood’s Sarsaparilla-—the greatest of all
life guards. It removes the conditions in which
these diseases make their most successful attack, gives vigor and tone to all the vital

$23,639;

is

$219,749;

taxes

assessed

Al_

on

taxes assessed on
in trade,

amount

of

amount of

1,096,07146
84,894 ??
49,l*m
--

$11,410,91???
6.284*-

<

Surplus

over

all

3,70ll

Liabilities,

Total Liabilities and Surplus
$11,404,60ALBERT M. AMES, Age-1
3wl0
Stockton Springs. N5
WESTCHESTER FIRE NEW YORK
Assets Dec. 31, 1911.
$

Real

estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and

9,1':—:
1,"

1

3,97
21,

bank,

Agents’ balances,

34.
ti.

Interest and rents,

Gross assets,

$4,68",.

Admitted assets,
$1,6?.'
1,342,708 52 *
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1911.
21
549,647
1 Net unpaid losses,
$ 27.
28,486 95 Unearned
premiums,
2,519.

office and bank,

$6,742,312

All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

68

6,120 43

Admitted assets,
$6,736,192 25
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 252.337 64
Unearned premiums,
2,901.854 52
Ail other liabilities,
It 6,800 91
Cash capital,
1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
2,475,199 18

3uu

1

1,51”.

liabilities and surplus,
$4,68,
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast

Total

3wl0

j

BRANCH.
HAMBURG BREMEN FIRE INSURANCi
COMPANY OF HAMBURG, GERMANY
UNITED STATES

Total liabilities and surplus,
$6,736,192 25 1
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1911.
MESSRS. JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents, |
Stocks and Bonds,
$ 1,683.
3wl0
Belfast, Maine.
Cash in Office and Bank,
5*..
Agents’Balances,
237.:

STATE OF MAINE.

property,

polls, $18,-

141."!•
52,45 j
11,30ft u'
9,476,094'
499,9" 5

Admitted Assets,
$11,404,6341?
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net Unpaid Losses,
$ 6216101'
Unearned Premiums,
4,891,304
All other Liabilities,
190,DO"
Cash Capital,
2,00o',00v

and

M. J. Dow closed his store and went

$

Cash in Office and

ted upon for a serious female trouble
and that nothing could help me but an

Attention was called to the fact that
evening's entertainment.
The lesson in Prohibition Geography
Agents’ balances,
on Sept. 1, 1911, of the 70 National banks
Great credit is due to Mrs. Poor and her
Interest and rents,
showed how much of the country is al- in
42
Maine,
conducting savings departexcellent committee of ladies for the
Gross assets,
ready “dry,” and how many States now ments had on deposit $18,362,898, paying
delicious supper,and to the boys of Castle
Deduct items not admitted,
under license or local option are working no tax.
North for the program rendered, and
WALDO COUNTY

special credit

December 31, 1911.

Assets

The total valuation of the cities, towns
plantations in Maine for 1911 is
$404,397,651, an increase of $10,346,243
wine at the communion table.
It was
over the valuation in 1910, according to
remarked that only one or two, or pos- the report of the State assessors. This
sibly three, denominations continue to gain is particularly gratifying, following

is due to Mr. H. M. Prentiss for his successful woik with the lanj
! tern, and the many hours of toil
preparing the slides for the lecture. The even:

Gross Assets,
Deduct items not

WALDO SS.

$ 1,97"

.<

admitted,
$408,751; bank stock, To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
$137,550; trUBt company stock, $22,680;
Judicial Court next to be held at Belfast,
Admitted Assets,
Seven
$ 1,919
railroad property, $155,835; water comwithin and for the County of Waldo, on the
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1911.
T. U., drove to Swanville recently to
third Tuesday of
in the year of our
pany property, $46,000; electric light
April,
$ 188..
Lord one thousand nine hundred and twelve. Net Unpaid Losses,
meet with the union there, and were company property, $11,400; property of
Unearned Premiums,
1,17;
A. WHITE of Belfast, in the All other
met with outstretched hands, a glad companies not otherwise listed, $84,350;
4
Liabilities,
County of Waldo and State of Maine, re- Surplus overall Liabilities,
machinery not taxed as real estate, $84,51'.
greeting, and had such a good time they 982;
finished products in mills, $500; ma- spectfully libels and gives this Honorable
Court to be informed that her maiden name Total Liabilities and
wish .they could go again, right away. The terial in stock,$43,650;
$ 1,91
Surplus,
shipping, $15,982; was Josephine A. Barker, and that
she was
Swanville union meets always in one small boats, $36,790; wharf property,
FIELD & QUIMBY', Agents, Belfast, Y
organs and functions, and imparts a genial
legally married to William B. White, whose
and
3wl0
warmth to the blood. Remember the weaker
lumber, $37,230; wood iesidence is not known to her, at Lynn, Mass.,
home, where lives an aged mother, 86 $31,025; logs
and bark, $3,123; carriages, $43,016; au- on the 28th day of January, 1897, by Rev. Tillthe system the greater the
exposure to disease.
NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE C(
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes the system strong. /ear’s old, and nearly blind, with two tomobiles, $52,175; musical instruments,
man B. Johnson, a minister of the Gospel
duly
HARTFORD.
daughters, all members of the W. C. T. $49,125; furniture, $20,775; value of other authorized to solemnize marriages; that your
“I suffered habitually from constipation*
libelant
now
thir
resides
in
State
and has reA part of the opening exercises was property, $61,168; value of property exU.
Assets Dec. 31, 1911.
Doan’s Regulets relieved and strengthened the
vote $8,500; value of property sided here in good faith for more than one year Real estate,
$ 647.
next prior to the date of this libel; that she has
bowels, so that they have been regular ever » Bible reading on Systematic Giving, in empted by
by assessors, $5,710; value of by said
exempted
since.”—A. E. Davis, grocer, Sulpher Springs which all
1,82.'
libellee two children, namely: William Mortgage loans,
as
well as in the town
joined,
Stocks
and
bonds,
7,‘JN
rex.
property, $26,613.
E. White, age fourteen years; Lida E. White,
Cash in office and bank,
67The amount of money voted for schools
“Query” on S. T. I. work which followage twelve years; that since said marriage
balances,
1,11
3d later.
The Governor’s Cigar.
There were several songs, in the county was $28,131; for highways, your libelant has always conducted herself Agents’
Bills
receivable.
towards her said husband ns a
A

well-known young man of Augusta
a story on himself,
Wednesday.

:elling

-o--“r-1—

Plaisted

a

v

w ivuuoi

slight personal service

caucus.

“He patted

at

was

He

vjuiciiiui

Tuesday

upon the
man, “and then
me

shoulder,” says the young
reaching to his vest pocket while still talking,
pulled out a cigar and held it out toward me.
He held it about a foot and a half away and I
started to reach for it, then thought I’d wait
for him to pass it a little further. Just then
le gave me a last
friendly pat looked absently
iway—and carefully tucked that beautifully
landed smokestick between his own lips! I
nearly had heart failure thinking’what I came
near doing.”—Kennebec Journal.

JOSEPHINE

$46,925.
The saw mills in the county were valBefore they left ued at $27,619; the other mills at $63,650.
The returns on live stock show that
their hospitable hostesses served delithere are 6,189 horses in the county,
cious cake and cocoa.
valued at $46S,544, an average of $75.71
THE WILLARD MEMORIAL MEETING.
a head; 244 three
year old colts, valued
The memory of Frances E. Willard has at $20,769, or $85.12 a
head; 245 two year
old
ceen made a bright and beautiful
colts, valued at $15,768, or $64.36 a
thing,
252
one
year old colts, valued at
through the commemorative meetings head;
$10,576, or $41.97 a head; 7,518 cows,
ield by each local union, on or near Feb.
valued at $192,817, or $25.65 a head; 448
17th. By these yearly meetings, Miss
jnd the hour and

stay

was

a

Augusta, March 11, 1912. In order to successfully demonstrate spraying and pruning
throughout the fruit sections, we must have
the co-operation of the growers. No matter
where you live, or how good your orchard is, if
we can help you and the
nearby growers, we

half of the visitors

all too short.

Willard’s plea for the “religion of patriotism” has been answered. The gifts
cf local unions make

Demonstrations in Spraying and Pruning.

430; stock

SWANVILLB W. C. T. U.
members of the Belfast W. C.

A VISIT TO THE

;

3wl0

Vegetable Compound and now I can

the best medicine on earth for women.”
—Mrs. Jennie Green, Covington, Mo.

Cash in

>9

Losses Paid in 93 Years,
128 005
FIELD & QUIMBY. Agents, Belfast, V,

An Increase of
ation of

Admitted Assets,
$22,017.; v,-'
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net Unpaid Losses,
$ 613,' \
Unearned Premiums,
7,93t:. !i
All other Liabilities,
632,937 9*
Cash Capital,
5,00*'. <n.
Surplus over all Liabilities,
7,834,1.-, 7

Surplus

dairy produce, which are higher than in
Belfast today. Butter, 36 cents a pound;
How Mrs. Cline Avoided
Operation.
eggs, 40 cents a dozen; beef and lamb,
Law-abiding sentiments in papers and 20
Brownsville. Ind. —“I can say that
cents; fowls, 22 cents; geese, 24, turbooks, he is likely to help Prohibition
key, 27 cents a pound; {potatoes Jfrom 80 Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
and Purity; to obey the laws rather than
to 90 cents a bushel, and other articles in has done me more good than anything
disregard them.
else. One doctor said I must be operai
proportion.

$22,235.:
21'! 7;;

Aggregate, including Capital
and Surplus,
$22,017.
for Policy-Holders,
$ 12,8.';:

my back was so weak
I could hardly walk.
I have been taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s

iro^rif

1,55l!4

Agents’Balances,

lone

;

tt.

COMPANY

Capital Fail! up In Cash, 95,OOO.OOo.

_

paper, so he thinks. As he thinks, so he
votes. If he reads Prohibition, Purity,

The paper on Franchise was omitted.
The superintendent of Medical Temper-

AETNA INSURANCE

Hartford, Conn.
On the 31st day of December, 1911, mac.
the State of Maine.
Incorporated 1819. Commenced Business
Wm. B. Clark, President.
Henry E. Rees, Secretan

WHERE DUulURd

Nova Scotia and quadrupled the value of
every farm in this Province within a few
years.
“And it would have done absolutely no
harm to Canadian manufacturing inter-

as

ens growbefore if you use the
Park & Pollard Gritless.
Chick and Growing Feed

Mrs. Sadie Nichols
Thorndike, Feb. 28.
Hodges, who will observe her birthday tomorwestprocity plan showed
row, was born in Winslow, February 29, 1856,
ern Canada, and that he would support a
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Nichols.
resolution looking to the separation of She married when young, Albert Hodges, who
western Canada from the eastern part died a few years ago. Mrs. Hodges makes her
home with her son in this town.
of the Dominion. “No greater blow,’’
South China, Feb. 28. Mrs. Emily M. Starsaid the member for LaVerandrye, “has rett will observe tomorrow her occasional
birthday. She was born February 29, 1848, and i
ever been dealt western Canada than the was married in 1869 to Samuel C. Starrett.
The/ have four sons, Preston, Ernest, George
of
The
of
rejection
reciprocity.
people
and Leroy, all of Athol, Mass.; also two daugh- I
wauaua
nave
coDiciu

chicken will live and
you never saw chick-

Every
grow

reci-

ests.”
Literature” was read by her daughter.
To this statement the Halifax Herald
Mrs. Brier referred to the present tentakes exception. It says that the farmdency of fiction writers to picture their
ers of Nova Scotia are not feeding the
characters as smoking, drinking, and
people of Nova Scotia or half feeding
doing many other things which are taken
them; that the Nova Scotia home maras a matter of course.
such
Inevitably,
kets for farm and dairy products are far
presentments lower the ideals of the in
excess of Nova Scotian production,
readers. Likewise, the average “comic”
and asks: “What have Nova Scotian farand Sunday supplement does, not amuse
mers for export to the United States?”
but the influence is downward.

possible

Over

the home

Half-Century.

Humphreys’ Specifics have
been used, by the people with

missionary

work of the W. C. T. U., as
at this time the unions send to the National Treasurer, $2 (or more) to be used
in strengthening the work. It is espec-

satisfaction for more than 80
years. Medical Book sent free.

ially devoted to the departments of for-

eign-speaking people; (also maintaining
missionary at Ellis Island, near New
want to do it.
There is an excellent
decomposition.
York, where so many foreigners land
Write
to this Department and we will
jar- each
cheese made from goat’s milk.
The sufficient number are subscribed for. 5. Subyear), the work among colored
from the country will be carefully range dates satisfactory to each.
fruit and vegetable market is carried on scriptions
attended to and the papers sent with the utWe will bring all the materials, apparatus, people, and the work among the Indians.
in a covered space. Here the peasants most regularity." Many of the almanacs conetc., and desire only interest in the work The work in Alaska and the Philippines
tain a journal kept by an ancestor of Mrs.
arrive from the country on their stout
has been carried on and the territory in
Haley and the almanac, printed in 1776, has after we get to the orchard.
little Corsican ponies, none of which are many interesting references to historic events
Don’t delay, but send in requests as soon as the canal zone preempted. By the kindof
that
Journal.
period.—Kennebec
over 15 hands high, the women riding
A. K. Gardner,
possible.
ness of the pastor and church board, the
'State Horticulturist. Belfast W. C. T. U. held its commemoraastride like the men, carrying on their
NINETEEN MILES A SECOND
saddles leather bags of chestnuts, potain the Universalist
Soothes itching skin. Heals cuts or burns tive meeting this year
without a jar, shock or disturbance, is the
toes, or garden produce. The piles of awful
without a scar. Cures piles, eczema, salt church, and the pastors of the city, the
speed of our earth through space. We rheum,
any itching. Doan’s Ointment. Your church choir and the
luscious oranges and mandarines, juicy wonder at such ease of natufe’s
audience, all helpmovement,
sells it
lemons and sweet citrons, are attractive and so do those who take Dr. King’s New Life druggist
ed. The readings from articles by the
to the eye as well as pleasing to the Pills. No griping, no distress, just thorough
Indigestion. National superintendents of the above
palate. A lively bartering goes on be- work that brings good health and fine feelings. tSVIUUt Relieves sour Stomach mentioned departments gave incidents
palpitation of the heart Divests whatiouaat
tween the prospective customer and the 25c. at all druggists.
and figures relative to the work. The

where cheese is sold in

for this one department alone,
and the work among the colored people

579 or $8.48 a head,
valuation of $859,857.

the close of the

night’s

A

All

languages,

oxer, valued at $26210 or $68.60 a head;
1,243 three year olda, valued at $28,938,
or $23.28 a
head; 1,633 two year olda,
valued at $28,607, or $17.46 a Head; 1,846
yearlinga, valued at $18,696, or $10.13 a
head; 7,976 8heep, valued at $26,464, or
$3.19 a head; 2,780 swine, valued at $23.-

have died if I had not got relief soon.
“Several women who had taken your
Compound, told me to try it and 1 did
and found it to he the right medicine to
build up the system and overcome
female troubles.
the phenomenal gain of 1910.
use alcoholic wine at the sacrament.
I am now in great deal better health
The gain in real estate is $8,257,294
Touching the use of alcohol to tide and in personal $2,088,949. All the coun- than I ever expected to be, so I think I
over a crisis in disease, it was noted ties show an increase except Sagadahoc,
ought to thank you for it.’’—Mrs. 0. M.
that many physicians believe the reac- the decrease in that county being caused Cline, S. Main St., Brownsville, Ind.
the loss of the steamship property.
tion of alcoholic stimulants more than by
The valuation of the 20 cities is $182,wys anu uy ivir. rrentiss, and all counter balances the first beneficial effect.
NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE COM262,527 as against $177,229,627 in 1910,
the slides for the lantern were made
PANY OF NEW YORK,
by More and more other remedies are re- an increase of $5,032,900.
the latter.
It was an enthusiastic comThe valuation of automobiles is given
25 Liberty Street, New York.
alcohol, especially if the patient
placing
as $1,945,687, an increase of about half
pany of people that listened to the pro- asks for them. The
Assets December 31, 1911.
danger of patent a million over the preceding year. The
gram and saw the pictures, judging from
$ 682,000 00
medicines and headache powders was livestock valuation totals $15,809,278, an Mortgage loans,
the very favorable comments heard at
Stocks and bonds,
4,139,470 00
increase of $561,788.
also considered.

descending into the

The

perfume of the narcissus
fills ihe air, and the gaudy flowers of the
aloe and the prickly pear give an Oriental
brilliancy to the scene.
We have spent the morning in the
market place. Everything is carried on
out

Castle

trees

grandiose

the
thunder more emphatic in this far off
isle of the Mediterranean, just as the
stars on a moonless night shine so brightmore

NORTH

THE

quay, is a thing
It is surrounded on one side by a

at

night

sent

have a full purse than by tithing.
And
a full purse is much better able to aid

Boston, Mass*

large building on^the

forever dear to the heart of
Mother, we were shown the such extra fatigue

while at

had

benevolences of all kinds than the haphazard method followed by most people.

street with the refuse for the Ajaccian
Bethlehem,” in ivory and
precious woods, which Napoleon brought housewives, no such complication of
work for them!
his mother as a souvenir of his
campaign,
The other day I just had time to dodge
f he Casa Bonaparte
belongs now to the
Empress Eugenie; Napoleon III having a pan of kitchen detritus. Now I steer
refurnished it with the original furniture clear of the houses, keeping a watchful
on any
in 1860, at a cost of 65,000
open window!
francs, to cele- eye
One is certainly not over-fatigued in
brate the centenary of the birth of
Napothis fair isle of Corsica by any set round
leon, 15 August, 1869.
of sight seeing. In Ajaccio there is the
The weather this month of
February is
quite contrary,” like a sensitive spoil- Fesch Museum, bequeathed to the town
ed child, all smiles and
by Cardinal Fesch, half-brother to
sunlight one minute, and tears and clouds the next. As Letitia Ramolino, containing some excellent paintings, and a few, so very few,
a witty old German
lady in our hotel
souvenirs of the Conqueror Napoleon.
When it looks like rain I take
says:
my
walking stick, and when it is brilliant One wishes there were only more.
In the Hotel de Ville, or City Hall,
sunshine I choose my rain unbrella!”
there are many more paintings and sevf or two days we had the
sirocco, which
eral fine pieces of sculpture, representhere in Ajaccio is a hot but
damp enervating wind. Rain is the exception here ing the different members of the Impeusually, but it must rain sometime in rial family. There is an excellent bust
order to fill the springs, brooks and of the little Duke of Reichstadt, which
Napoleon had with him at St. Helena,
rivers and cause vegetation to flourish.
and Napoleon’s death mask, given to the
Ajaccio certainly has an unexceptional
winter climate, and the scenery is sur- town of Ajaccio, in 1834, by the Bonapassingly beautiful. The town lies on parte family.
In a glass case against the wall the
the bay which is seven miles from the
lies open at the page
Bea.
All around rise the masses of im- parochial register
which contains the baptismal record of
posing mountains, the highest being covered with the eternal snows. Once in a the great Napoleon.

Manger

who

or

Clivinsr” that there is

ter

joining the reception hall a trap door was
pointed out to us by which the Bonapartes escaped to their country place at
Milelli, when menaced by the fury of the
Paolists, who desired to separate Corsica

present,

County superin-

papers. Miss A. G. Kane, whose paper
was read by the county president, claimed for her department of “Systematic

Neuralgia, Toothache, Lumbago and
Price 25c., 50c. and $1,00*

Horses, Cattle, Hogs and Poultry

the several

—-

map demonstration, by meant of little
flags, showed which States had received
aid from this fund. $8,606 were received
last year of which $1,200 goes to main*
tain Mias Orr, and the work at Ellis Island. Missionaries are needed at several
other parts, but the’fund will not yet
permit of the additional expense. Last
year, 965,000 pageB of leaflets at a cost
of $608.45 were printed, in 19 different

ITo.
fob
Price
1 Fevers. Congestions, Inflammations.35
Worm
Worms.
or
Worm
Disease.
3
.35
Fever,
3 Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.35
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.35
7 Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.35
8 Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.35
• Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.35
10 Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak Stomach.35
13 Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .35
14 Salt Kheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.35
15 Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.35
10 Fever and Ague, Malaria.35
17 Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External, Intemal.35
19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.
.35
30 Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.35
Difficult
31 Asthma, Oppressed,
Breathing.35
37 Kidney Disease...
35
38 Nervous Debility. Vital Weakness.1.00
30 Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.35
34 8ore Throat. Quinsy35

a

...

77 Crip, Hay Fever and Summer Colds.25
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
HUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Comer

ftodftlFor

■

William and Ann Streets. New York.

faithful, chaste
and affectionate wife, bu% that the said libellee
wholly regardless of his marriage vows and
obligations, on or about September I5th, A. D.
1907, at Lynn, Mass., utterly deserted your
libelant and has continued such utter desertion
to Jthe present time, being more than three

to the filing of this
libel. Libelant further says that she does not
know the present residence of the libellee and
cannot ascertain the same by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore, your libelant prays that she
may be decreed a divorce from the bonds of
matrimony now existing between her and the
said William B. White and that the custody of
said minor children may be given to her.
Dated this 21st day of February, A. D. 1912.
JOSEPHINE A. WHITE.

consecutive years next

ss.

made oath that the statements and allegations
in the foregoing libel by her signed are true
Before me,
H. C. BUZZELL,
Justice of the Peace.

STATE OF MAINE.

an

attested

copy

of the same,

admitted,

assets,

$11,8:

Liabilities

i

Dec. 31, 1911.
$

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
7..
All other liabilities, special reserves, 1.
Cash capital,
l,oi>
Surplus over all liabilities
2,*.
Total liabilities and surplus
$11>
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfa t.
3wl0
NORTH

I

BRITISH & MERCANT1
SURANCE COMPANY

OF LONDON AND EDINBURGH.
KINGDOM OF GREAT RI

or

M

j

December 31, 1911.
Stocks and bonds,
$8,320.!
Cash in office and bank,
397.043

\

Assets

All other assets,

abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the last publication to be thirty days at least before the next
term of said Court, to be holden at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the third Tuesday of April next, that he may then and there
appear in said Court and answer thereto, if he
see fit.
WM. P. WHITEHOUSE,
Chief Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of Libel and order of notice
thereon. Attest:
3w9
GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.
an

Admitted

1.

$11,91

Agents’ balances,

Supreme Judicial Court in Vacation.
Waldo ss.
Belfast, Feb. 23, A. D. 1912.
Upon the annexed Writ and Libel, it is ordered by me, the undersigned, a Justice of said
Court, that notice be given to the Libelee by

publishing

Gross assets
Deduct items not

prior

STATE OF MAINE.
February 21st, A. D. 1912.
Personally appeared Josephine A. White and

Waldo

Interest and rents,

OF

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

837

94.33*

Surplus

liabilities,
all liabilities,

over

614.i

h1

i

CHILDREN

!
*

1
|

17-

\

3,71\

Total liabilities and surplus,
$9,135.4
ALBERT M, AMES, Agent,
Stockton Springs, Maine
CHARLES H. SARGENT, Agent, Belfast,
the

!
1

$9,049.4'-

Admitted assets,
$9,13.*>,4
Liabilities December 31, 1911
Net unpaid losses,
$ 479,2;>
Unearned premiums,
4,76

All other

|

j?

'1

1-IKE

j

Mj
il

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

poublel Skirt

Dressed

Well

The

New

Woman.

York

Durbar Embroideries. Laces Galore.
[Correspondence of The Journal.]

Effects.

Belfast Free
Report

Pierrot Ruches.

of the

Librarian, Ml* Annie
nora

shown in the list of accessions, the LiDrary has received the following periodicals:
Christian Science Journal.
«
Monitor.

Library.
Leo-

Barr.

To the Trustees of the Belfast
Free Lib11th. Better than most does the New York woman underYORK, March
rary:
accessories.
Not
born
every
Knickerbocker, of course,
vaiue of stylish
Gentlemen: The twenty-fourth annual
ptar,a
number of the native born without an atom of clothes sense, but
ire any
report of the Belfast Free Library is
on
is
Fifth
as
all
-W
the
high
world
Avenue,
knows.
-lire of g°°d dressing
herewith respectfully submitted to
PIERROT RUCHES.
you
(fee *Vt’r
It giv^s me pleasure to tell that the
with a long thin neck is having her innings just now when Pierrot
woman
continued
usefulness
and
1
enjoyment of
from a tiny band at the base of the neck, are most
.*tending up and down
the Library is shown this year by the
lr“l
These are usually made of two shades of maline, black over white, largest circulation of books for
home
A narrow velvet ribbon covers the band.
Side frills are still reading loaned since its establishment in
,reen, etc.
1888.
is
No
record
of
kept
the refertw
and coliarless finishes are used for waists and blouses, but any girl out ence work in the
■'
Reading Room, or of
Tnucb hag t)ie neck filled in with a net or lace collar, and this should be high as Reading Room attendance,
but there is
no doubt that the valuable
reference
'at will permit.
g
books have been much appreciated by
DURBAR EMBROIDERIES.
the
while
the
late magazines
many students,
as Durbar embroideries and trimmings give an
are known
up-to-date are in constant demand.
'S
frocks and suit waists. These are odd patterns
iirv taffeta
developed in
REGISTRATION.
garish colors of the East, in woolen and heavy silk thread. The name
During the year 269 new book cards
have been issued, giving a total
registration of 2,494 names since Sept. 1, 1905
while 110 were cancelled because of
death or change of residence. Although
the number of registration slips filed is
2052, this number exceeds the actual
patronage of the Library, as many peopie fail to observe the rule of surrender-

\*Ehe

Yble-

ing

their
residence.

library

cards upon

change

of

much gratified to be able toretotal circulation of 29,259, which
exceeds the year 1909-10, when we loaned 28,135 books.
It is a subject for regret that we are
unable to offer special attractions for
children, and that, as the years have
passed, the circulation of juvenile books
has not increased in proportion to the increase in other classes.
While Belfast
can claim one of the best reference libraries in the State, a library which surpasses in collection of books and facilities for study the libraries of many
larger cities, its juvenile department
Joes not compare with the work done
We

port

Theosophical Quarterly.
Union Signal. Gift of W. C. T. U. of

Belfast.
Waldo County Herald.
Another gift, much appreciated, was a
:ollection of one thousand foreign views
presented by Miss Annie V. Field.
It is fitting that we pay tribute to the
nemory of the late Professor Henry
iVilliamscn Haynes of Boston, whose

leath occurred recently, to whom the
Library is indebted for the portrait of
ilrs. Paul R. Hazeltine, which hangs in
he Reading Room. Professor Haynes,
vho was a nephew of Mrs. Hazeltine,
vas an eminent archeologist, formerly
]
1 in instructor at the University of Vernont and at the time of his death, correponding secretary of the Massachusetts
:

\

listorieal Society.

In September, the Librarian and Asistant Librarian attended the annual
of the State Library Associaj t ion at Brunswick, from which we ret amed much encouraged, assured that,
a lthough the
majority of libraries have
r lore convenient buildings, our work and
r lethods
are
in accordance with the
s tandard
maintained throughout the
£ tate. We have known for some time
t lat our charging system was not the
fc est in use, but have delayed making a
c tange until having had sufficient opp ortunity to study the various methods
o f other libraries.
After careful cons deration of the Newark and Browne
s fstem, the two preferred
by the Library
£ ssociation, we have chosen the Newark,
a id the necessary work has
begun on the
b ooks, so that the new method will soon
i

CIRCULATION.
are

a

J leeting

for children elsewhere. The reason for
deplorable condition is because we b 3 in

this
are

handicapped by

lack of room.

Every

ane who visits the
Library must realize
that it would be useless as well as uncomfortable for the older readers, for us
to try to increase the number of our
juvenile patrons, so until an addition to
the building can be built which shall contain a children’s room, it is not
possible
for the Library to do work among children which we see in other libraries.

Respectfully submitted,
Leonora Barr, Librarian,

Annie

I elfast, March 1, 1912.

The News of Brooks

designers

Mrs. Grace Bachelder has returned
a three weeks’ visit in
Windsorville
t
! the home of her aunt, Mrs. Celia Husf

iggested by the gorgeous Oriental ceremonies attending the crowning
urge and

Queen Mary

as

Emperor

DOUBLE

every skirt

>

one

sees

and

Empress

of India.

SKIRTS.

is either double skirted

or

combinations of material remain very fashionable

:

irbish

trimmed to
so

give

that

that it is not diffi-

Skirts remain narrow and waists are apt to be nearly
■hiffon, or some other thin material in the color of the frock, with a bib,
art of the skirt material, so it takes little to make a
gown with some
a

gown.

imbination.

u‘

SILK COATS.

-ilk coats or blouses that can be worn with odd
gowns or do duty with a
:irt are much to the fore.
Built of plain or shot taffeta, these are very
becoming, and need little trimming outside of their own material.
ONE

PIECE

niece taffeta gowns will be
.w

practically anywhere,

go

TAFFETA

GOWNS.

exceedingly fashionable,
so

are

most useful.

made

on simple linesVerona Ckark.

)NE OF THE GREAT SCENES IN HIS

TORY.

Mill

How Two Little

SALE

IN

BELFAST

2 ine:

“So little

BY

-pecial arrangement have all the
patterns all the time.

“When they

:f N' > WAITING TO SEND.

SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE SESSION.
,r

iul
Bn:

doubtless desire to keep
rrned on matters at the State Capitol
th» coming special session of the
Leg-

readers will

veral important questions

are

al-

t»ooK( i for
again

j*
!

*

action, such as the proposisubmitting the liquor question to
Hubmitting an amendment to

"m : Jl*on

to

permit

issue

an

that is really exciting or
rorth while has happened in my life that
am greatly interested in Jim and
Dan
tyers, who run a restaurant in the town
/here I live. Something really
happenc d to them once
upon a time, and when I
o
to
their
restaurant I enjoy hearing
*
hem tell about it.

!

CARLE & JONES,
:

Onto It

Ed Howe, the great Kansas editor of
1 .tchison Globe fame, tells the
following
tory in the February American Maga-

10c. and 15c.
ARE FOR

Boys Stumbled

of bonds

were

boys, they lived

on

farm in Virginia; I have heard them
ay their postoffice was Sudley Springs.
)ne Sunday morning, I heir father startd them to Sunday school, and after
they
ad loitered along the way a mile or two
im Ayers remarked a commotion over
\ eyond what they called the
Big Woods.
‘What’s that?' Jim asked, stopping.
“It was getting late by this time, and
1 )an replied:
‘I don’t know, but we’d better
hurry
1 p and get to
Sunday school, or we’ll get

\

«

* whipping.
A'ads, the re-districting of the State,
! e an ti
“Then they hurried on, but the com.Iment of the election laws, while
motion over beyond the
will
Big Woods broke
doubtless
be
!
•*
:kn.own
brought
fcrw»"°r
ut again, faintly, but it was
fea»ly in the session. Affecting as
very unand
M'e welfare of all the
Jim
sual,
and
of
the J
stepped
listened. He
people
i
pi iminent public man can afford to
ad never heard
like
it
anything
before,
trw
than maintain a close watch
* lthough he was a
upon
big boy twelve years
ng8 of our law-makers from day ( Id and, after
|
listening a while, he said:
‘I’m going over there.’
Ik !^'nn,:bec Journal is the only paper in j
‘Better not,’ Dan said.
‘You know
publishes the official stenographic ! 4
'*
1 ather
’be legislative
whips hard.’
proceedings. These j
“But
the
ab
debates
and
commotion
are
strange
h \ude
complete.
continued,
-denographers in both the House ! £ o Jim said he was going, whipping or
’-be Journal will have a full
ban followed, but
corps i I o whipping,
kept
importers who will keep a sharp £ ay mg they would catch it
;
when they
committees and other matters of ] eturned home.
l
't cted with

the session.

j

committee hearings
urnal.
1r.i
*t.

Hi;..
*

%.
*'•

Advance i

also

pub-

"f the session can only be esti:*s not
likely to exceed one month.
f ’be Daily Kennf bee Journal for
|S aO
cents. Subscriptions will be
u
ediately on receipt of order and
L to the end of the
session without
Address all orders to Kennebec
Maine.
2wll

t*.

i.

are

Augusta,

rom

sy-

circulation of books from the
Home Libraries has been larger than last
year, notwithstanding the fact that there
is one less Home Library than at the
time the report was given in 1911. They
are in charge of Mrs. E. 0. Pendleton,
Searsport avenue, Mrs. William C. Vose,
Northport avenue, and Mrs. Eugene
Wood, West Belfast. Their total circulation was 1510, of which number, East
Belfast reports the loan of 1085 books.
We are most desirous that Home Libraries be established at North Belfast
and Poor’s Mills, but it is difficult to find
families willing to undertake the respon-

are by The McCall
Company, New York,
and Makers of McCall Patterns.

ind.

Biography.
History.

HOME LIBRARIES.

T he above
designs

In the human body, when the blood
becomes thin and impure, the different

E. A. Carpenter is spending a few
<j ays at home after an extended
trip
f hrough northern and eastern
Maine.

The

The Pythian Sisters will conduct a ball
1 Union hall on the evening of March
J 4th, and have
engaged Kendall’s orhestra of five pieces.
Chas. E. Bowen, who sold his large
s tand of
buildings recently to Frank
1 'ogg, is getting out the lumber this wiri-

build a new house in the near fuAt time of sale Mr. Bowen res erved the large, beautiful field on
the
< pposite side of the
street, and will build
1 iis future residence on it.
t er to
I ure.

We understand that Merton Swett of
i Cnox has rented the Kilgore store and
to go into the
grocery and dry
;oods business in this place; also that
sibility.
and Charles Ryder have
Jeorge
bought
accessions.
he large building near the
bridge and
The accession book shows that 16,515
Hill remodel it into a fine store. Both
volumes have been acquired since 1888,
nen
are
now employed by the A. E.
of which 1,188 have been withdrawn, I 'base Co. When these two
stores are in
leaving 15,327, the number of volumes vorking order this little village will have
now in the Library.
Of the books pureven firms carrying groceries.
chased, many have been of especial
A most delightful little entertainment
value, among which may be mentioned
Has
given in Union hall on Saturday
the following:
evening March 2nd by the young girls of
Emerson’s Journals, 4 vols.
drs. Francis Merritt’s Sunday school
Ten volumes of the beautifully illusilass, entitled the “Peak Sisters.”
trated Color Books published by A. & C.
Svery part was creditably done, but we
Black.
1 nust make
especial mention of the work
Several volumes of Andrew Lang’s
if Miss Phyllis Reynolds, who took the
Color Eairy Tales.
Life of Edmund C. Stedman by Sted- iharacter of the lecturer, and conducted
he concert in a -most energetic and
man & Gould, 2 Vols.
(leasing manner. The best feature of
My Life, by Richard Wagner, 2 vols,
ler
work was her clear voice and
Grote’s History of Greece, 12 vols.
perThe Indian Wars of New England, by :ectly distinct enunciation, every word
itself
heard
in
the
naking
far distant
Herbert Sylvester, 3 vols.
History of Spanish Literature, by corners of the large hall. Little Miss
-<ane also did herself and
family proud
George Ticknor, 3 vols.
Life and works of Winslow Homer, by )V her mischievous nnrtraval
long and dance brought down the house.
William Downes.
Life and Times of Cavour, by William Many other specialties called forth long
ind loud applause. Mrs. Merritt deR. Thayer, 3 vols.
Diary of Gideon Welles, 1861-1869. 3 1 lerves great credit for the fine coaching
leeded to bring this presentation before
vols.
is in such a perfect manner and which
turner 8 Loiaen visions, dv L. Lewis
ihowed such painstaking work on her
Hind.
tart. Home made candies and ice cream
Surface Japan, by Don. C. Seitz.
vere
on sale
We have been exceedingly fortunate in
during the evening and after
ihe
performance was over the “Boys Orsecuring a copy of Greenleaf’s Survey of ihestra”
of
four pieces played several
Maine, date 1829, which is a rare book,
and so valuable that the rules of the (elections. The march was formed by
State Library at Augusta do not allow learly all present and games were enioyits loan to other libraries. Perhaps the :d until a late hour.
most important purchase of the year,
Miss Phoebe Rose, who had
prevhowever, is a set of the Reports of the ously had two slight paralytic shocks
Adjutant General of Maine for the years ind recovered, was suddenly
stricken
1861-1867. These seven volumes contain vith a third one
Saturday evening,
the names and records of all the Maine March
to
the
2nd,
floor
and
falling
soldiers who served in the Civil War, and
expiring instantly. She was as well as
will doubtless prove an invaluable source lsual until
that moment and had been
of information of the part taken by our
jusily engaged in sewing, and entertainState in that great contest.
ng callers during the afternoon.
She
ind her sister, Miss
SOURCES OF ACCESSIONS.
Nancy, have lived
:or many years in the Rose house near
from the Wilson Fund.385
By purchase
"
••
«
;he depot, which they had run as a hotel
"
Otis
By
93
M
n the earlier
State Stipend.. 41
By
days. A brother, Albert
By gifts from individuals. 18 iose, and family, occupy half the place
vith them.
A sister, Mrs. Sarah Ed1 ntends

j
]

Gifts from organized societies.
United States Government...
"
State of Maine.
Books replaced by individuals.
Pay books accessioned as library copies.

Indigestion May

of the Book Committee.

Natural Science.
196
Arts: Useful and Fine Arts. 1,714
Literature.
583
Travel. 765

Total.29,259

_8TOMACH

use.

t vest

i.

Per cent of adult Action 64 per cent.

TONE UP THE

take advantage of this opportunity
t ) thank the Trustees for their support
a id encouragement, and to
express my
a ppreciation of the
co-operation and in-

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Huxford have ret lrned from a protracted visit in Port-

310
625

SOLO BY ALL GROCERS.

I

v/li.iuoir

Fiction.18,735
Juvenile Books. 3,324
General Periodicals. 2,^18
Philosophy and Religion. 237
Sociology. 252

Sentinel.

••

Deseret Evening News, a daily paper
published in Salt Lake City.
Our Dumb Animals. Gift of Miss M.
I. Otis.
The Indian’s Friend.
Our Four-Footed Friends. Gift of the
Unitarian Society.
Republican Journal, 2 copies weekly.
Temperance Record:

y,

vards, widow of the late Roscoe Edvards, who has rooms in the Hannah
small house, was sent for and on arrival
earning of Miss Phoebe’s death, was
ilso fatally stricken and did not
regain

537

13
22
31
2

13

sonsciousness before her death the folowing afternoon. The village is in
nourning, as the sisters have spent long
ind useful lives among us, and were
learly beloved by all. Great sympathy
s felt for the two remaining sisters who

_

Total.618
ACCESSIONS CLASSIFIED.

Fiction..

Juvenile books.
sa
Oeneral periodicals bound. 30

Philosophy.
iq
Religion.
6
Sociology, including government and State
document. 79
Natural science.10

ire

organs fail to do their work properly.
One of the first to fail is the stomach
and right here most sufferers from impure blood make a serious mistake.
They imagine because their digestion
is poor, that something is wrong with
the stomach itself.
A reduction in the
amount of nourishment taken often
makes matters worse.
The truth in such cases is that the
stomacU is failing to do its work well
because it is not receiving a sufficient
supply of pure, red blood.
Such a sufferer should take a thorough
treatment for the blood with Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People. These
pills actually make new, red blood and
give strength and tone to the entire

Vh
r>*

•f

*^

nf

*ln,f ^rfoksherbas gone
home

uv,
|,! 1 make
Walter

Cowan.

l

’chelj

to

Winterport

with her daugh-

'^’‘•Albster
3

has gone to Burnham
posltion with the firm of Chute

Natalie Taylor and Iza
Whiting
to rroy for a week's visit
with
^■irranH1
i’arent6, Mr. and Mrs. John Smith.
llr

Aubrey Bickmore of North
hava passed the past ^ree
ISmsi u.ne Mr-thisBickmore’s sister, Mrs.
fC»ui|ve JnaTroy andtown. Mayo Bickmore
Stephen Harris and
J'1)-o(
"lot ihaVr h Dlxn>ont, left here last Thursreturn trip. -Pittsfield Advertiser.

Naf

Dry and Fancy Goods
BROOKS, MAINE,
39
Suesine Silk, all shades,
The genuine has “Suesine’”

for food and there
in my
I got but little nourishment
stomach.
and soon was completely run down. I
couldn't sleep or rest well, although I
craved it and my eyesaehed. My complexion and the whites of my eyes had
I grew
a sallow, jaundice-like color.
so weak and shak
one foot alieai
ack was weak and sore.
“I suffered for five years and for a
long time I had a doctor but finally
gave him up as I saw lie wasn’t helping me. I then tried several medicines
without benefit, until l took Dr. WilA
liams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.
few boxes showed me that they were
to
trouble
and
cured
they
adapted my
me.
I work iiar.l every day and have
never been troubled with my stomach
that I did not

was

T

since.”

Send today for a free copy of ournew
diet book.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
all druggists, or sent, postpaid, upon
receipt of price, 50 cents per box; six
boxes, $2.50, by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

COOMBS’
MEAT CART
Tuesdays, Thursdays
Saturdays with a full line of
best of fresh beef, pork, lamb,

I will call
and
the

etc., Arlington hams, bacon,

sau-

sage. Everything of the best quality and prices right A chance to

inspect your meats without going
down town.
The best of home-made Mince
Meat by the pound.
Order by

telephone.

Telephone

178-14

ARTHUR W. COOMBS,
Belfast.

R. F. D. 4.
43tf

INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH

We are overcrowded with

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.
Assets December 31,1911.
Real estate,
$ 292.559 83
Mortgage loans,
271,925 00
Stocks and bonds,
13,367,922 45
Cash in office and bank,
1,347,184 15
Agents' balances,
1,435,479 69
Bills receivable,
25,055 86
Interest and rents,
77,846 58
All other assets,
109,387 65

both m frail

»lrs.

TRUCKING

Feel languid, weak, run-down?
Headache?
“off"?—Just a plain case of lazy liver,
1 turdock Blood Bitters tones liver
and stomach,
1 •romotes digestion, purifies the blood.

$191 78
GIFTS.

Besides the gifts of bound volumes

FOR FLETCHER'S

CASTORI

A

are sold regardless of cost.
variety of merchandise and are ready to turn

From now to May 1st, you can get the Harmony Singing and Talking
Machine, absolutely free with $25 worth of goods from our store.
We
see us,

are

in the market for CASH and to reduce

and be

sure

to bring your

CHE PALATINE INSURANCE
OF

LONDON,

pocketbook

CO., LTD.,

our

stock.

Come in and

with you.

Cutlery" Cuts

ENGLAND.

Assets December 31, 1911.
stocks and bonds,
$2,922 104 16
"ash in office and bank,
136,719 62
\gents’ balances,
410,276 02
Sills receivable,
52 67
Interest and rents,
32,301 00
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$3,501,453 47
547,438 14

Admitted assets,
$2,954,015 33
Liabilities December 31f 1911.
N*jt unpaid losses,
$ 138,369 43
Unearned premiums,
1,626,452 30
All other liabilities,
140,963 71
Surplus over all liabilities,
1,048,229 89

have just received
lery, which includes

We

liabilities and surplus,

Knives,

Knives,
etc.

all

Shears,
the best

sizes, of
quality.

Also Scissors and Shears
at 25 cents a pair, any
size you want—a good
article for the money.
LET US SHOW
THESE GOODS.

02

Mitchell k Trnsseil.
GERMAN

AMERICAN INSURANCE
COMPANY OF NEW YORK.

Assets December 31, 1911.
Real estate,
$ 2,670,527 69
Mortgage loans,
227,975 00
stocks and bonds,
15,242,614 83
Uash in office and bank,
1,008,674 98

WEBSTER’S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged die*
tionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.

Agents’ balances,

|

us

87

122,442 82

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

26] 119

42

*20,917,420

61
63

566,025

Admitted assets,
*20,351,394 88
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
'Jet unpaid losses,
$ 878,772 12.
Unearned premiums,
8,155]«06 93
All other liabilities,
515,202 92
Cash capital,
2,0(io]ooo 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
8,802,412 91

Covers every field of knowl-

Let

1,619,065

Interest and rents,
All other assets,

edge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
400,000 Words. 2700 Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.

Total liabilities and surplus,
*20,351,394 88
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
3wl0
Belfast, Maine.

H. C. Hoffses

tell you about this most
1

CLEANING,
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER
it

52High

Street.

Tel. 216-13

16tf
_

TO LET.
In

Camden, rooms over Boynton’s drug store,
occupied last 13 years by Dr.
Steam
1 teat and electric wiring. Shorkley.
Well adapted to
1 ihystctan or dentist. Address,

BELFAST, MAINE.

TELEPHONE

Butcher

We have Scissors and

JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast.
FRANK L. MARSTON, Agent, Stockton
3wl0
Springs, Maine.

DENTIST,
93 MAIN STREET,

of cut-

W ho Said Scissors?

$2,075,775 18
69,219 16

$2,006,556

Knives,

Spatulas,

Admitted assets
$2,006,556 02
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 110,515 00
Unearned premiums,
632,297 14
All other liabilities,
21,718 63
Cash capital,
750,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
492,025 25
Total

Kitchen

Pen

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
Assets'December 31, 1911.
Stocks and bonds,
$1,803,478 75
Cash in office and bank,
129,057 07
Agents’ balances,
129,489 99
Bills receivable,
899 82
Interest and rents,
10,339 55
All other assets,
2,510 00
assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

full lire

>

OF

Gross

a

Carving Sets,

!

-:-|
THE ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
j

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.

Children Cry

of goods.

it into cash at less than actual cost to us.

Children Cry

tomach

a

AMERICA,

<

<

yard

Counter

Bargain

Total liabilities and surplus,
$2,954,015 33
JAMES H. KNEELAND, Agent,
3w8
Searsport, Maine;

..

Book replaced.2 70
Books bound. 10 25

the edge of every

Eut

health, Miss Nancy and
Gross assets,
$16,927,361 21
Hiram Pilley.
Four were lying Deduct items not admitted,
18,983 85
lead in our little village Monday, an unAdmitted assets,
irecedented occurence. The little son
$16,908,377 36
“They walked and walked and walked; Useful arts.
>f Chas. Ryder passed
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
19
away Saturday
ill the time the commotion over
beyond Fine art.40 ifter a most suffering illness with
brain Net unpaid losses,
$ 1,188,100 00
he Big Woods became more
Literature.’
97
]* mt they couldn’t tell whai itpronounced,
ever, leaving the family prostrated with Unearned premiums,
7,396,171 62
was. They Travel.
All
other
57
liabilities,
324,105 74
jrief, and the three weeks* old infant of Cash
* orded streams, and were chased
Biography.
00
41
capital,
4,000,000
ftr.
by
and;Mrs. Barden died Sunday after£ trange
dogs, but kept on from ten History.67 j loon from
Surplus over all liabilities,
4,000,000 00
whooping
cough.
( clock in the
morning until three o’clock
Total Volumes..
Total liabilities and surplus,
j ri the afternoon.
$16,908,377 36
They had nothing to
GLORIOUS NEWS
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
CARE OF BOOKS.
at
and they didn’t know that
they
3wl0
J ould ever find their way back, because Books repaired at the Library. 2,333 1 :omes from Dr. J. T. Curtiss, Dwight. Kan. He
at a Boston
hey were in a country strange to them,
bindery. 50 vrites: “J not only have cured bad cases of
missing or lost. 12 iczema in
1 lut they kept on, and a little after three
my patients with Electric Bitters,
The
books
as
a
reward for their perseverI’clock,
missing are 7 fiction, 1 | tut also cured myself by them of the same
and
4
of
travel,
histories,
which the most
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
\* nce, they walked into the battle of Bull serious
loss is “African Game Trails” by lisease. I feel sure they will benefit any case Furniture
tun. I never before heard of
and piano moving a specialty. Leave
boys go- Theodore
tf eczema.” This shows what thousands
i ng anywhere and
have
Roosevelt.
orders
at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
We
these
finding anything as
hope
may be found during the year, as has 1 troved, that Electric Bitteis is a most effective streets, snd they will receive prompt atten^ ;reat as they expected.”
tion. Telephone connection.
often been the case in the past.
1 tlood purifier. Its an excellent
SmfiO
remedy for
W. W. BLAZO,
CASH RECEIPTS.
tczema, tetter, salt rheum, ulcers, boils and
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast
Fines.. 28 1 iinning sores. It stimulates liver, kidney and
•
Book cards sold. 38 gi
] towels, expels poisons,
helps digestion, builds
FOR FLETCHER'S
Received from pay books.15 01
, ip the strength.
Price 60 cents. Satisfaction
Books ordered by Committee. 14 63
A
Lawn mower sold.
1 guaranteed by all druggists.
2 00

CASTOR1

on

cents

goods slightly shopworn and somewhat imperfect

care

constantly a gnawing pain

stamped

From Our

irregular meal hours and
rapid eating. My appetite was so poor

because of

_

PERSONALS.

-DEALER IN-

system.
Mr. Albert J. Snell, whose address ia
R. F. D. No. 69, Bemus Point, Chautauqua Co., N. Y., says:
“My stomach became- out of order

1

PITTSFIELD

Marcellus J. Dow

MM

8W

w

E. C. FLETCHER
Camdt n.

The Republican Journal
BELFAST, THURSDAY, MARCH 14. 1912.

As

THURSDAY BY

PUBLISHED EVEBY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co,

The

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

\ Euless Manage

“For all the troubles I have had Hood’s Sarsaparilla surely is the king. I have taken it at different
times in the past three years when I have suffered
from catarrh and stomach troubles, and have always
found it a grand medicine.
My stomach is very
much better than it was, and as a spring medicine,
too, I know that no one can do any better than to
take Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
My husband and I have
Mrs. K. Ereason to recommend it cordially.”
Plummer, 387 Union Ave., Laconia, N. H.

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
thre<
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for
months.
Advertising Terms.

For

one

on<

square,

Inch length in column, 25 cents for one weel
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
That was a notable Republican vie torj
in Bath March 4th. Last year's Democratic majority of 598 was cut down to 7,
lost every ward except ware
five and consequently the control of the
•city government, which they had held the

they

and

Republicans

have six of

aldermen and 18

of the 21

The

past year.
the

seven

Old friends of the old Boston Herald—
the writer dates back to the days of E.
and the advent of the

Bailey

■C.

Haskell,

Pulsifer and Andrews regime—rejoice in
the many evidences of the growth and
of the Herald under its pres-

prosperity

management; in the excellence of its

ent

its literary value, its
typography, and in the absence of
the silly sensationalism emphasized in
many papers by job type and red ink.
features,

news

clean

Apparently a majority of the voters
though not a majority of the taxpayers
—is in favcr of continuing present conditions in the city government, and that
being the case it is for the best that
there should be no Republicans on the
board. Let the full responsibility rest
■where it belongs. There will be a day
■of reckoning sooner or later. As for the
saturnalia following last Monday’s election we refrain from entering into particulars, as to do so would bring further
disgrace upon our city.
—

Gov. Plaisted having made use of a
•scriptural illustration in his speech at
tlhe Waterville Democratic caucus the
Portland Press submits the following
texts for his consideration:
But it has happened unto them according to the true proverb, the dog is turned to his own vomit again, and, the sow
that was washed to her wallowing in the
mire.
Ephraim is joined to idols; let him
alone. Ephraim shall be desolate in the
day of rebuke.
Woe unto him that giveth his neighbor
drink, that puttest the bottle to him,
and makest him drunken also.

Spring Medicine
Hood’s is King

a

Fairfield, in his sanctum at Waterville,
and there were more or less frequent
meetings in Portland, Augusta, Belfast
and “on the road.” Where things were
doing there you would find Mayo, and he
did things himself. No grass grew under
his feet. When a boy he went to Portland to learn the printer's trade in the
composing room of the Press, but soon
showine that he had a “nose for news,”
and could write it in good shape, he was
made a reporter and finally became city
editor of the paper. The Press relates
this incident of his connection with that I
paper and it is illustrative of his charac-

Waldo County Veterans
Hold

a

Successful Meeting with Thomas H.

Marshall Post,

Belfast,

March 7th.

By invitation the Waldo County Veteran
association met Thursday, March 7th, with
Thomas H. Marshall Post of this city. The
meetings were held in Memorial hall, and so
large was the attendance that the morning
business session was not held, and the time
was taken up with exchanging greetings and
renewing acquaintances. There were 65 of

the veterans present, and these with the local
Post, Circle, Sons of Veterans and Auxiliary,
with members of their families, filled the hall.
At noon a bountiful dinner was served by the
ter: “He made a statement in print that ladies of Thomas H. Marshall
Circle, assisted
a certain man was the biggest liar in the
by the ladies of the Auxiliary, and about 250
State. Of course the paper was sued I were fed. Some of the tables were set four
for libel, but young Mayo got his evi- times. The dinner was followed by the usual
dence together and succeeded in proving smoke talk.
President E. L. Crockett of Frankfort called
to the satisfaction of the jurors that the
the afternoon meeting to order, and after the
victim of the alleged libel was the
singing of America by the audience prayer
State’s biggest prevaricator.” In 1882
was offered by the chaplain, Rev. J. Albert
he went to Skowhegan, where he was
Corey of Searsport. The report of the secreassociated with his brother-in-law, Hon.
tary, Alfred Stinson of North Searsport, was
J. .0. Smith, in the publication of the then read and accepted. Two comrades were
Somerset Reporter.
Four years later reported as having died since the last meeting
he bought the Fairfield Journal of Ben —Comrades Staples of Stockton Springs and
Bunker and changed the politics of the Henry Pickard of Belfast. An invitation was
extended by Comrade Stinson to have the next
paper from Democratic to Republican,
of the association in North Searsport,
Later he sold his interest in The Journal meeting
on the first Thursday in April, and the invitato W. M. Ladd, who had been associated
tion was accepted. The address of welcome
with him, and became editor and manawas then given by Commander L. C. Putnam
of
and
conthe
Farm
Turf,
ger
Home,
of Thomas H. Marshall Post, who spoke as foltinuing as such until last November, lows:
when the paper was merged with the

j

ADDRESS

He was the chief promoter of the Central Maine fair, was its
Portland Press.

OP

WELCOME.

Mr. President, Comrades and friends: On
Thomas H. Marshall Post and the

behalf of

first president, serving two terms of two Ladies’ Circle, I bid you welcome. It was
twenty years ago last June that the Waldo
years each and then declining a re-elecVeteran Association had its birth. It
! County
tion. He was appointed one of the in- was believed, of course, that much good would
result
from
a
organization of veterans,
spectors of prisons and jails by Governor but I think itcounty
was hardly expected that after
red
was
strawberries—
and
about
one
Strawberries—ripe,
Fernald,
ap- twenty years of uninterrupted success, these
year ago
could be maintained from month to
on the supper table, while the furnace is
pointed postmaster at Fairfield, which meetings
month and from year to year with unabated
office
death.
he
at
time
of
his
warmth
the
held
the
a
in
room
grateful
diffusing
interest. There have been many things which
and just outside the dining room windows He was a member of Cascade Grange of have contributed to the continual interest and
success of the association; but Comrades, I bethe snow is four feet deep. It is an il- Oakland, and had spoken before nearly lieve that the bond of
comradeship which was
lustration of how the modern methods of every Grange in the State, and at Farm- fashioned out of some of the experiences
which you shared in common in the camp, on
ers’
Institutes.
He
was
man
the
selectcultivation and transportation permit of
the long, weary marches with hunger and
the distribution of the products of the ed to raise the money for the Grange burning thirst, the lonely vigils on the picket
line and the vidett post, and the worse than
tropics in the north and set the seasons cottage at Good Will Farm, which was death conditions in rebel
prison pens, the] carat defiance. If your pocket-book or bank recently burned, and had he lived would naere, destruction and death on the battlefield,
and
all
other
hardships and privations which
account will stand the strain you can no doubt have helped to make a new
our cruel Civil War imposed, formed a strong
have fresh fruits and vegetables the building rise from its ashes. ThiB is a link in the chain of reasons for the continued
bare summary of the useful life of Ed- success of this association, and for bringing you
year around. Tomatoes from Cuba in
together in these meetings. Much that is
mid winter; strawberries from Florida ward P. Mayo. He was a big man, men- 1 of
interest, much that is profitable and
while Maine is snow-covered; and then tally as well as physically. He was a entertaining, has come from them. A spirit
of
been
patriotism has
quickened and
up the coast from State after State until staunch friend; a man who had the cour- strengthened; the social
relationships of our
early July, when Stantial’s auto brings age of his convictions, and his death is a people have been widened and enriched; the
to market crates of luscious berries from great loss not only to those near and routine and monotony of the day’s affairs have
been broken
and much of the narrowness

his truck farm in this

dear to him but to the State.

city.

tile sledges with the bells—
Silver bells!
a world of merriment their melody foretells!
How they tinkle, tinkle, tinkle,
Hear

What

In the icy air of night
A'i. le the stars, that oversprinkle
All rShe heavens, seem to twinkle

With

crystaline delight.
Thus wrote the poet many

THE MARCH 11th ELECTIONS.

[Associated Press Summary.]
Portland, Me., March 11. Governor
Plaisted’s

appeal

to the voters of

ta that the re-election of

AugusMayor Reuel

a

,T. Noyes in that city was vital to Democratic success in the State election next
September was not made in vain, for
•ago, but times have changed, are still
Mayor Noyes was re-elected today,
tinkle
and
the
of
the
sleigh though with about half of last year’s
changing,
bell is now seldom heard. In some places plurality. The Democrats in the capital
their use is or has been compulsory, on retained their control of the city governtwo councilmen, but los- !
the ground that the bells are needed to ment, gaining
ing one alderman.
the pedestrians or approaching
warn
Democratic successes also were conteam of the coming of the noiseless mov- tinued in Biddeford and Belfast, where
ing sleigh. But more than that owners clean sweeps were made except in the
defeat of a Democratic constable aspirof teams took pride in their strings of
ant in the latter city.
The Republicans j
bells that hung around the horses neck, lost the two wards they held in Belfast.
were
attached
to
the
his
or
In the remaining two of the five cities j
around
body,
shafts. Some sought for bells of a sil- in which municipal elections were held, !
today, the Republicans had everything i
very tone, others had bells that rivaled their own way. In Brewer, where no
of
cow
bells. And Democratic nominations were made, and j
the dis ordant notes
by the way, cow bells seem to have been held their own in Bangor, where they 11
four of the seven wards, as they
given up and barefooted boys no longer carried
did, last year, but failed to defeat the i
drive the cows home from pasture at Democratic
mayor.
The present mayor was re-elected in 1
night. But to return to the sleigh bells.
all
five
Their
instances,
Mayors Charles W. j:
are
music
missed.
merry
They
i Mullen of Bangor and Edgar F. Hanson
seemed an inseparable part of winter.
of Belfast by greatly increased plurali- I
Reuel J. Noyes of Augusta
‘Ten cents for a turnip!” That may ties, Mayors
and Albert 0. Marcille of Biddeford by i
a
dissertation
the
text
for
be taken as
reduced pluralities and Mayor Victor H. j
on the high cost ot living, based on obMutty of Brewer. The Brewer official is ;
servations in a large New England city. the only Republican in the list, as was
the case last March. Slight pluralities
Not only is ten cents paid for a rutabaga
which prevailed in six of the 10 cities in
turnip, but the prices of other vege- which elections were held a week ago,
tables and necessaries of life are in like were not in evidence, today.
Cecil F. Clark (R) of Hollis was chosproportion. Quite a large percentage of
en a State senator from York county, 1
'.the population now live in flats of three
and Elmer E. Newbert (D) of Augusta |
‘Or more rooms and have no cellar or stor- and Fred 0. Smith
(R) of New Vine- j
on
reyard, were elected members of the Maine i
age place, depending altogether

frigerators.
iu

UU)

day.

in

To

They

email

thus

are

i^uaniiiica

moons

compelled Legislature.

uum

ua)

meet the wants of the flat-

dwellers small

groceries,

which also sell

found in every block. It might
»e supposed that retailing turnips at ten
cents each, with other things in propor-

fuel,

are

tion, these little stores would be very

profitable; but they are not. The sales
not large enough, and there are frequent failures and changes of proprieare

tors.

The flatdwellers find that all their

-earnings above the rent go for living

ex-

penses and the dealer who supplies them
is no better off. This view of conditions
is confirmed

by the experience

ot another

who has spent several winters in MassaHe told of the high prices
paid for fish, meat and provisions and

PROSPECT FERRY.

Flynn of Unionville is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Edward Avery_Mrs. Carrie
M. Healey and son Stanley of Bucksport visited at W. D. Harriman’s several days last week, j
G. W. Silver went to Belfast last Monday i
to join the str. Anna Belle as steward-Mr. |
and Mrs. B. C. Avery called on Mr. and Mrs. !
Wm. Smith of Stockton Springs last Friday, j
_Arthur and Sidney Harrison were at home i
and spent Sunday with their mother, Mrs. j
Evelyn Harrison, returning to Stockton Mon- j
day morning_Miss Gertrude Berry visited
Mrs. Evelyn Harrison last Sunday....Mrs.
Elvira Harriman has gone to Peabody, Mass.,
o visit her father, who is critically ill.
....

Vapor Treatment.

■nothing

earning $20 a week had
Saturday night after paying

a man

left

life. How
these conditions be remedied?

for the necessaries of

can

For

Catarrh, Colds, Coughs,

Sore Throat

and Bronchitis.

Everybody knows that breathing HYOMEI
a few times a day through the little hard rubber pocket inhaler will in a short time drive
out catarrh.

3t

the writer’s

privilege

[

I

position of about the same
ability, one neatlv and tastefully dressed —the other
carelessly, nine times out of
ten the former will

get the

job.
But with Rubbers it is
entirely different. The Inferior and the Best at first

ATTRACTIVE
FOR SALE.

look the same. Even an
expert couldn’t tell the difference unless he saw the i
name on

I

the heel.

5

So you

can readily see
only protection in selecting rubbers is to be sure

pany.

We

some very

are

R. W.

PATTERSHALL,

"

Belfast.

I WESTERN HORSES. j

making

special prices

I^

Has a fine lot at the corner ofkCondon and Union streets. A location where property is not often in the market. Modern house, containing parlor, living room, den
dining room, with fire place, and kitchen; four sleeping rooms and bath Nice
stable suitable for garage. Three minutes walk from shore.
Few steps from
!i
Northport avenue. Fine view of Belfast Bay. Enquire of

your

that the Name on the Heel
is of a good reliable Com-

HOME

We shall have a carload of Ohio horses arrive here about
the 22nd of March. They are general purpose horses,
pain and single, and may be seen at the Hay ford
stable, Cross street.
8tl0
C. W. LANCASTER.
J. E. STAPLES.

|

on

£

Rubbers made by one of
the oldest and best known
Rubber Company’s in the
world. For instance:

j•

**M>+<8+<S>+«S>+^+^+S»i«^+«

*K*-U

Men's Extra Quality Half Hip
Boots.$4.25
Men’s Extra Quality Short

!

T

4..

St. John Alewives

Boots,.3.50
Men’s Extra Quality Storm
Rubbers, with the new re-en-

-AT-

Bramhall’s

forced heel.90

Market.

Women’s, all styles.70

These are only a few out
of the 100 different styles
of rubbers we carry. And
remember, they are the very
best Rubbers to be had.

geldings to Lawyer Jordan of Boston, who has a residence in Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. Hobbs deals in nice horses and usually has
something on hand that is worth seeing. For
one thing his horses are well broken.
They
are taken out on pleasant days and made acquainted with everything there is to meet on

CORNER (Win ter port.)
C. M. Conant was a visitor at the auto
show
in Boston last week...,Miss
Catherine
dell was the guest of relatives in
Bangor

WHITE’S

seal brown

the

days last week.Leonard Treat atter,;.
ed farmers’ week meeting in Orono las;
wees
-Mrs. Thomas Atwood of the
village w*
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. C. E. Bart

eral

road.

jj

annual town meeting was held Monday
11th and was very harmonious. Officers
were elected as follows: Moderator, Charles E.
Lane; Clerk, Otis W. Lane; Selectmen, Geo. B.
The

March

|

FOR SALE

;

Republican

WANTED

...

•'

THE

midnight and the ladies will try
pleasant for everybody.

RESPONSE.

In rising to respond Comrade Stinson said
that he had been called upon at the last moment and would only take the time to thank
the G. A. R. of Belfast and ladies, in behalf of
the Waldo County Veterans, for their entertainment, and if he were to make any remarks they would simply be along the line of
Commander Putnam’s. He said that twenty
years ago at Swan Lake they formed what has
proved to be one of the grandest associations
in the State; and further, that he had missed
less than a dozen meetings in the whole twenty
years, and he hoped to live to meet with T. H.
Marshall Post many more times. In the course
of his remarks he paid a glowing tribute to

Mrs. Frances Merritt is in Boston this week,
where she will meet her milliner and they will
return with the very latest styles in millinery
goods. Mrs. Merritt has fitted up some nice
rooms and is prepared to largely increase her
prosperous business. From miles around the
ladies come to Brooks for their millinery goods
In fact, Brooks is now a very satisfactory place
to buy dry and fancy goods, and tons of heavy
goods are carted away from here.

Col. William H. Fogler, late of Belfast and
Rockland.
President Crockett said of the Veteran Association that in the twenty years ?f its existence not an unpleasant word had been heard
in its meetings, and there had been no disagreement whatever, but everything had been
most pleasant
He then turned the meeting
over to Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle
for the program.
_

A

quiet

marriage service took place

in

Brooks at the home of the groom on the evening of March 9th, when Mr. Bernard J. Holmes
and Mis6 Inez N. Lancaster, both of Brooks,
were united in marriage.
The families of both
parties were present. Rev. David Brackett
was the officiating clergyman and used the
single ring service. Both parties ar§ well and
favorably known in Brooks and vicinity and
their many friends offer congratulations and
best wishes.

THE PROGRAM.

Hinds,
or throat ailment.
vocal solo and for an encore sang "The Star
HYOMEI is guaranteed by A. A. Howes &
Press, and F. E. -McLeary, Maine correMiss Daggett rendered a
Co. to put an end to catarrh, or money back. Spangled Banner”;
spondent of the Boston Journal. Later A bottle of HYOMEI coats 60 cents, a com- violin solo; Mrs. S. A. Parker gave several
Mr. Mayo was visited at his home in plete outfit, which includes inhaler, $1.00.
readings; Mr. John Parker a vocal solo, "Sing

to make it

Enoch Leathers is at work for Joseph N.
Ginn, who is one of our most industrious and
intelligent farmers. He keeps some twenty
cows and is making money at the business. He
was a stone cutter by trade and left a job at
Vinalhaven to make his home on a rocky farm
in Brooks, and has made good and prospered from the start.

to have

%

may not make the Man,
but they help out a whole
lot. Two men seeking a

■

Many people regularly use the vapor treatThe program opened with the singing of
“the friendship of the late Hon. Edward ment at night in conjunction with the inhaler, "Marching Through Georgia” by the audience,
claiming that it hastens results.
P. Mayo of Fairfield—a friendship datThis is the vapor treatment: Into a bowl with Mrs. Alice Burgess as pianist. Mrs. Fred
three-quarters full of boiling water pour a N. Savery followed with a reading "The G. A.
ing from the time of Fred Atwood’s scant
teaspoo! ful of HYOMEI, cover head and
Aroostook excursion, when one of a bowl with towel and breathe for five minutes R, in Canada”; Mr. Bert L. Davis gave a
character song and in response to an encore
quartet that included besides Mr. Mayo, the soothing, healing, antiseptic HYOMEI vavor.
Try it when using HYOMEI for any nose told a funny story; Miss Edna Hopkins gave a
Asber C.
then of the Portland
was

CLOTHES

recently....The N. M. and W. dramatic o
presented the four-act drama, “The Flower
the Desert,” in Carmel Friday
evening, v
8th. This was the sixth j resentation of
the
| play in the surrounding towns_Mr, and Mrs.
Roberts, F. K. Roberts, A. O. Payson; Treasurer, G. E.
who
have had employn
Littlefield,
Wm. H. Rolfe; Collector, Joseph G. Stimpson;
Pittsfield and Burnham for nearly two years,
The News of Brooks
Road Commissioners, W. C. Deering, E. R.
are spending a few weeks at the home
; his
Knowlton, L. W. Braiiey; School Committee, N.
I father, Marcus Littlefield_Several from tn:;
Will Kelsey has an addition to his family of R. Cook; Trustees of Sinking Fund, John H.
The Waldo County Veteran Association,
vicinity attended the dance of the Mac
Gordon, 1 year. A. E. Kilgore, 2 years, E. A. in Monroe
which was entertained by Thomas H. Marshall which he is very proud.
Thursday evening, March 7th.
Post at Memorial hall last Thursday, had one
And now the question is, “Why not have the Carpenter, 3 years. Money was raised as folAlbert Wellman of Fort Fairfield was
lows: For schools, $75; poor, $700; road and
of the largest and most successful meetings in pupils conveyed to the village schools?”
guest of E. N. Bartlett for several days, re.
$1500; material for roads and bridges,
the history of the association. About 275 perMr. Borden and wife are sorrowing over the bridges,
turning to his home Wednesday. The
interest
on
$50; contingent expenses, $365;
sons were present.
It was a success from death of their
of his visit was to buy a farm,and it is
baby, but a few weeks old.
State
roads, $400;
debt, $350; text books, $100;
start to finish, and the Post extends a rising
ed that he has bought the W. A.
The receiving tomb, built here a few years balance to
Thorny a
pay town bonds now due, $150;
vote of thanks to all who in any way contribufarm, which has been for sale since last
has proved its usefulness at this season of
ago,
Memorial services, $15; set standard weights
ted to that end. We also tender a special vote
...Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Neale, w-rS
.spring
the year.
and measures, $150; balance due on engine 1 business visitors in Bangor last Saturn.
of thanks to those who rendered the program.
M. J. Dow is now personally attending to house, $34; free High school, $300; destruction ! Mrs. C. H. Libby and son Lewis visited
To all our sisters and those of the Auxiliary,
mother and sister in Swanville last Sund.
!
who bore the heat, burden and drudgery of the his store and is offering special inducements of browntail moths, $25; repair of school
Mrs. Julia White was in Bangor last Sat
to buyers.
total,
$4,264.
we
houses,
$50;
to
consult
Dr.
our
and
a
Brown
in
God
to
a
day
give
bless you.
I
sympathy
regard
! throat trouble ...Mrs. Marcus Littletiel
L. C. Putnam, Commander.
Miss Fannie Lander, a student at Coburn |
Two sisters, Miss Phcebe Rose and Mrs- had been with the
family of Isaac C
1
|
Classical Institute, Waterville, visited friends Sarah Edwards, who wrere born in Brooks and Monroe since the death of Mrs. Curtis
up,
town recently.
in
lived here most of their lives, died sudden- 11 day morning, returned home Monday
had
ISLESBORO.
and selfishness which would come to lives if
|
and Mrs. R. C. Nealey entertained at
The friends of Mrs. Elona Farrow are glad
Miss
lived in greater isolation, has been broadened
Charles E. Bowen is to build a residence this i ly last week within the same hour.
last Saturday evening.
There were
and sweetened by coming into sympathetic to hear that she is recovering from her serious !
w’as
and
rose
her
feet
to
Phoebe
sewing
upon
season opposite the
one recently
tables and a very enjoyable evening \v
sold and
^
touch with other lives; and so, my comrades,
Edna
illness. She is in Rockland this winter with known as the Dr. Rich
Mrs.
to
sister
work
another
and
fell
to
the
hand the
Harquail captured the fir|
place.
we have come together at this time for the
the
and
consolation,
Lyndon
Nealey
Mrs. Manley Hart_Mr. and Mrs.
floor from a shock and did not regain conpurpose of renewing the pleasant and profit- daughter,
i refreshments were served by the hoGolden Crown lodge, Knights of Pythias, is
able relationships of these meetings and on Walter O. Hall have returned from a short trip
sciousness. Her sister. Mrs. Sarah Edwards,
work right along now. They have a
| the close of the game-G. E. Littlein
having
with
and
into
the
exerentering
joy.
gladness
to Boston-The Islesboro band had a dance
who lived in another part of the village, was ; work in the store of G. A. Palmer in
cise of this hour; for it is in the present only
lunch nearly every evening, and it is made
....Mrs. C. W. Nealey wishes to thar
at the Town Hall last Saturday evening, which
sent for and came to the house in a sleigh.
that we live and must live but sometimes in
very pleasant socially.
i friends for the tokens of remembrar
She w’alked into the room where her sister lay
prospective we live in the future, and again in was well patronized. The “boys” are improvthe shower of post cards she receive
The Peake Sisters gave a very nice enterretrospect we live in the past, and so, today, ing in their playing-Ray Sherman has gone
and also fell unconscious and died immediate- ! tern porarily confined to her home.
<
while we are lifted up and made glad by the
to Boston for a short vacation.... Mrs. Sarah tainment at Union hall one evening last week. ly from the shock.
The
funeral w’as held
things of the present, may we not for one
The proceeds were for the benefit of the ConMarch 6th, Rev. David Brackett officiating
moment lift the curtain of the past, and in retro- P. Hatch has arrived home from Providence,
assisted by Rev. H. G. Booth. The local choir
spect glance backward over the years which I R. I., where she had been visiting her daugh- gregational Sunday school.
have passed since the first meeting. As the
M. J. Dow has taken the agency for a fan- rendered some appropriate selections.
The
ter, Mrs. Ralph Howe-Mrs. Mark Wingate
years since that meeting have flitted swiftly by
ning machine that will clean all kinds of seed floral tributes were numerous and v ry beauti- !1
Large Cary safe—has double out
and we have seen our comrades who were.dear is at home from Cambridge for a short visit...
to us answering to the summons of our great Mrs. Cora Pendleton has returned from Boston
from grass seed to beans. It promises to fill a
ful. The bearers w?ere Thaddeus I. Huxford, double inner doors—combination four
lock—condition as good as new. Can i
common enemy, we have been more and more
j
and vicinity, accompanied by her son Charles. long felt want in this place.
Isaac Leathers, Otis W. Lane and Marcellus J. at the store of W. F.
;
Trundy, Stockton
o
impressed with the brevity of life. As in every .Mr. Preston Player of Boston was in town
Mrs. Fred Smart of Searsport was called Dow, all life-long friends of the deceased. The Maine.
battle of our service life we were called to
volumes 2nd Edition
for a few days to attend town meeting_It is
Twenty-six
in
the
were
tomb.
mourn the loss .of some comrade, so in our
bodies
receiving
placed
last
death
of
her
here
week by the
father,
and English Encyclopedia of
civil life our common enemy has been quietly reported that Edward D. Brandagee of Brookj American
Ezra Patch. She was born in this town and
I
WINTERPORT.
j perfect condition—at a bargain.
thinning our ranks, until the gap which he has line, Mass., has bought the Sloane cottage. Mr.
Office
j
has many acquaintances yet left here.
filing cabinet—Globe Wernic k
made since the first meeting twenty years ago
The Fourth Quarterly Conference of the
and
Mrs.
are
of
Brandaeee
friends
of
I
the
Larz
units:
has
sisting
following
cupboard
has become almost appalling;but,comrades, you
The sympathy of the community goes out Methodist church was held in the vestry last units of vertical filing drawers,
one u:
know the soldier's stern duty is to close up the Anderson’s.
|
to Charles Ryder and wife in their sorrow over Saturday evening, Dist. Supt. Haskell presid- i drawers, one unit document files.
1
ranks and press ever forward, but duty calls us
For further information, address
to halt for a moment to place a wreath upon
the loss of a bright boy, their son Arthur, six ing. At the close of the session the young |
j
the bier and pay the last tribute to the sacred EAST NORTHPORT.
6 SEA STREET, CAMDEN. MAINE.
ladies of the Epworth League gave a surprise
years of age, after an illness of brain fever.
memory of our dead. Comrades, we should
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Hills attended the drama
Mrs. Fanny Twombly was at the village re- to the official board and a few other visitors,
not tarry long in sadness, sorrowing over the
and dance at Equity Grange hall Monday eventhem to remain to a chafing dish
CARD OF THANKS
past, for life is too short, too full of meaning,
centiy ior tne nrst time since last October, as by inviting
March
We
4th...
Miss
to be wasted in much weeping or repining.
Mabel Wadlin went to
ing
We wish to thank our friends and ne
she has been in poor health all winter. She is supper. A long table was prettily spread and I
may linger to place the wreath and shed the Belfast Friday to clerk in the store of the
’.n«
made Welsh rarebit on their chafing for the many kindnesses bestowed a:
keeping house for her father, Lieut. Wm. N. the girls
tear, but life's battles are to be fought and H. H. Coombs Co-Miss Althea
shown during our recent laMahoney Crosby.
dishes and had coffee and tea hot from their sympathy
victories to be won, if we would continue to
and also for the many beautiful
ment,
be valiant soldiers. The duties of the present and Mrs. W. C. Mahoney entertained the Aid
Cakes and other dainties were
MR. and MRS. CHARLES W. K
Mrs. L. A. Bachelder has returned from a percolaters.
are ever calling to us for action, and we must
society Friday afternoon.... W. F. Keller of
also served and a very pleasant social hour was
Brooks, Ma.ru
rise up in our strength or go down in defeat,
visit
with
M.
in
her
Mrs.
Celia
aunt,
Hussey,
Islesboro was in town last week_Rev. M.
of
the
sacrament
enjoyed. Sunday morning
for upon the strength and valor with which we
friends
in
WindBorville.
She
also
called
upon
Searsmont
Caucus.
the Lord's Supper was celebrated, after which
fight the battles of the present depends the Whiteside of Bucksport will preach in the Detroit.
She was accompanied by her son
fruit and the joy of the victories which we chapel Sunaay afternoon at 2 o’clock in exa fine sermon was delivered by Mr. Haskell.
The
caucus to choose tit
Republican
gain for the future. The present is ours. It change with Rev. M. S. Hill of Belfast-Eld- Wilson.
Many expressions of regret were heard that to the State Convention to be held at
is all the time we have. Let us make the most
We have to record the death of one of our this will be his last official visit to us, as his April 10, 1912. will be held in Searsm<
of it, and do we not make much of our time, win E. Pitcher died Thursday afternoon at the
office March 23rd, at 7 p. m.
of
M.
home
B.
Mr.
in
Pitcher
lived
in
Our
Whiting.
Comrades, coming to these meetings?
old citizens, who was born in this town and has term expires this year-At a very pleasant
Per order of committee.
lives are made better and brighter, and we are
Northport for many years, formerly with Mr. always lived here, Mr. Ezra Patch, whose fu- session of the Circle on Tuesday Mrs. Abbie
E. A. DINSLOW, Sect.
|
better fitted for taking up the duties of life by
and Mrs. L. 0. Mahoney. Mrs. M. \. Brown neral was held in South Brooks March 11th. E. Dunham and Mrs. Rose Fogg were the
the renewal of our comradeship, and the social
relations which these gatherings bring us, and came from Bangor Saturday Marc 9th to ac- He had been in poor health for several months matrons-A pound party was given to Miss
I hope we may all live many years to come to
company the remains to Bangor.
but the end was not expected so soon.
Olive Newcome Thursday evening and it provenjoy the benefits of them, and may Old Glory,
Mr. Ira
Pup 1 nurses in the training se
j
The next special event socially in Brooks ed to be a very generous donation
for which you offered up your lives all upon
the Waluo County (lener.ii 1
the altar of our country, ever float as the
■J
will be the first annual ball of the Pythian White has Bold his farm at White’s Corner,
emblem of liberty over this broad land, which
pital, lielfast, We. Apply t
Sisterhood at Union hall this, Thursday, even- but will not move at present ...Mr. and Mrs.
your patriotism, valor and self sacrifice made
3tll)
SUP!. OP i\UK
free. We extend to you the hand of comradeing, March 14th, with Kendall's orchestra in Hubert Hall of Brewer were the guests of Mr.
attendance.
ship, and again bid you to a hearty welcome.
There will be a nice lunch at and Mrs. Selden Danielson over Sunday....

Mrs. Minnie

chusetts.

said that

;
i

lie a Song of the Sonny Sooth,” responding
with “Beneath the Pinee of Maine”; Mrs. Samner Bridges
gave a recitation, “Lincoln's Last
Dream,” and the program closed with a song
by the Johnson sisters.
Remarks were next in order and Hon. L. C.
Morse of Liberty was the first speaker. He gave
an
interesting account of the prison at Andersonville, Georgia, and said there was present at this
meeting one who had suffered all
the tortures of that place, and who had seen
139 of his comrades buried there. He said
that the State of Maine buried in Acder§onville 221 good and true men, and that Maine
has erected a monument there,36 feet, 6 inches
Mr. Mor. e was a member of the comj high.
mission that erected this monument and he
said that when there not long ago he brought
home some relics from this prison, among 1
them a piece of hard of pine from the stockade. He then said that Comrade Adelbert
Knight of T. H.Marshall Post was the only surviving comrade of Andersonville present,'and
as a token of the esteem felt for him he
presented him with a cane made from the hard
pine of the stockade. Mr. Knight was so
overcome that it was difficult for him to speak
for a few moments, but he thanked Mr. Morse
for the gift in a few well chosen words expressing his great appreciation of the gift
and saying that he would pass it on to his son.
Rev. J. Albert Corey of Searsport, said that
he bad had a splendid speech all made up for
the Winter port meeting, but the President did
not call on him at that time, and he had now
forgotten it; but he made a bright speech,
He spoke of his wife being
nevertheless.
made an honorary member of the association
and thanked the members for the honor, and
then Mrs. Corey was called upon and made a
brief speech of thanks.
Comrade Trask of Newburg paid a glowing
tribute to Hon. S. M. Milliken, and spoke of
the good work being done by Andrew E. Clark
Camp, Sons of Veterans.
Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the Universalist
church, Belfast, said that the association was
not a growing one; that the ranks were being
constantly thinned, but that much good had
been accomplished by it. He said that no State
in the Union sent braver men to the front
than Maine, and that no State in the Union had
better, braver men for every walk in life than
the State of Maine at the present time. He
! also said that the Sons of Veterans should take
the places of their fathers and be ever ready to
defend their country when called upon. Mr.
and Mrs. Blair were then made honorary members of the association.
Albert T. Gay, Junior Vice Commander of
A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, stated
the objects and aids of the work and of the
outpost plans and its idea to care for the veterans and the veterans’ families.
Hon. A. E. Nickerson of Swanville, moved
a rising vote of thanks to the Post and Circle
and all who had helped to entertain the association.
Rev. William Vaughan, who is an honorary
member, was called upon and responded in his
usual happy manner. The meeting closed
with the singing of America by the company,
and the meeting adjourned to meet in North
Searsport on the first Thursday in April.

•«
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The schools

are

having

a

CALL ON

vacation this week.

_Mrs. M. C. Arey entertained the whist club
KNOWLTON, agent for the
Her decorations,
last Monday afternoon.
Life Insurance Co. of Philadelj
which were all in green in honor of the ap- I one of the best
companies in the w
proaching St. Patrick’s Day holiday, were very ! Accident and Automobile Insurance,
or
sell
real
estate.
Several desirable
pretty, and a dainty lunch was served.
for sale in central part of city at a

MR.
Apply

NORTH ISLESBORO.

Herbert Bates arrived home last week
from Mobile_Mrs. Helen Ryder is spending
a few weeks in Belfast.... Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Coombs are visiting his mother, Mrs.
Ellen Coombs-Miss Rosa Ryan, who is attending school in Belfast, sp»nt last week at
home ...The many friends of Mrs. Lottie
Engstrom are sorry to hear of her illnessMrs. Carrie Ladd returned last W'eek from a
visit with her parents in Castine.

at
3wl0

CITY MARSHAL'S 01

Mr.

Hair Quickly
Itching

Stops Falling.

Scalp Vanishes Overnight and
Dandruff is Abolished.

There is one hair tonic that you can put your
faith in and that is PARISIAN SAGE.
It stops falling hair, or money back.
Drives out dandruff, or money back.
And A. A. Howes & Co., the druggists you
know so well, are the men who sell it.
PARISIAN SAGE is a splendid hair dressing; it is so daintily perfumed and refreshing
that it makes the scalp feel fine the minute
you apply it. It is used daily by thousands of
clever women who realize that PARISIAN
their hair lustrous and fascinatJohn W. Hobbs, who has a sales stable at SAGE keeps
ing. If you have hair troubles get PARISIAN
Bar Harbor, but who winters his horses at his SAGE today at A. A. Howes & Co.’s and drughome here in Brooks, has sold a nice pair of gists everywhere. Large bottle 50 cents.

20,000 Roils
Wall Paper
For 1912 in Stock.

Owing to the fact that wo
nearly double the amount o'
per that we usually carry \v<
priced the papers very low.
are

selling

many 12 l-2c. ami

papers

FOR 10c.
And of 5c. Patterns we haw
or more.
Other prices up to '',h
We would be pleased to
YOU the line.
Yours very truly,

CARLE & JONES,
2 Stores, Belfast, Maim

!

-ill be

evening, March 26th.

TWr| society Tuesday

first strawbemee of
fnift had the
Saturday, and they were ripe

v

t'l"f'

"n ‘|ast

tbt

season

night of the Belfaet

open

an

The last session of the sewing
school lor the
will be held next Satuaday afternoon.
It has done good work under the instruction of
Mrs. F. H. Mayo.

BELFAST
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the writer

can

of box.
‘tV-cipient
meeting of

Comes in
cant’s.
Lots of
that the

teatify, having

a

repJlar

T"

f

eTil
rTf1

?
sent-

V
for

E. Clark Camp,

held next

this. Thursday,afternoon. Topic
Mexico." All C. L. S. C. graduates

,rC.ei.

|

j
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ratio caucus is called for 7.30 p. m.
..•unlay, at the court house,to choose

f

and nine alternates to attend
ratio State convention in Augusta,
nh. ;»nd to choose a city committee.
.ties

..

v

j
j

|

rafts

<

proof

Mystic Grange hall. Center Belevening, March 19th. Music

li
|

|

!

2 00

to

l|
Work was begun last week at the Mour t
Waldo Granite Works on the contract to furnish granite for the Jersey City post office.
The next

of

Seaside

meeting
Chautauqua
meeting of the Waldo County Circle will be with Mrs. Lewis
Gannon, No. 48
c.ation was
held in Memorial
Congress street, Monday, March 18th. The
Monday evening. The President, lesson will be from the C. L. S.
C. book: “Ma-

hr

j

rr.H.i.read a paper on Reminiscences
f;>- medical practice, including real cases. Dr. Fairchild of Sears-

I

1 f.r
;>er

terials and Methods of Fiction,” chapters nine
and ten. Roll-call, Current Events.

and entertainment that

was

to

society last
Memorial hall was postponed on
the storm to to-morrow, Friday,
ublic is cordially invited to attend,

j
I

given

by the

Methodist

a.nment will be under the direction
;,jth Macomber and one of the best
r- will be provided,

j
y--

ley,

Frank J.

Staples.

The 1912 Cotillions. The first of a series
Memorial hall last j of cotillion parties under the management of
i
The lance given in
;>■
evening under the direction of C. W. Wescott and Wm. M. Randall was given
harles E. Sherman and Martin Web- in Memorial hall last Friday evening. The hall
attended by about fifty couples and
was very prettily decorated for the occasion
.no
omplete success. Keyes’ orchestra by Miss Evelyn P. Morison, Miss Marian Hazelmusic. Another dance will be given tine, Miss Cora S. Morison, Miss Katherine C.
|
March and two in April. There were no Quimby, Miss Frances Howes, Mrs. Edward R.
\
hrnents and dancing ceased promptly at Estabrooks, and Messrs. Ralph I. Morse, William H. Hall, Morris L. Slugg and Chester B.
12 o clock.
regular meeting of Thomas H. Mar- Frost. Keyes’ orchestra of four pieces fursh;:;! ircle, Ladies of the G. A. R., Tuesday nished music and over 50 couples enjoyed the
dancing. Mrs. Fahy catered. The menu of
r. Mrs. HannahWilson, a member who
n:\creamed chicken, hot rolls, coffee and olives
w illing to do her
part in the work of
was served at small tables by the gentlemen
g: suppers, etc., was presented with a
:r.pi
of pinks and a book of poems. It was of the party. The second in the series will be
|
Lon’s birthday and Mrs. James F. Mc- given Friday evening, March 22nd.
\\r
ide happy reference to the fact in preA Miss-sent Post Card. The prudent pen! =r g the gifts.
ning of a postal! How much it means when
addressed and delivered, and what
wing local corporation filed its cer- properly
does it mean when it is not? A lady in this
ai the office of the Secretary of State
~th: “Belfast Amusement Co., organiz- city recently received a postal bearing the folIh lfast for the purpose of operating lowing generous lines, presumably from a lady:
j
“Many thanks are due the sender
roller skating rinks and amusement
j
Of the violets, sweet and tender.
th $10,000 capital stock, of which
j
Certain B’s that I remember
in.
HorGave your secret quite away.
Officers:
paid
.President,
of
Belfast; treasurer, W. H.
ary
Evening visits are a boon
f Belfast.
I
i>o, by the light of this silvery moon,
1

xtended
e

to

attend

A

she had sent some
violets to somebody, so she might feel worthy
of the graceful tribute so lost to its owner.
The addressee

a

w

.March

been extended to Mr. F. W. Cram,
Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Co.
the met ting, and it is hoped he, too,
to accept.
The committee on arhas made a thorough canvass of the
;f anyone has been overlooked the
will be pleased to provide him with
jpon being so advised. As the seatty of the hall is lin ited all tickets
obtained on or before Saturday,^larch

|

f the

A Hit

■

j

club,

1

eight games
four having

Stop it!
toughing prepares the throat
and lungs for more trouble.
Stop it! There is nothing so
Kid for a cough as coughing.
St< P it! Ayer’s Cherry Pect i il is a medicine for
coughs
and colds, a regular doctor’s
medicine. Sold for seventy
v*- irs. Use it! Ask
your doc[t i if this is not good advice.
headache, biliousness,

nausea,
rsia.
We wish you would ask your
about correcting your constipation
•faking laxative doses of Aver’s Pills.

gooas,
I

Phonographs
Any size and with
12 records, for

$1.00 Down
%nd 50c. per week at

CARLE & JONES’,
Belfast, Maine.

new

nouse

dresses,

novelty neckwear.

new

corsets

and

Fownes gloves a specialty.
and his wife wanted to
operate a farm in Belfast. See advt. for requirements.
Apply by letter only, Journal
office.. .Lost, last Monday, a black and white
female setter.
Reward offered_Lost, a
ladies black leather hand bag containing a sum
of money and valuable
papers. Reward given
for any of the
articles-Large Cary safe, 26
volumes 2nd edition of the American and
English Encyclopedia of Law, and Globe Wernicke
office filing cabinet tor sale. For further information address 16 Sea street, Camden, Me.
....The Holeproof stockings, guaranteed to
wear six months without
mending,cost no more
than others that require frequent darning.
They are sold only at The Dinsmore Store....
If you think of buying a car call at the Bel*
fast Machine and Garage Co.’s and see the
Ford Model T.
Carle & Jones are agents for
Waldo county....Mr. and Mrs. Charles W*
Ryder of Brooks publish a card of thanks....
E. H. Denslow, Stockton Springs, has about 18
tons of loose hay for sale at $12 a ton_D. P.
Palmer, Masonic Temple, sells the Lamson &
Hubbard hats... $50 reward offered by Carle &
Jones. See their advt. .Lastcall for 1911 taxes.
See notice of city tax collector, F. W. Brown.
....Mrs. Harriet A. Cunningham publishes a
card of thanks.
....

Edison

bridge

the

Advertisements.
They are making
special prices at The Dinsmore Store on rubbers made by one of the oldest and best known
rubber company’s in the world. They carry
100 different styles of rubbers.... H. M. Black
has just received new shirt waists, new wash

there is daily action of the bowpoisonous products are absorbed,

CO.. Lowell,

of

New

os

the J. c. AYER

Banquet. The Hit or Miss
Ritchie, president, and Mrs. !

had been played and the \
lowest scores were to give a
supper to the others. The scores were sealed
after each party and given to the secretary.
When totaled the losers were found to be Mrs.
Arthur Ritchie, Mrs. S. G. Swift, Mrs. A. C. I
Hopkins and Miss Edith M. Southworth, and it i
devolved upon them to provide a supper for ;
Mrs. I. S. Hills, Mrs/B. O. Norton, Mrs. Ralph
D. Southworth and Miss Sue M. Partridge.
The tables were lighted by beautiful old candelabra resting on a mound of ferns and the
decorations were green and white. On each
place card was a pipe of peace and a sprig of
shamrock. The losers served the following
menu:
grape fruit cocktails, cold chicken, \
escalloped potatoes, hot rolls, pickles, fruit
salads in grape fruit skins, meringnes, walnut !
and angel cake, and coffee.
Bridge followed.
Mrs. J. L. Sleeper, substituting for Mrs. Southworth, won the prize offered by the winners, a
j
brass fern dish; Mrs. A. C. Hopkins the first
prize given by the hostess, a hand-made handkerchief, and Mrs. i. S. Hills the consolation, a |
toy whistle. Another series of eight games
w ll be played, including rides to
Northport
and Lincolnville.

Stop coughing! Coughing

*‘“1»

Miss

Mrs. Arthur

j

G. Hopkins, secretary and treasurer had I
their first banquet last Tuesday evening at the i
home of Mrs. Sherman G. Swift. A series of !

rasps and tears.

ng

or

never stand to doubt;
hard but search will find it out.”

A.

Why cough?
Stop it!

s

4.30.

I

j CURTIS BREAD,

f

|

NOTICE

A

reliable

man

from Jeffersonville, Indiana, where
Capt. Patterson is superintending the construction of dredgers for the government: “I
writes

cannot tell you how much your paper means
to us. We look forward to it coming like an

friend and often meet Maine people who
delighted to read it. I think there is a
bond of fellowship between Maine people that
nothing seems to change.”....A Fort Scott,
Kansas, subscriber says: “I see by The Journal that you are having a hard winter in
Maine and we are having the same here in
Bourbon county, Kansas.”
old

are

of Mr. and Mrs. E. 0.

tion

“Attempt the end, and
so

such meet-

town last week to attend the Veteran Associa-

to

Nothing’s

more

East Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Gould of
Dixmont were week-end guests of Mr. and
Mrs. A. K. Fletcher of Searsport avenue....
Mr. and Mrs. Trask of Newburg, who were in

ill be

"

but the beginning of many

fl.;0 urnill^

ings.

;
10th, at 7 o’clock, p.
provided by the ladies Milton says: “Not to know me argues yourself
r.-alist society, and Mr. Chas. A. unknown,” but that does not help t.\e addressee
sident of the Portland Board of who is helplessly usurping another’s privileges
address the meeting. An invita- and she prefers, with the help of The Journal,
j

pper

\

wishes

a

_i._1_t_*1.. 1_♦ U

be

meeting,were guests
Shipping items.
The Philadelphia Vessel
Pendleton last Thursday night.The Ladies’
Aid of Trinity Reformed church met with Mrs. Owners and Captains Association went out of
Peter Olson last Friday afternoon. All came existence March 6th after 39 years of activity.
prepared to work and spent a very pleasant The directors of the association who in recent
and profitable afternoon. Refreshments were years have been extensive owners of sail tonserved by the hostess. The next meeting will nage find their vessels have nearly all been
be with Mrs. Elmer Decrow-Mrs. Nahum lost in the last few years; and as those that reNickerson and daughter narrowly escaped a main are few in number there is no further
While driving need of the association. Members said that
serious accident last week.
down the hill near M. C. Knowlton’s residence, no better evidence of their losses is procurable
than the work of this winter’s gales in the
in turning out to let another team pass the
sleigh slewed and turned overthrowing the oc- stretch of Atlantic coast from Cape Hatteras
to Cape Cod.
They said that the property decupants into a snow drift. The horse ran at a
breakneck speed until he reached the corner, stroyed in this short stretch alone in the last
when Mr. Pattee, driver for the Standard Oil three months amounted to $6,000,000. The
Co., saw him coming and took his chances of opening of the Panama canal, they say, will be
getting hurt and caught the horse by the head, another death blow to sailing vessels which
stopping him so quickly as to throw the horse have been rounding Cape Horn....The same
to the ground. Fortunately nothing was brok- day that the foregoing announcement was
the made it was reported from Philadelphia that
en, nobody hurt, and Mrs. N. drove on to
city none the worse for the mishap.Hany the demand for sailing tonnage was greater
and Lloyd Brown visited their sister, Mrs. Wm. than at any time in the last 25 years. Freights
Jacobs, in West Rockport a few days last week. on coal were $1.40 a ton to Boston and $1.50 to
_Rev. Wm. Vaughan went to New York last Portland, Maine, a higher rate than has been
Tuesday morning to accompany two girls from paid in years... Charters are being made in
the Girls’ Home to an institution. Mr. Vaughan New York for schooners to carry coal to Portis president of the Children's Aid Society of land at $1.50 a ton, an advance of 20 cents
Maine_Mr. Emery O. Pendleton who has over the rate reported last week. The Portbeen confined to the house with grip a greater land Press says: “It was only a year ago that
part of the winter, is slowly convalescing.... it was difficult for the schooners to get charters
Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Perry and daughter Marian at any figure, for the rate was far below a
returned last Saturday from a week’s trip to dollar and schooners were swinging idly at
Washington, D. C..» Hon. L. M. Staples of their anchors for weeks at a time. The outWashington was a guest last Tuesday of his look was then so discouraging that many capbrother, F. M. Staples, who accompanied him tains were anxious to sell their holdings in the
borne for a visit of some weeks. Their sister. big schooners.
Now, however, the whole
Miss Phoebe Staples, is at her home on Swan situation is changed and the big schooner
Lake avenue_Miss Ethel Savery spent the Beems to be a pretty good investment”... .Sch.
Lizzie Lane, which has been laid us in
week-end in Searsport with relatives.
Long
Cove, Searsport was taken to Cape Jellison
list week... Seventy-two vessels
aggregating

|=—NEW —| j

|

Shirtwaists

f

Crown Brand in

f
f

t

Batiste,

I

|

Muslin,
Marquisettes

registering
Forty-one were steam vessels of
wood and four sailing vessels of
wood,while 14
were unrigged
wooden vessels. Only three
steel vessels, all steamers, were built. On the
Atlantic and Gulf 31 craft were
built; on the

|
|

I

Flaxon,

|

Plisse, Ginghams, Per-

%

cales.

|

Auto

Cord,

New House Dresses.

S&MHK

|

j|

I

new corsets;;

I

{' jf

Examined for

GLASSES.

11
“

NO DRUGS USED.
Drug Method in Examining Eyes for
Glasses is Expensive, Often Dangerous,
and Always Annoying. It is Antiquated.
Scientific Methods, Modem Equipment
and Long Experience Enable Us to Guaran tee Exact Prescriptions with Accurate
Grinding and Adjustment, So That the
G' asses Give
COMFORT AN” MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
See Us for the Latest in Tories, Bifocals
and New* Specialties Which Keep Eyeglasses from Falling and Give Stylish and
Handsome Effects.

T 1912
T 1912

Laxative that strengthens the bowels to do

|

Bontons, Adjustos, Royal

■

HI
jjp

Worcester and P. N.

Novelty

Neckwear.

::

Fownes’ Gloves j
A SPECIALTY.

<

H. M. Black.
A)

their own work.

BELFAST, MAINE.

a

»

E

Chief Justice
Wm. P. Whitehouse of Augusta held a hearing
at the court house last Friday in the cases of
Dean vs. Hahn and Hahn vs. Dean. The cases
originated in the settlement of the estate of
the late Maria D. Dean of Lincolnville and
were referred to Judge Whitehouse at the last
term of the S. J. Court. Mr. Leslie Dean is a
nephew of the deceased and Mr. Hahn executor
of the estate. The case of Dean vs. Hahn was
to recover for personal services and attendance
j
during the lifetime of the deceased aunt. E
was
to
Hahn vs. Dean
recover a gold watch
f
_i
_l:.u
—-_3
_*■ 1_.11_I
Cases.

Massachusetts there are
400,000 telephones in daily

1
1

use.

i

realize the need and the conveni-

f

I

mont and

|
j You

over

|

the nephew.

Judge Whitehouse
ruled in favor of Mr. Dean in the latter case
and reserved his decision in the former.
He also heard the case in equity of Holmes vs
McKeen.
The Boston Automobile Show.

Why

not install a telephone of
your own
instead of bothering your
neighbor by
using hers every time you want something?

A word to

i«®

I

Local Manager will bring a man
|
home to talk over every detail 1

|

WALDO

Telephone

^
S

Co.

j

The Bos-

in its

over a

line of

popular-priced

Music Lovers.

cars

such as is found in the Ford exhibit of Manager
Charles E. Fay is to marvel at the power, size,
style and finish of an automobile which does
not make a deep inroad on the pocketbook,
comparatively speaking. When a touring car

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE.

is seen at such a low price as is catalogued for
the fore door, 5-passenger, 4-cylinder,
20
horse-power Ford model T, there is a certain
sense of satisfaction in living in an age when
such luxury can be procured at so small an

_high grade

I have a strictly
Piano which I wish to sell and it will be sold at

bargain:

a

outlay.

And of the Buick car, for which B. O. Norton
is the local agent:
All of New England is showing a desire for
Bu ck cars and the present season will very
likely increase the percentage of cars in this
popular make in Massachusetts. The Buick
booth is full of active buyers during the entire
day and evening and no better demonstration
of the value of the annual automobile show to
the dealers could be given than by the splendid
business conditions existing at this one exhibit.
Of the Metz car, of which Clifford D.Wilband
is the local agent:
Two of the Metz cars are on exhibition, also
a stripped chassis, and there has been no time
during show hours when the latter has not
been t' e object of somebody’s examination.
Its simplicity is apparent and is a strong point
with those who look it over.

“Everett Cabinet Grand.”
Quartered Oik Cue, litely tuied and in absolutely perfect condition-as good as the day it left the
factory. The
reputation of the Everett Pianos are well known to most
Piano players, and is a safe guarantee of a
high quality.
If in want of an EXTRA FINE INSTRUMENT at a
bargain price, call and see it at 72 Main St., Belfast, Me.

CHAS. R. COOMBS.
_;_._

Devoe Takes Least
Gallons: Always
Paint Devoe: it’s the cheapest paint
in the world; never mind the price, it
may or may not be more. Less gallons
will paint the house; and the paint will
Dutwear anything.
Skip wear; you’ve got to wait, to find
that out. It covers more; you haven’t
got to wait to find that out.
It’s the cheapest of al,; no matter
about the price.
Mr. Frank A. Morse, West Rutland.
Vt., says: “An old painter, who had
painted my house lead-and-oil a good
many times, said 12 to 15 gallons Devoe.”
I got 15; it took 6i, with li of oil.
Mr. William Maughan, Central Rutland, Vt., bought 9; had 3 left.
That’s how.
Sold by Mason & Hall.

WANTED
A

Competent girl.
mornings to

Gbas. R. Coombs
j

Of All Cars Made In America in
1912 Will Be Fords

LICENSED EM3ALMER.
CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

DR, E. H. BOYliIGTON
EYE

EVERYTHING MODERN IN

Telephone

Home

Office

Valuable Message to the World.

One of the Original and Exclusive Features which
Have made the Ford Model T the Most Popular,
Most Widely Bought and Most Serviceable Car in
the World is as follows:

§|

44 South Main St,

48-3

WINTERPORT. MAINE.

Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

43-4

Tax Notice
All persons who have not paid their taxes
for the year 1911 are hereby notified and requested to pay them at once and save costs.
Suit will be brought on real estate taxes so
the action will be entered at the April term of
court. Come in before the 25th of March instan
and settle.
Belfast, March 12, 1912.

WANTED
A most reliable man and wife to operate a
Farm in Belfast. A good, permanent home for
he right people. Man must be a good farmer
ind understand stock. Woman must be a good
lousekeeper. No one need apply except that
hey can fill these qualifications and are good
eorkers. Couple with children need not aptly. Apply by letter,
JOURNAL OFFICE,
2wll

SPECIALIST

Twenty-four years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.

Caskets and Burial
Suits.

|1
i
1

Belfast,

FRED W. BROWN.
Tax Collector of Belfast for the year If 11.

Office, Pythian Building, Belfast, Me.

j

1®

Agents for Waldo County—CARLE & JONES.

Iff

j gjg
(QQ

tmwusmwMWRmumemmmsmsmmmseMm

Eggs for Hatching.
One of the fin est strains of barred
Plymouth Roeks in Waldo County.

2tll

LOST

Maine.

Saturday evening,

Ford Model T is the cheapest car in the world to buy and maintain, and
simplest to operate. This is because of the heat-treated Vanadium Steel construction—the simple and ,accurately scientific ^design b th in motor and
chassis and its general all-around stability.

Apply

MISS A. V. FIELD,
139 High Street.

UNDERTAKER,

Still

a

I
1

with you.

1

agents:

Looking

our

to your

L

report of the automobile
show in that city says of the Ford car, for
which Carle & Jones are the Waldo County

Transcript

1

ence.

--O-,,

ton

was.

E

Steele’s Ledge Light. The following notice I
ha3 been given out by the Lighthouse Board; 1
"Maine—Belfast Harbor—Steele Ledge Mon- I
ument light to be established about April 15, I
1912. It is to be a fourth order white acetylene light of about 540 candle power, flashing
thus: Flash, 0.3 seconds; eclipse, 2.7 seconds,
shown from a black lantern at top of Steele
Ledge Monument, 19^ feet above water. The
pole and barrel at present surmounting the
beacon will be removed. The light will be unwatched. Position: Lat., 44 25 1-6 N; Ion., 68
58 1-3 W.

to

1

years ago people did not know
j Fortywhat
|
telephone
|j
|
i Today jn Maine. New Hampshire, Ver- I

W. L. West of the West Realty Company I
has sold the Burkett house so-called, on Main n
street, for Mrs. J. G. Willson of Bensonhurst, J
N. Y., to Alonzo Richards, who recently mov- n
ed here from Morrill, but was formerly of I
Rumford Falls.
|

belong

|

=nf?n

|

Dr.

Dean

ioi

Reason?!

Is the

(
§

The Universalist Social Aid will give the
second whist party of their series in Memorial
hall this, Thursday, evening at 7.30 o’clock.

and

B

JONES,

What

§

Wilson’s Laxative Tablets will do the work
right. 1 will send a sample dozen by mail
for a 2 cent stamp.
tf5

The Hahn

[«

-illnllf

lOl

I

(Most Laxatives weaken).

CITY DRUG STORE,

$620
$620

BELFAST, MAINE.
\
l.

I

can

Roadster,
Runabout,

CARLE &

(

be cured only by a Tonic

Constipation

O

Yours very truly,

NOTICE

ONE-THIRD
What

|

Touring Car, $720

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST

|
:

tons.

Pacific 35 and on the Great Lakes six.The
Bchooner N. E. Ayer, which has been laid
up
at this port
during the winter, will be got
for
sea
in
ready
about ten days. Capt. Mazrall,
her commander is
spending the w inter at his
home here.

|

and Linen.

14,918 gross tons were constructed in the
United States during February. The
largest
was the steel steamer
City of Detroit, 111.,
built at Wyandotte, Mich., and

6,106

I New Wash Goods 1
|

«

The

several packages they finally each
Billiken doll. After saying good night,
and thanking the host and hostess for one of
the most delightful times of the season, all

Come and see me very soon;
Come at the close of day.”

general invi-

supper to be
Belfast Board of Trade at Memo*

uesday,

j

EYES

at
Hello! The new winter issues of the teleihone directories were distributed last Saturlay. As there have been many changes in !
lumbers recently the telephone company
could greatly appreciate it if subscribers
could look up the numbers in the new books,
ind thus avoid much confusion and delays. The
following new telephones have been installed:
ftobert Bradstreet, res., 153-4; Elmer Decrow,
es., 71-14; The Colonial, 161; W. S. Grant, res.,
13-31; B. A. Spencer, res., 112-13; D. H. Strout,
■es., 252-5; Sylvester A Elms, restaurant, 64-11; :
Or. E. S. Webber, office, 64-3.
Harding A I will cure your Catarrh and Cold in Head
ftackliffe's number has been changed from
■>y an easy treatment and low price. It has
114-12 to 68, and Stephen S. L. Shute's resi:ured hundreds and will cure yours. Write
lence number from 158-4 to 26-11.
»r call at
"The High Cost op Living.” The Men's
Club of the Universalist church had a supper
MAINE
CITY DRUG STORE,
in the vestry last Friday evening, followed by
in address on “The High Cost of Living” hy
On oil painting of Job’s Island, at the lower
Prof. George W. Stephens of the University
end of Islesboro, which was recently placed
of Maine. Each member of the club could inon exhibition in Castine, has attracted much
vite a guest and a goodly number sat down to
favorable comment. The artist is Capt. Wm.
the attractively arranged tables and partook
Leach of the schooner Marie L. Davis of Peof a most appetizing supper. Jellison & Greer
nobscot.
After supper Prof. Stephwere the caterers.
At th*1 March meeting of the directors of
enson was introduced and delivered a most in- i
teresting and instructive address which com- ! the Home for Aged Women thanks were exmanded the undivided attention of his audi- j tended for gifts from Mrs. George W. WinsThe membership of this club is now low of Westfield, Mass ; Mrs. C. O. Poor, Miss
ence.
about 40 and it is receiving constant accessions, Sarah R. Gardner, Mrs. Annie Davis, Miss
It meets in the Universalist vestry each Sun- 1 Della Knowlton, Messrs. E M. Sanborn and
John F. Chapman of this c ity.
day at noon.

found

1

Trade SuprER.

Model T 1912

and BEANS i

undoing

~

r

Try it. ';

The PochontaB Sewing circle enjoyed a most j Tomorrow, Friday, night the 16th annual
delightful afternoon and evening last week at j concert and ball of Seaside Hose Company will
the hospitable home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter I be given in Seaside Grange hall. Kendall’s
Juan, Bridge street. In the afternoon the j orchestra of Skowhegan will furnish music,
ladies were busy with sewing,“no drones being ! and the members of Seaside will spare no efpresent,” and at 6 o’clock those unable to be forts to make the occasion a pleasant one. Ice
present in the afternoon were invited to come cream will be furnished at intermission. Chief
and partake of a bountiful and delicious supper, engineer S. S. L. Shute will be floor director,
consisting of cold meats, salad, escalloped assisted by members of the company. Adclams, coffee, cake, cream pie, etc. An invi- mission, 50 cents per couple.
tation to the supper had been extended to
Dr. and Mrs. George W. Stoddard having
Osceola Council and a goodly number were
a bungalow in Pasadena, Calif., and debought
the
cigars were passed cided to remain
present. After supper
there, had their furniture and
around and the gentlemen enjoyed a smoke
househeld goods shipped to them by tail last
talk from 8 to 10 p. m. Whist was in order in I
week—about two and one-half tons in weight.
the evening and at the close of the game it j
H. E. McDonald, assisted by Capt. A. C. Bachwas found on counting the scores that Mrs.
elder, did the packing and it was no light job.
G. Parker Cook was the winner of the ladies
First, every bit of the surface of the furniture
prize, a cut glass bon bon dish, and that Mr. must be covered with paper or burlap and
Jesse H. Webber had won the gentleman’s,
then crated, and that took quite a lot of lumprize a silver ash receiver. The consolations ber, nails and hard work.
and
GardWebber
J.
were given to Mrs. Jesse
ner Harmon amid much merriment, as after
From Subscribers. Mrs. E. O. Patterson

Advertised Letters. The following letters
remained unclaimed in the Belfast postoffice
for the week ending March 12: Ladies—Mrs.
Sybil M. Hustus, Mrs. Daniel O’Connell, Mrs.
J. Robertson, Mrs. J. E. Wood. Gentlemen—
James Clark, Edward G. Davis, Manager Clark,
Leroy T. Palmer, M. A. Randall, Arthur Rid-

membership.

REWARD

We will give the above reward to any one proving to us and
naming the
Ford car agent who has sold a 1912 Model T Ford Car delivered in the
State of Maine this year at a price leu than the following:

BELFAST,

Tickets to dance: gerspectators, 15 cents. Come

moved Tueaday from the C.
house on Elm street to the new
rner of Cedar and Main streets,
ill move about the first of
Loardman house on Congress

|

day.

i! BROWN BREAD

|

2.00

d

'A

Fresh every

CITY BAKERY. CHURCH STREET

$1.50

1>50 00

Wheat Bread j

I Every Saturday

time.

v

i

OUR

lered made.

stra.

t-nts;

!
|

stocking

So if you want us to knock
the “T” off that “can’t”
just step in and say Hole-

Shamrock dance the ladies

-i-ft the

a

A box of Men's,
A box of Women's,
A box ol Children's,

Club room will be open
n on for the week beginning April
,i« suitable for Easter gifts will be
tea vkill be served each afternoon.
n sale W ednesday and Saturday
and

still doubt

that will wear Six Months
without Mending.
They
can’t seem to realize that
this wonderful convenience
is an actual possibility. Still
more wonderful is the fact
they don’t cost a penny
more—for instance:

Court street.

,,n

make

man can

nard L. Gentner house on Church
0een rented by Mr. and Mrs. G.
and Mr. Orrin J. Dickey, who
,,ut April 1st from the H. C. Buz-

na

people

holeproof

invited.

sre

|

be

of the C. L. S. C. AlumMarch meeting
No. 110
.. ;,i with Miss Isabel Ginn,

!
i

A.

Monday
Veterans will
are requested to be
,i aii members
be
initiated.
will
One candidate

City Government. The adjourned March
meeting of the city government was held in
instalments last Monday evening. Mayor Banion presiding.
In board of
aldermen, the
souncil concurring, the report of the Librarian
jf the Free Library was read,
accepted and
referred to the next City Government. The
of
the
finance
committee and of the
reports
:ity treasurer were read, accepted and ordered
placed on file. The report of the Trustees of
he Library was accepted and ordered
placed
>n file.
The reading was waived. In board of
nunicipal officers the returns of the municipal election were canvassed and a record or-

failures in

cans ;

I

on High street,
Black Leaner Hand Bag, containing

a

Ladies’
of

a sura

money and valuable papers. A suitable reward will be given for any of the articles.
Leave with
MRS. M. F. FRENCH,
35 Northport Avenue.

LOST

>0c. per Setting of 13 Eggs, or $3.00 per
On Monday, a BLACK and WHITE FEMALE
SETTER. A reward will be given on her re100.
ISAAC H. HAVENER,
turn to
DREW CHAPLES,
Care of A. A. Howes & Co.
3wllp
lwllp
Searsport, Maine.

Incomparable Demagogy.

County Correspondence.

The

Theory of the Columbus Speech of
Conception no Sane Man Ever Harbored
Before—Worthy of Jack Cade.
[From the New York Journal of Commerce
and Commercial Bulletin, Ind’t ]
Judicious admirers of the past career
of ex-President Roosevelt must have
been made to grieve sorely by that extraordinary proposal of an appeal from
judicial decisions to a popular vote on
great constitutional questions. Nothing
comparable to it in demagogic spirit has
appeared Bince the days of Cleon of
Athens, and we have not so poor an
opinion of the American people as to believe that their (response to it will be
a step-daughter, daughters-in-law and two sisfavorable, though it may catch the fancy
Mrs.
of those leaders of the mob who call
ters—Mrs. Ellen Hoxie of Clinton and
Jennie Smith of Burnham. The four sons, Mr. themselves Socialists and profess to beFred Basford of Northport, Frank Basford of lieve that divine right has passed from

LIBERTY
Friends ot Mr. and Mrs. John Ayer have received invitations to the marriage of their
daughter, Mildred Louise, to Harold Eugene
Donnell of Southeast Harbor. The marriage
is to take place March 28th... Mrs. W. L Cargill has returned trom a month’s visit in Boston, Lynn and Cambridge, Mass-The chief
topic of conversation at present is “railroad.”
....The High school began Tuesday, after a
vacation of one week. The principal, Wm. A.
Cushman, spent his vacation in Bangor.
WORTHPORT.
The annual town reports give the valuation
Resident real estate,
last year as follows:
$126,460; non-resident rial estate, $217,155;
total, $337,615; resident personal estate, $20,325; non-resident personal estate, $1,800; total,
$359,740. The appropriations for the past year
amounted to $6,850.44, divided as follows: town
charges, $1,000; schools, $500; high school
tuition, $100; repairs on school houses, $150;
text books, $30; highways, $1,500; State road,

he has such a splendid situation_The Freshmen prize speaking was
held in the church Friday evening, March 1st.
It was very hard for the judges, Mr. Henry
McCorrison, Nancy Sprowles and Perley
Cross, to decide, as each one acted their

pleased

to know

kings to crowds.
Brockton, Mass., Willie Basford of Brewer
If this extraordinary balderdash had
and Chas. Clark of Burnham, acted as bearers.
appeared anonymously to what source
....Mrs. Katie Clark Carter and husband of would
conjecture have credited it, say
part >o well; but finally the prize for boys
were in town Sunday to attend the
ten years ago, or even two years ago?
Florine Small and for girls Bangor
was awarded to
Clark.
Martha
funeral of her stepmother, Mrs.
Certainly to no man of sound mind, of
Plummer.Master
Harding
to Lena
$300; Wesleyan Grove Campground, $300; Tem....Mr. Eddie Littlefield of Monroe has finisn- university training and experience in
is
convalescent.Mr. Arthur
Bryant
ed work for Chute & Mitchell and Clarence public life. This is a conception of popuple Heights, $75; State tax, $2,137.44; county
has returned home from Bathlar government that no ^uch man ever
There are 150 Sampson
tax, $747.82; overlay, $10 38
McAlister, a former clerk, is back on the grocharbored before, and which no man of
Dr. A. M. Small is having a large quantity of
team_Mrs. J. S. Emery is not so well at
polls in the town; 40 polls not taxed, and the
ery
everyday common sense can accept now.
hard wood cut and finds a ready sale for itrate of taxation has been $18 on $1,000.
this writing.Much freight is being sent How do the
people show “enough intelliMrs. Eunice Plummer is kept very busy dressfrom this station at present. The past week
to frame and adopt a constituCENTER BELMONT.
making ...The drama “Plum Valley,” given A. J. Curtis & Co., Fred Wood, Will Cole, Oscar gence
tion’?
By choosing men of ability, of
The engagement has been announced and
by the Senior class of Freedom Academy was Farrington and D. E. Reynolds have been knowledge of
history and political inthe marriage intentions recorded of William
just grand. There was a very large attendance loading wood and Crating. H. E. Kinney is stitutions, of solid intellectual attainM. Estes, son of Mrs. Emma F. Estes of Bel- and
ments and training for the task, to do
every one went away feeling they had got also
loading crating at this station and Winnefast, and Miss Cora E. Flagg, daughter of Mr. their money’s worth.^The amount received
the work for them which they know that
r.nnk.
and Mrs. Fidelphus Flagg of this town. The was $90_Fred N. Flye has accepted a posithey cannot collectively do for themj
wedding is expected to take place this week. tion in Brighton, Mass., and will go March 20th. TRIBUTE TO A NAN WHO SACRI- selves, which the sane among them do
not pretend that they can do for themBoth are well known, having employment in Mr.
Flye has been in Belfast the past week on
FICED SELF-INTEREST TO DUTY.
oolvoa
Ay,. +Iw-VVT
nonahla nrtllan.
Leonard & Barrows’ shoe factory in Belfast. business and passed a few days with his sister, j
tively of applying and interpreting the
The Pierce brothers are ^having plenty of Mrs. Jennie Webb, in Swanville-Mr. Rufus !
[New York Sun.]
constitution, which ha3 been made, not
wor«c with their gasolene engine sawing up the
This striking portrait in words we put
Ayer has returned from Boston, where he had
by themselves but by their selected delewood piles in this and nearby towns.... Enos been the past week on business-Mr. Dana for a certain reason within quotation
gates, when complicated controversies
arise under it? None of those who reFlagg is at work for H. P. Farrow_Don’t Banton returned home from Massachusetts ! marks:
tain their senses pretend that they are
forget the shamrock dance to be given by the March 8th.
“Taft, the most brilliant graduate of
for anything of the kind or
ladies at Mystic Grange hall March 19th. Be
his year at Yale, the youngest Yale man competent
can be made so by a few months of disa degree
there, and wear the green. Music by Keyes PROSPECT.
whom
Yale
ever
conferred
upon
cussion. The mass of voters are not preMrs. Maria Harding died at her home in the
and others.
of doctor of laws; a man who, having
for the specific duties of framing
Clark district Monday morning, March 4th. It won
at the bar and then pared
high
position
WALDO STATION.
is thought that she had a shock, as she was served as solicitor-general at Washing- constitutions, enacting statutes, or judicially interpreting and applying them,
F. E. Littlefield is building a stable in con- found unconscious by one of her neighbors
ton, was appointed to the United States and
to invite them to overturn the work
nection with his house... .Mrs. Oscar Staples i
Sunday afternoon. She had lived alone since bench.
of the trained men who have been chosen
“He was then asked to sacrifice himis in rather poor health. Her friends are hopthe death of her husband several years ago.
them
to perform such duties is sheer
by
ing her usual fine courage will return and that The funeral was held at the Clark schoolhouse self, to give up his position in order to madness.
other
side
of
the
world
to
take
to
the
go
she will be on the road to recovery soon_
This conception of popular government
March 6th and the interment was in Maple
up an infinitely dangerous problem and
Mrs. Sidney Johnson and daughter Ruth are j Grove
cemetery.... Mr. and Mrs. George Ward do his best to solve it. He has done his is worthy of that champion of divine
visiting her parents in Montville_Jennie and daughter Erma of Frankfort called on best. He came back here the other day. right, Jack Cade. The people have their
Levenseller, who has had an operation per- friends here Friday.Prospect Temple, The man has always had the honorable diversities of capacity and character,
their differences of aptitude and training,
formed for the removal of adenoids and affectPythian Sisters, will hold a five cent social at ambition ts get upon tne Supreme Court their varied occupations that absorb
ed tonsils, is much better. Drs. Tapley and
was
and
when
he
back
here
a
few
bench,
Coffee
16th.
the hall Saturday evening, March
their time and thought, and they are
and there was a question of
Pearson did the work at her home.... Percy and
Hervey Skay months ago,
doughnuts will be served
presumed to have enough intelligence
said to him:
I
vacancy
arising,
has
so
far
recovered
as
to
be
Cunningham
able and Lindley Dickey, who have been employed ;
to choose
men
fit to exercise the
‘Governor, I think I ought to tell various functions of
to leave the hospital and is with his sister in Kpdstone. snent several days at home last
public life and
you that if a vacancy comes in the Su- administer
Mrs. Thomas Sheldon in Belfast.... Mr.Walter
an
organized system of
week....Miss Evelyn Clark returned home preme Court (whieh I knew would put
Staples and wife are visiting at Mrs. Sarah | from the E. M. G. hospital, Bangor, Thursday. him for life in a position which he would government which shall fairly represent their will and
conserve
their
Elwell’s-Mr. J. C. Durham started his mill
Her many friends are glad to see her at home especially like to have) ‘I do not see how
interests. It is by their choice of delelast Tuesday and work is now progressing fineit
to
I
could
for
I
need
give
you,
home
possibly
returned
has
again_Mrs. Clara Skay
gates and representatives and of “serly. They are sawing about 10,000 feet of lum- j from a two weeks visit with relatives-Capt. you where you are.’
vants,” if you will, that they show their
“He said to me:
her a day and employing at present more than
for self-government, and not by
Ern Perkins of South Penobscot, who left his
‘Mr. President, it has always been capacity
twenty men and six teams.
undertaking to supervise and correct the
home last July for the West Indies and has
my ambition to be in the Supreme Court, work
themselves. They do not pretend
not been heard from since, is a cousin of Mrs. but if you should offer me a justiceship
SANDYPOINT,
to be their own statesmen and judges
Mrs. Melinda S. Doe died ac her home here Fred Dockham and had been a frequent visitor now and at the same time Congress
more
than their own lawyers, their
any
fcjarch 6th after an illness of several weeks, at their home in years gone by.... Warren should take away entirely my salary as own
physicians, their own architects and
I
should
back
to
Governor,
straight
go
the
Littlehas
Easton
of
78
bought
aged
years and 6 months. She leaves one Weymouth
the Philippines, nevertheless; for those engineers, their own artists and their
granddaughter and two half-sisters. The fu- field place, formerly owned by I. F. Gould and ;
need me back, and believe I will own managers of banking, transportation
people
in
move
there
will
and industrial operations. There is no
neral was held at the church Friday afternoon. Mrs. Ella Littlefield, and
not desert them.’
function requiring a higher degree of
the
C. W'. Hatch conducted the services and there the early spring. All will be sorry to see
“He has gone back; gone back as a
mental ability; more learning,
more
us
was singing by the choir.
The burial was in old neighbors go, as they have lived among
strong friend among weaker friends to
education and training, or more
the family lot in the cemetery here... John for many years.... The next meeting of the help that people upward along the diffi- special
f
and fidelity for its best exerHe has experience
Brock of Boarsport has been at F. F. Perkins Busy Bee Club will be with Mrs. Alice Hop- cult path of self-government.
Nowhere
cise, than that of the jurist.
a great part
for several days the past week... .Mr. Alangon kins Wednesday, March 20th,... Mrs. Jennie gone to do his part—and
is there greater need of adhering to the
last
Stockton
to
was
called
Springs
.Bowden and family of Greenville recently Dockham
of honor and good faith in the Philippine maxim, “Crede experto” —trust the exweek by the illness of her daughter, Mrs. Eu- Islands; to govern with justice and with pert. The people are intelligent enough
visited relatives here-Mrs, Harry Twist and
children returned Saturday from several
that firmness, that absence of weakness to understand this, and to know that
days’ gene Shuts.
which is only another side of justice. popular government does not mean, and ;
visit at Rand Cove.... Miss Ethel Curtis is in
LINCOLNVILLE.
He has gone back to do all that, because cannot in this age of the world mean,
Belfast during her school vacation_Mr.
legislation or the administration of
Mrs. Eva Deane and Mrs. Belle Russ visited
it is his duty as he sees it.
William Heagan and Master Thornton Clark of
iustice bv uoDular vote.
friends in Belfast a few days last week"We are to be congratulated, we
Frankfort were guests at N. C. Partridge’s
] Master Willis Soule of Searsmont is the guest Americans, that we have a fellow AmerSunday-Mr. Frank MacChesney of Bangor i of his aunt, Mrs. Annette Greenlaw... Mr. Win- ican like Taft.”
spent Sunday with friends here_The lumber
FOR FLETCHER’S
field Lufkin and family of Castine have moved
mill at the Narrows is reported as
The foregoing admirable tribute to
doing a i to the farm homestead of Mrs. Angie ThomPresident Taft's character,
rushing business.... Messrs. Grant started!
strength
as.
Mr. Lufkin has employment in M. B. and
their mill at the Cove March 11th_Station :
patriotism, with its incidental reveHills mill.W. O. Stevens of Roxbury,
FOR BOYS!
lation of a case of self-sacrifice to duty INDUSTRIAL
SCHOOL
Agent McKay spent Sundav at his h omp in
Mass., was in town a few days last week- was genuine and not fictitious or a mere
Bucksport.
is
of
in
a
New
Will
Boston
Institution
Burton Grey visited in Camden and Rockland
play
game
personal politics,
Open Its Doors
MONROE.
not here presented as an editorial article
a few days last week-Miss Carrie Dickey is
March 18th.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Curtis gave a dinner ! at home from Bath for an indefinite time.... of The Sun’s
It is taken, without
The Boston Industrial School for Bovs,
adparty last Saturday in honor of the birthday I Miss Maude McKinney has gone to Searsmont, change, from Theodore Roosevelt’s
Common
street, will open Monday,
dress at the Harvard commencement
of his father, Mr. N*lson Curtis, who was 75 where she will be the guest of Mrs. Hattie Po- ;
March 18th.
Applicants for admission
dinner of June 25, 1902.
must be at least fourteen years of age,
years old on that day.
Mr. Curtis makes his
land for a few days.The Ladies Aid will
home with his son Nelson. Mr. John Moore, '[
and, preferably, have had the equivameet this week with Mrs. S. J. Moody... EuAPPLE GROWERS ORGANIZING.
lent of a grammar school education.
aged 90, and his son Clifton and daughter Mar- gene Cilley, who has been at home for a short I
The school building, formerly known
garet, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. visit, returned to Boston Friday-Mr. Harry t
A certificate of incorporation has been as the
Brimmer, is one of four stories
W. H. Curtis, his daughter Nora and family
for
the
the
of
at
State
filed
Frank
with
department
Handley
Mathews has employment
and has been thoroughly renovated and
reGrowers’
Mrs. Emma Mansur and son Nathan, were the
Kineo
Fruit
association,
of Camden_Mr. and Mrs. Harry Moody of
adapted to the needs of this new type of
invited guests. A bountiful dinner was served
cently organized at Dover with a capital sehool. It is equipped with machines,
Houlton are guests of his parents, Mr. and ;
of $10,000. The purposes of the associ- tools and
and the whole affair was a surprise to Mr.
apparatus for carrying on maMrs. S. J. Moody, for a few days-Mr. and j
ation, as stated in the certificate are: chine shop practice, wood work, electriCurtis. All went away wishing him many
Mrs. J. S. Mullen most pleasantly entertained
marketand
“Picking, sorting, packing
work and printing. In addition to
more
birthdays-Mr.Harry White had one of over eighty members of the Unitarian society ing apples and other fruit grown by the cal
the laboratory shop work there will be
his nice team horses badly cut
recently when at their home Monday evening, March 4th. A members of said corporation; and for the
practical courses in drawing, mathein the woods for wood-Mr. Milton
Thompson baked bean and pastry picnic supper was purpose of buying and manufacturing matics, science, English, history and
was called here by the death of his
sister, served and a nice sum was realized for the barrels and boxes for packing and ship- citizenship. The school is for boys who
and for employing skilled intend to enter industrial
Mrs. Isaac Curtis, who died March 7th,
careers.
It is
church. After supper music and singing by ; ping apples,
for the purpose of packing ap- not a trade school but its
aged 60 years and 9 months.
purpose is to
Obituary the male quartet was enjoyed and the band j persons
in accordand
establishing
grades
ples
as
a kind of education as
later
Mr. Austin Ricker is building a new
give
practical
boys helped to make the evening an enjoyable ! ance with the markets of the world; also
for boys who intend to enter
veranda on his house... Mr. John
Moore, who one_Mrs. S. J. Moody will give a supper at j for the purpose of manufacturing al possible,
the industries. The course now offered
was almost 91, cast his vote March 4th for
her home Thursday evening, March 14th, for merci andises that are the product of ap- is one of two
years, with a tentative
M. J. Dow, making one majority for Monroe.
the benefit of the M. E. pastor, Mr. Taylor. A ; ples, including canning; also for the pur- course of two additional
years to be deof buying and selling apples and termined
After voting he spent the afternoon at the
pose
and
all
cordibe
served
are
will
upon later, when the needs will
picnic supper
other fruit, and such articles and ma- be more
home of Franklin Chase. He is as interesting
understood
in the light of
25
cents
clearly
per couple-:
ally invited. Supper,
as are necessarily and properly
to converse with as a younger man,
experience.
being well The Leap Year ball given Tuesday evening. chinery
used by orchardists and the carrying on
Applicants should address William C.
posted in all the current events of the day.... March 5th, was conducted by Mrs. Mary Cross of such other business as
may be ancil- Crawford, master, School Committee
Miss Linda Chase is at home for two weeks’
and Miss Hazel Miller, members of Tran- lary thereto and convenient for the proRooms, Mason street, Boston. —Boston
vacation... Mi. George King was in town
quility Grange, assisted by Mrs.|Belle Russ and per prosecution thereof. The said cor- Transcript.
from the U. of M., Orono, over
Sunday.... Mrs. Effie Goodwin, and was most successfully poration is to have power to buy, sell
Mrs. Grace Ritchie is visiting her friend Mrs.
and own such real and personal property
carried out. Keyes’ orchestra was in attendas may be reasonable and proper for the
Ada Simpson Newcomb in Newburgh for a
ance and about 50 couples were present. The
of said business in all of its
prosecution
week.
were
of
clear
$26-Miss
expenses,
receipts,
branches.”
in
was
Belfast
Hall
SWANV1LLE.
Thursday shopGeorgia
The president of the corporation is
Don’t hurry your meals.
Miss Emma Field of Searsport visited relaping_Miss Carrie Etta Greenlaw of Belfast Former Comn issioner of Agriculture A.
Don’t eat when overtired, rest a few
tives in town last week....Mr.
W. Gilman of Foxcroft and the treasurEmery Cun- is visiting at Hall’s Cottage.
moments before eating. It will pay
er is Lyman K. Lee of the same town.
ningham returned home from Bangor last
The other incorporators are: S. T. Dah- you.
Friday, accompanied by his granddaughter, BURNHAM.
Don’t borrow time for work that
Although w e are stilt having winter weather, hett, Edgar T. .Flint, F. T. Turner and
Miss Carrie Cunningham, who returned to
heard Judson Ames of Foxcroft; C. D. Paine, belongs to rest or sleep.
Bangor Monday-Mrs. Luella Nickerson and two or three spring birds have been
R. V. Gray, V. A. Gray, Herbert A. LuDon’t neglect the first symptoms of
Mrs. Sherman visited Mrs. C. L. Moody in Mon- singing and the pussy willow buds are showcas, Edwin A. Ireland and E. T. Doug- illness or disordered digestion.
roe last Friday... Mrs. J. W. Nickerson invited
ing white in many places-Miss Daisy Foster las of Dover; W. E. Leland ot
SangerDon’t allow the howels to become
from Portland and will stop at viile and Vernon K. Gould of
about twenty-five friends
Milo.
Thursday evening, has returned
constipated, but if you are so unforMarch 7th, to celebrate Mr. Nickerson’s birth- home until fully recovered in health.... Mrs.
tunate, don’t delay taking one or two
Melzor Stevens of Waterville called on friends
day, Those present were Mr. and Mrs W S
VERMONT GOING “DRY.”
teaspoonfuls of “L. F.” Atwood’s
Nickerson and daughter Annie, Miss Lida in. town one aay me past wees wnen on ner
Medicine or Bitters on retiring at night, i
March
Mont5.
home-Nettie
her
former
to
BURLINGTON, Vt.,
Unity,
Nickerson, Mrs. Jane Downs, Mr. and Mrs. H. way
They have a record of sixty years and
never fail to relieve constipation and
M. Chase, Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Hartshorn and Webb spent the week-end at her home in pelier, the capital city of the State,
voted against license in the annual elec- biliousness.
daughter Martha, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Damm, Troy... Mertie Call left Saturday morning
tion Tuesday. The city had been in the
All dealers have them in large bottles
Mrs. C. R. Nickerson,Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm for a '-isit in Portland_Charlie Sherman is
“wet” column but one year. Six towns, for
thirty-five cents. Be sure to get the
for rent. It would seem as though a
and neice, Miss Hazel Nickerson, Mrs.
looking
F.
where
Mary
liquor selling “L. F.” kind. A generous sample
including Colchester,
Nickerson, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cunningham few houses for rent would pay well, as there has always before been favored, also
mailed free on request hy the “L. F.”
and daughter Edna, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Nicker- has been a greater demand than supply for swung into the “dry” column.
As a reMedicine Co., Portland Me.
son, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Nickerson and son two or three years_Geo. E. Bryant has sult there will be but 22 of the 246 cities
the State where the open
towns
in
and
Master
Hardhouse.
the
into
moved
Murray
Mr.
Miss
Kermit,
Irving Saw>erand
Augusta
saloon is legalized during the coming
Nickerson of Cape. Jellison. The evening was ing came Saturday... .Spring trade at the Iron
year.
pleasantly spent with social chat and singing Age Repository is coming with a rush and the 1
Of the six cities, St. Albans, Burlingand the hostess served peanuts, candy, assort- outlook for business is larger than ever before.
ton, Vergennes and Rutland voted in fabe
the
to
and
“Sam"
NOTICE.
The subMr.
seem,
right
Bryant
ed cake and coffee. She was assisted by Mrs.* W.
vor, and Montpelier and Barre against;
scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
In St. Johnsbury and Hyde duly appointed
S. Nickerson, Mrs. C. R. Nickerson, Mrs. A. T. men in the right place and are building up a ; license.
administratrix ol the estate of
Nickerson and Miss Annie Nickerson. At a tine business, which the Bateman Co. may well Park, towns in Caledonia county, the JACOB A.
YOUNG, late of Stockton Springs,
smallpox quarantine prevented the hold- in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
late hour the guests returned home, wishing appreciate.Vesta McAlister of Hartland
elections.
of
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
Mr. Nickerson many happy returns of the day. visited last week at C. E. Sherman’s... .Elder ing
demands against the estate of said deceased are
All of the “wet” towns and cities are
Gerard Helme of Dexter held a meeting at the
and
In four desired to present, the same for settlement,
on the west side of the State.
FREEDOM.
all indebted thereto are requested to make paychurch in this place last Sunday evening....
and ment immediately.
Lamoille
counties,
Orleans,
Orange,
Rev. and Mrs. J. Burford Parry have movMartha, wife of L. W. Clark of this place, for- Grand
LIZZIE A. YOUNG.
Isle, every town voted against
ed to Wallingford, Conn., Mr. Parry having merly of Detroit, died March 6th after an illStockton Springs, December 12,1911,—3wll
license.
recently become pastor of the Congregational ness of about four weeks, during which she enrihe subnotice.
Amundsen Gets the Pole.
church there. Mr. and Mrs. Parry were most dured severe suffering.
The funeral was held
scriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
cordially received, many being present besides Sunday March 10th. Elder Gerard Helme, an
Hobart, Tasmania, March 10. Capt. Roald In the County of Waldo of
the members of the above church. Several old friend of the family, spoke words of com- Amundsen, the discoverer of the South pole,
MELVILLE A. KIDDER, late of Beverly, Mass.
from St. Paul’s Protestant Episcopal, First fort and there were vocal selections by a quar- said today that he thought it very possible
deceased, and giver bonds as the law directs,
that Capt. Robert F. Scott, the British explorchurches
at- tet composed of Miss Allen, Mrs. McKechnie,
All persons having demands against the estate
Baptist and Methodist Episcopal
er, had also reached the pole. He hoped HO, at
to present the same
tended the supper and reception. Rev. and Mr. Allen and Mr. Wood. The interment was least. His own base, he said, was 500 miles of said deceased are desired
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are rehis
own
British
and
of
the
party
Mrs. J. L. R. Wyckoff from his former church in the family lot in Detroit. The deceased was from that
quested to make payment immediately to Carle
»MhorI*ed a-rent.
winter camp was nearer to the pole than ton Doak of Belfast, Me..
in North Woodbury, Conn., were also present. a devoted wife and mother and has left to
Scott’s. He had no idea at the time that Capt
LINVILLE H WAKDWELL.
Mr. Parry's many friends in Freedom are mourn for her, besides her husband, four sons. Scott had started for the pole.
Btoneham, Mass., December 12, 1911.— 8wll

SEATTLE REDEEMED.
The Mayor-Elect

Good Templar.
Seattle, Wash., March 6. Complete
returns from yesterday’s election for
mayor give George F. Cotterill 31,655;
Hiram C. Gill, 31,010, a majority for
Cotterill of 645. All Socialist candidates
were defeated.
Cotterill, the mayor-elect, is widely
known as the national head of the International Order of Good Templars.
He
also has national prominence as a prohibition speaker.
Last year Gill was recalled from the
office of mayor by the votes of the newly
enfranchised women.
The women and the churches took an
active part yesterday, asserting Gill’s
election would mean the restoration of a
gambling and vice district.
The single tax amendment to the charter seems to have been beaten.
a

FIREMEN'S INSURANCE

TOM MISHIT
STOPS TUT ITCH

NEWARK, N. J.

Asset* December 31,1911.
Real estate,
*1.000 in.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Lamson& i
I Hubbard ]

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

43'ton BIB

359

Interest and rents,

7ft^HBi

54'^^Hip

*6,375/77; Bl
f
_J* M

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$6^375^7. H|y|

Admitted assets,
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
^H
Net unpaid losses,
$ 229 9k
Unearned premiums,
2.305&1'5HHI
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
l.OOOjiw
Surplus over all liabilities,
2,8o8,i;?n

^^B

Total liabilities and surplus,
$6,375,6i(
JAMES FATTEE & SON, Agent*,
Belfast, Maine.
3w

CO.

OF NEW YORK.

I

jSnK

IS^B

2,424

Agents’balances,

Wm. O. Poor & Son, Belfast, Me.

Assets December 31, 1911.
Stocks and bonds,
$792,198
Cash in office and bank,
63,991
Agent’s balances,
148,151
Interest and rents,
2,291

'HI

Vg«

Mortgage loans.

If you are suffering from Ecsema,
Psoriasis or any other kind of skin
trouble, drop into our store for instant relief.
We will guarantee you
to stop that itch in two seconds.
A 25c trial bottle will prove it.
We have sold other remedies for
skin troubles, but none that we could
recommend more highly than the well
known compound of Oil of Wintergreen
Thymol and a few other ingredients that have wrought such wonderful cures all over the country*
This compound, known as D. D. D.
Prescription, will cool and heal the
Itchy, burning skin as nothing else
can.
Get a regular* bottle and see—on
our no-pay offer.

NEW YORK PLATE GLASS INS

COMP^HS

AT,/

R||

Assets December 31, 1911.
Real estate,
$ 126,23? <f)
Mortgage loans,

jH[

NEWARK FIRE INSURANCE COM!
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY.
97
18
99
50

:mm

735,787

hank,

Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Admitted assets,
$935,726 17
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 16,201 54
Linear ed premiums,
332,851 42
All other liabilities,
60,178 29
Cash capital,
200,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
326,494 92

fH

326,tioo5 ^H

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office ana

$996,633 64
60,907 47

^H

I^H

Bh

34,r

$

106 i,
12 •,
28 ;;

*!

Gross assets,
$1,370.* f
Admitted assets,
$l,37u
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 57
Unearned premiums,
422.:
All other liabilities,
37...

'.%
I

^

i

*

;

own

NEW YORK, NEW YORK.

....

j

Assets December

I

I

^€St m America

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Uncollected premiums,
Interest and rents,

S

For Sale by

I

D. P.

I

fl

§

PALMER,

I

BELFAST.

INSUk!

WILLIAMS BURGH CITY FIRE

31, 1911.
$3,166,047 91
195,250 00
4,079,952 10
867,775 28
458,517 93
45,012 05

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

j

I

$8,812,555 27
419,923 44

Admitted assets,
$8,392,631 83
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 728,865 54
Unearned premiums,
1,454,037 31
All other liabilities,
135,223 51
Cash capital,
2,500,000 00
over
all liabilities,
Surplus
3,574,605 47

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

I

$3,065,441

admitted.

I

208.7-.

Admitted assets,

$2,856.

7t

,-q

3wll

|

j

—

Children Cry

CASTO R I A

...

j

sad Slits nr Bool main.

THE LUMBER

Assets December

31. 1911.

B

>nds,
Cash in office and banks,

$554,345 2 1
102,892 92
17,849 18
3,736 99
13,109 96

Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$691,934 26
19,273 20

Admitted assets,
$672 661 06
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 7,260 73
Unearned premiums,
188,942 48
All other liabilities,
4,469 93
Surplus over all liabilities,
471,987 92
liabilities and surplus,
$672,661 06
HARRY M. STONE, East Otisfield. Me., Agent.
Total

$578,840

THE TRAVELERS’ INSURANCE
Assets
Real

THE

FIDELITY

AND CASUALTY CO.

SURANCE

OF NEW YORK,
92-94 Liberty St 97-113 Cedar St,,
New York City.
Assets December
Real estate,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office: and bank,

Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

NATIONAL

Assets

Agents’ balances,

24

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

admitted,

$10,821,890 54
339,228 06

$10,482,662 48
December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 2.212,868 21
Unearned premiums,
4,642,676 42
Ail other liabilities,
701,680 86
Cash capital,
1,000,000 00
1,925,436 99
Surplus over all liabilities,
Liabilities

Total liabilities and surplus,
$10,482,662 48
PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
3wll

over

all

I
!

EQUITABLE
-c.

r._i_ 1

Assets

Mortgage loans,

COMPANY,

nnci'T/im

r\i.

u *00

December 31, 1911.
$

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

133 50

2,108 64

Gross assets,
$191,443 62
Admitted assets,
$191,443 62
1911.
Liabilities December 31,
Net unpaid losses,
$ 7,981 76
Unearned premiums,
10,782 29
All other liabilities,
1,683 52
Cash capital,
100,000 00
70,996 06
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,
$191,443 62
S. T. OVERLOCK, Agent, Liberty. 11
THE

UNITED STATES BRANCH OF

NORWICH

UNION

SOCIETY,
Assets

FIRE

INSURANCE

LIMITED.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

admitted,

$2,086,452

00

318,609 00
310,703 52
21,224 58
12,071 78
$2,749,060 88
55,247 05

Admitted assets,
$2,693,813 83
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 138,783 04
Unearned premiums,
1,594,772 27
All other liabilities,
97,332 86
200,000 00
Deposit capital,
662,925 66
Surplus over all liabilities,
$2,693,813 83
surplus,
QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast, Maine,

Total liabilities and
FIELD &

A

01

Gross

$1,865.

2,674,575

54

1,107..
66
22.'"

82,6'

assets,

Deduct items not admitted,
1

5,:

Admitted assets,

$1,860,_

Liabilities December

92

INSURANCE

31, 1911.
$ 78
430,.
47.5'

1,000,1"
302.:--

Total liabilities and surplus,

$1,860,-

3wll

|

N. H..

?

11111

$ 531,.

Assets December 31, 1911.
ST. PAUL. FIRE & MARINE INS!
$ 96,950 00
ANCE CO.,
Mortgage loans,
145,200 00
?AINT PAUL. MINNESOTA.
Stocks and bonds,
41
4,815,920
Assets, December 81, 1911.
Cash in office and bank,
299,668 49
Agents’ balances,
322,726 14 I Real Estate,
$ 795,6.
Interest and rents,
45,354 30 I Mortgage Loans,
685,3.'
Stocks
and
Bonds,
6,030,
j
Gross assets,
$5,725,809 34 ! Cash in Office and Bank,
336.1
Admitted assets,
$5,725,809 84 j Agents’ Balances,
570,1.
Receivable,
184,
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
j Bills
54,:
I Interest and Rents,
Net unpaid losses,
$ 176,334 15 j All other Asset-,
95,
Unearned premiums,
2,090,606 66
All other liabilities,
604,363 72 ! Gross Assets,
$8,161.'"
Cash capital,
119.
1,200,000 00 Deduct items not admitted,
Surplus over all liabilities,
1,654,604 81
Admitted Assets,
$8,032.
Total liabilities and surplus,
$5,726,809 84
Liabilities, December 31, 1911.
JAMES H. KNEELAND, Agent,
Net Unpaid Losses,
$ 397,
3wll
Searsport, Maine.
Unearned Premiums,
4,665,
All other Liabilities,
120,
j
CASUALTY COMPANY OF AMERICA, Cash Capital,
500
over
all
i'
Liabilities,
2,349
Surplus
NEW YORK.
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
December 31, 1911.
$8,032
I
JAS. PATTEE & SON, Ag«:
$ 48,000 00
3wll
Maim
Stocks and bonds,
Belfast,
1,816,227 44 |
Cash in office and bank,
267,291 65
PENNSYLVANIA
LUMBERMEN’S
Agents’ balances,
646,778 32
Hills receivable,
14,042 31
TUAL FIRE INS. CO.,
Interest and rents,
23,652 21 806 Lafayette Building, Philadelphia

Mortgage loans,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

$2,804,991 83
3,488 84

admitted,

CONTINENTAL INSURANCE
COMPANY OF NEW YORK.

Admitted assets,

$2,801,502

Liabilities, December 31,
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and

99

1911.

$ 469,951 93
1,182,465 71
193,912 15
750,000 00
205,173 00

surplus,

$2,801,502 99

ADMINISTRATRIX'S

Assets December

Assets

$25,677,012
109,433

56
43

Admitted assets,
$25,576,579 13
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 460,941 08
Unearned premiums,
8,622,785 41
All other liabilities,
593,< 20 61
Cash capital,
2,000,000 00
13,999,832 13
Surplus over all liabilities,

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.
Agent’s balances,
Interest and rents,

31, 1911,
$ 40,000 00
72.875 00
00
83
34
54

344,738
40,352
46,030
4,692

assets,
$548,688 71
Admitted assets,
$548,688 71
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 19,696 60
Unearned premiums,
186,791 27
All other liabilities,
7,480 50
334,720 34
Surplus over all liabilities,
Gross

Total liabilities and surplus,
$548,688 71
E. C. CARLL, Augusta, Me. Agent.
HARRY M. STONE, East Otisfield, Me., Agent.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

$25,576,679 13
QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.

31, 1911.
$

3,60'

WU,"

bank,

Interest accrued,
Office furniture,

67,1:
21,9:
6,4.
4,1-

l

$541.
admitted,

4.i

Admitted assets,

$537,6.

Liabilities

December 31, 1911.
$ 9.71
180,15,7

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Surplus over all liabilities,

j

341/

$537/
surplus,
HARRY M. STONE, East Otistield, Me.,
Total liabilities and

3wll

UNITED STATES

|

FIDELITY & GU

<

ANTY COMPANY. BALTIMORE, Mi
Assets December
Real

estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and banks,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

3wll

Total liabilities and surplus,

31, 1911.
$ 680,
3,0<"
70.94.
4,538,'"
697,to :
1

1

!

798.

67,94

329,89-

1

$7,076,9'"
278,68/

$6,798,26
assets,
Liabilities December 31, 1911.

Admitted

3wll

WANTED
A farm of small acreage, large orchard, some
timber with a sufficient pasturage for two cows
and a horse. Not far from some shipping
point. Apply to
BOYD EMERSON,
Belfast, Maine.

Cash in office and
Premiums due,

3wll

MUTUAL INS.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

Assets December

Mortgage loans,
OIUIRS aiiu UUI1UD,

THE CENTRAL MANUFACTURERS’
i
CO., VAN WERT, OHIO.

THE

FIELD &

T 1-1

Mortgage loans,
; Collateral loans,
$5,312,211 88 I Stocks and bonds,
203,466 49 | Cash in office and bank,
Interest and rents,
$5,108,745 39 All other assets,

3wll

admitted,

r.

Assets

December 31, 1911.

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

I

|

<-

PANY, HARTFORD, CONN.

Net unpaid losses,
liabilities and surplus,
$5,108,745 39 ] Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
| Cash capital,
3wll
Surplus over all liabilities,

HAMPSHIRE FIRE

77

k

Real estate,

2,250 00
169,175 00
17,776 48

Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,

TRAVELERS’ INDEMNITY

Total

NEW

k

3wH
THE

%

|
|§

2917

66,812.:
2,500,00*
9,543.7

liabilities and surplus,
$79,924.
CHAS. H. SARGENT, Agent, Belfast,

37,336 55
254.275 00
4,347,731 26
211,071 70
392,377 63
69,419 75

CO., MANCHESTER,
ACCIDENT

Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

I

Hj
\

Total

December 31, 1911.
$

liabilities,

$80,093,264 1}
169.1

admitted,

Admitted assets,
$79,924,2*
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 776,t

IN-

Admitted assets,
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 216,190 08
Unearned premiums,
1.977.979 39
All other liabilities,
40,000 00
Capital deposit,
200,000 00

Surplus

53

39,414,<32,458.25*' 7
38,698 74
37,99.
1,046,8
C
10,428,.'..

bank,

Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

CO.,

Real estate,
31, 1911.
Mortgage loans,
$ 1,404,656 02 j Stocks and bonds,
7 444,443 50 Cash in office and bank,
374,197 72 Agents' balances,
99,576 85 Interest and rents,
7,250 00
Gross assets,
49,009 94
1,442,756 51 Deduct items not admitted,

335,57*7

loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and

|

December 31, 1911.
$ 1,065,55*
25.267,75: :;j

Collateral

KDINBOKOU, SCOTLAND.

Admitted assets,

J.

&

estate,

Mortgage loans,

Total liabilities and surplus,
$578,840 24
CHARLES H. SARGENT, Agent,
3wll
Belfast, Maine.
UNION

COM-

PANY, HARTFORD, CONN.

$578,840 24
Liabilities, December 31, ldll.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 5,492 72
Unearned premiums,
330,410 29
All other liabilities,
14,745 03
Surplus over all liabilities,
228,192 20

SCOTTISH

PROBATE NOTICES

Administrators

Assets December 31, 1911.
Real estate,
$ 23,600 00
Mortgage loans,
39,820 60
Collateral loans,
17,300 00
Stocks and bonds,
475,032 U0
Cash in office and bank,
9,026 29
Agents' balances,
11,974 37
Interest and rents,
1,306 08
All other assets,
880 90
Gross assets,
Admitted assets,

I

Total liabilities and surplus,
$2,856.i
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
Maine.
3u ! i
Belfast,

to.,

3wll

December 31, 1911.
Real estate,
$ 1 200,000 00
2,700 00
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
18,182,165 00
Cash in office an a bank,
4,905,406 78
Agents’ balances,
1,007,809 96
Bills receivable,
205,041 70
Interest and rents,
173,889 12

_

tuo.

uic/V/ualuoo

LOWELL, MASS.

MUTUAL FIRE INSUR

ANCE COMPANY OF BOSTON, MASS.

tx

I

Liabilities„December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 143.
4 ■
Unearned premiums,
1,76b,All other liabilities,
31,I
Cash capital,
25*
6674,
Surplus over all liabilities,

Total liabilities and surplus,
$8,392,631 83
CHAS. H. SARGENT, Belfast, Maine, Agent.
MARCEL.LUS J. DOW, Brooks,
innuuno

I

ANCE COMPANY,
BROOKLYN, NKW YORK, N. \
Assets December 31, 1911.
Real estate,
$ 75,00000
Mortgage loans,
302,9*. )•
Stocks and bonds,
2,063.205 10 I
Cash in office and bank,
I
28b
Agents’balances,
294,935 ;■>
Bills receivable,
19,37} 7$ I
Interest and rents,
16
;
All other assets,
5.17^42 I

...

J

$

B

Cash capital,
Total liabilities and surplus,
J
$935,726 17
0*:
| S-rplus over all liabilities,
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
3wll
Belfast, Maine.
Total liabilities and surplus,
$1,37",
i MAURICE W. LORD, Agent, Belfast,
AMERICAN SURETY COMPANY OF

morn

j
[

|

...

postal

Second-nano
Roods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If yet
have anything tc>
sell drop me a
card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,

Corner Cross and Federal

Streets, Belfast,

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,

Surplus

over

all liabilities,

$1,062,57
2,445,784

4.

267,661
2,00o."(

1,022,28

Total liabilities and surplus,
$6,798,-' 1
JAS. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast,
3wl8

j

*

^_

a

A

republican state
CONVENTION

TWO IMPORTANT LESSONS FROM

WILL HE HELD IN;

THE COE-MORIIMER COMPANY FIVE-HUNDRED DOLLAR PRIZE CORN CONTES!

HALL, BANGOR,

CIXY

platform

r^,(

-r

f;

^

|

The Records of Competitors and all plans for the competition were prepared
by this committee and approved by the
State Experiment Director, in which the competitors for the prizes resided.
At the request of the Committee of the Massachusetts Corn Show, the $500 was divided
into three prizes, as follows:

for the election next ene.ed a State committee, a district
each
Congressional district, and
for
mn.ittee for each county,
ransact any other business which
,.eriv come before it.
a of representation will be as fol-

1
cr-r

RESULTS OF THE

m

Values for Corn, Cob and Stover were affixed
above mentioned Committee as follows:

(12 per cent moisture)
Cob (12 per cent Moisture)
Stover (40 per cent Moisture)
Shelled Corn

of Maine, without regard to past
muons, who are in sympathy with
and aims of the Republican party
invited to unite under this call in
•gates to this convention.

r>

Net Profits of

Six Corn

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

District Republican convenheld in the city of Bangor,
iay. April 10, 1912, at 2 o’clock
..••'the purpose of selecting two
•!• rates and two alternates to

L. S. White.~

Williams.j

M. H.
M. H.
E. & H. W. Moore.1
J. G. Cook.
L. W. Peet.

8.00 per ton

Clark.I

Clearly

HUW

tills

1111.89 7733.9 $73.43 $30.93

90.10
58.33

1361.41 7067.62
602.14 7026.42
643.63 6371.89
750.20

Dent

Flint
Flint
Flint

j

Larrabee, Pittsfield, to Isadore

Unity.

Graves, Unity, to Daniel F. Wal-

Unity.

Searsport.

Jackson, to Levi R. Stevens, do.;

Sevens, Belfast, to Lucy A. Redman
nd buildings in Belfast.
Pierce, Belfast, to Frank P. Staples,
and buildings in Belfast,
A. Porter, Searsport, to Mary A. Cole-

e

land in

Searsport.

Carlon, North Wilmington, to Mary
Searsport; land and buildings in

Sears;

irt.

Hall, Belfast, to Gardner L. Havand in Belfast.
Simpson, Palermo, to True F. Young,
■■■! and buildings in Palermo.
Davis, Jackson, to Levi R. Stevens, do.;
in Jackson.
> ^
I Burgess, formerly Stella J.
Blood,
'•g. to Charles E. Knowlton, do.; land in
M.

a

■

■

0

kieaboro.

r>arU-s E.

Knowlton, Belfast, to Ira M. Cobe,
land and buildings, known as “Hillirm," Northport.

-W
,:a'

ilman, East Livermore, to George H.
Prospect; land in Prospect.
French, Somerville, Mass., to Fred
Lincolnville; land and buildings in
Pricoinviile.
Norton, Liberty, to Willis J. Knowl!and in Liberty.
abitants of the town of Liberty, to
Knowlton, do.; land in Liberty.
•••-.

1

Proctor, Searsmont, to Walter S.
Searsmont.
n
E. Jenkins, Brooks, to Carl C.
io.; land in Brooks.
Lowe, Frankfort, to Geo. S. Fland‘‘rville, Mass.; land and buildings in
land in

1

Kmery, Burnham, to Harry MacFar!and in Burnham.
Bussey, Winterport, to W. A. Ryan,
sand in Searsmont.
c W.Shorey, Waldo, to Blanche Went-

ar

Knox;
:as-

land in Knox.

and Anna

B. Osgood, Palermo, to L.
land and buildings in

*luw«y. Waterville;

^crmo.

"hal Mem-roid

Will Do For
Woman With Files.

Any

U

iny

4124.85!

869.09,2348.821

43.75;
44.58

41.35

46.88!

$3.89 $S00~

28.27
28.11
25.49
16.50
9.40

4.76
2.11
2.25
2.63
3.04

Manure

2.25
2.50

Resi."7
(iuai
forinn- and" Net
Fertil- ,‘or
Profit
‘"f
Grop Husking
zer
itv
SlF -soTST £9~9h~r*iV; oh~ Hisotand

pan<^

ing

Flant' Fert'b-

Land

ing

"$1.30

5.75
5.675
3.00

1 18

27 80
5 075
23 80
19 10
0.00

1.31
1.65
2.08

1.32

Are Produced

by the Use

of

a woman

drags along a life of misery

;! Piles because

she does not know of HEMthe sugar-coated tablet remedy that
ar>y kind of piles by restoring good circu>t blood in the
swollen, clogged parts.
M-ROID is sold under a guarantee of
Action by Wm. O. Poor & Son, Belfast,
n(i all
druggists. $1 for 24 days’ treatJ'1- Br. Leonhardt Co., Station B, Buffalo,
ma,ls a free booklet describing it.
e'

1

^

fci^pest accident
w ,,c ^il.
Stops
0UnfJ- All

7
7
0
7

75
50
00
20

3 00
2 44
4 62
5

126!
j

0.00

9 37
11 926
17 43

49

26

la 23
19 17

m

13I9

1R.48

32!83

High Grade Commercial Fertilizers Alone.
High Grade Commercial Fertilizer, testing

proven

by

Crops.

insurance—Dr. Thomas’
the pain and heals the
druggists sell it.

You will then

see

clearly

by ordering

a

flood

Supply

of

E. FRANK COE’S FERTILIZER 1912
COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,

Our Annual Fertilizer Booklet will be sent free of

charge while

51
the

scthraemeters
supply lasts

NEW YORK

if you mention The

CITY.

Republican Journal

The Kind You Have Always Bought has home the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations and
“Just-as-good” arc but Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

The Kind You

Hayo Always Bought

In Use For Over 30 Years.

UNITY

mile from the schoolhouse and had traveled
the distance every morning this winter to build
the fire. Many mornings the snow was very
deep and the thermometer hovered around
aero, but still the little fellow toiled on. Prayer
was offered at the late home
Sunday by Rev.
James Ainslie of .Unity. His mother, who is a
widow, will miss her little son very much and
Bhe has the heartfelt sympathy of the community in her bereavement.
The remains
were taken to Camden Monday for interment.
.Mr. Clarence Coffin of Troy, who has been
very sick with measles, is improving but is unable to leave his room, and the prospect is that
many more homes will have the privilege of
entertaining the measles before long_Mr.
Allen Rollins has sold his farm at Troy corner
and contemplates buying his old homestead
farm back again, which his neighbors and
friends are pleased to learn... .Mrs. Julia Farwell, Mrs. Cora Whitiker, Mrs. Roseland and
Mrs. M. A. Parkman from Unity took the 11
o’clock train for Thorndike last Thursday and
attended the meeting of Josiah H. Drummond
Chapter, O. E. S.. and had a very enjoyable
day .Mr. and Mrs Jewell Mudgett of Burnham, accompanied by their little daughter
Ruth, visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. W.
Munroe, in Troy last Saturday and spent the
evening visiting Seven Star Grange of Troy.
All were pleased to meet thepi, as Mrs. Mudgett was a former resident of Troy and had
taught many schools in town with the best of
...

..

REPELS ATTACK OF DEATH

Crops

for inianis and miiioren.

Wilifred, the little son of Mrs. Cora Glover
of Troy, died Feb. 29th after an operation the
26th for appendicitis. He was a very smart,
active boy of eleven years. He lived.one-half

this contest is that

(STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS)

THE

NORTH

success.

“Five years ago two doctors told me I had only
two years to live.” This startling statement
was made by Stillman Green, Malachite, Col.
“They told me 1 would die with consumption
It was up to me then to try the best lung medicine and I began to use Dr. King’s New Discovery. It was well I did, for today I am working and believe I owe my life to this great
throat and lung cure that has cheated the
grave of another victim.” It is folly to suffer
with .coughs, .colds or other throat and lung
troubles now. Take the cure that’s safest.
Trial bottle free at
Price 50 cents and $1.00
all

^^^k>STON, A\ass?^1
»

‘857

»

They

|

J

I

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE1

>;

.910

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Faftory in the Country at
Belfast, Maine.

JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.

THE

COE-MORTIMER

COMPANY, NEW YORK.

jj

|
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druggists.

THE LATE

GEORGE

BLODGETT.

a£iiSiAi3iiSiiSiaSis&iiSi880i8iigiti%'a5ii&i8ii!%s^i

«

f

PRESTON’S

Brief mention
made last week of
the death at his home in Bueksport,
of
March
3d,
George Blodgett, and a
of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson
Sunday.... gin work at once. They will live at Saturday
is due to his many friends
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Small of Monroe were Cove in the old Elwell house in order to be fuller notice
in this city and section:
Mr. Blodgett
y
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White. nearer their work, and will move the last of was born in
•
[Deferred.]
^
Is situated on Washington street, just efi Main street. I have single and
1831, in the house in which
NORTHPORT.
Hermon Bachelder is hauling logs to the this week-There was a large attendance at he died, and at his death was 80
years
double hitches, buckboards, etc.
Careful drivers if desired. Your patronv(|
Capt. A. F. Elwell’s house is closed and Mrs. mill for James C. Durham of Belfast, who has the supper at M. D. Mendall’s last
Thursday and 11 months of age. He was the last m
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 233-2, house 61-13 ;
S
ly28
Preston, the housekeeper, has gone to Bangor. quite a crew cutting and over 400 cords cut. evening, a large
of a family of eight children born to Bliss
company coming from Belfast,
W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.
and Mary (Thurston) Blodgett.
After
Her daughter Lou is in Belfast for a short j He hopes to get 600 cut before
spring_The although it was very bad travelling_The
attending the town schools.he went to
time_Mrs. Grace Benner held a meeting at roads are the hardest for the winter as the
repairing on Matthew Leadbetter's house is Massachusetts and there fitted for colj
Mrs ! wind has sifted the snow
the Cove church last Sunday evening.
every day as fast as
Fred
Knowlton has
progressing rapidly.
lege at Dummer academy in Byfield and
L. S. Southard furnished music-Dance at' shoveled out.
charge of the work. Mrs. Leadbetter came at Phillips academy in Andover. He was
E. B. Elwell’s hall next Saturday night-A
BELFAST
from Lincolnville Sunday for a few days_ graduated from Williams college in 1857.
number of the boys attended the dance at WINTERPORT.
AM)
Mrs. Alton Andrews of Lincolnville and son After his graduation he returned to
and went into business with
The members of Howard Lodge, F. & A. M., Alton were
Tranquility Grange hall Tuesday night.
guests at Mrs. M. D. Mendall’s one Bueksport
BURNHAM
his
in the store which had
went to Bucksport Wednesday night, Feb. 28th,
day last week-Mrs. Bartlett Wadlin, who beenbrother, John,
LIBERTY.
his
father.
by
kept
invitation of the Bucksport Lodge. They has been
Miss Gladys Skidmore closed a very suc- by
On and after October 2, 1911, trains connectsuffering with a very bad cold, is
In the fall of 1861 he enlisted as a priwere royally entertained and
Announces that he has limited his practice
a fine turkey
better. She was unable to speak aloud for vate in the 14th
cessful term of school in the lower village last
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Profitable Acre of Corn in New England:

Your Corn Crop for 1912 Will Need Fertilizer—Now is the Time to Provide for it
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Note what is said above concerning quantities of fertilizer used and then study the table.
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Mr. M. H. Williams, the winner of the Second Prize, used 1,000 lbs. per acre of a similar High Grade Commercial Ferlizer but, in addition used 360 lbs. per acre of a Home Mixture of Cottonseed Meal anu Muriate of Potash. The returns
show the use of this mixture, gave no corresponding increase in the crop, but only increased the cost of
raising the
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Collinsville, Conn., showing

The Following 1 able shows the net profit and value ot Lorn, Lob and Stover,
together with cost of
leading competitors. This table is well worth your long and careful study:—

BLICAN STATE COMMITTEE.
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COMPETITION

ifty-seven competitors from all over New England
entered. Only thirteen finished, the large number
dropping out undoubtedly being due to the early frosts.
h

Committee will be in session in
on room of the hall, at one o’clock
’-the purpose of receiving the creden;elegates.
in order to be eligible to particiconvention, must be elected subsee date of the call for this conven-
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that no officer or stockholder of The Coe-Mortimer Company or any other
do with the keeping of the records or with the awarding of the prizes.
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A UNIQUE FEATURE of this competition was that Home Mixtures of Fertilizer Materials or Stable Manure could
be used instead of or with Commercial Fertilizers; no restrictions of any sort
Further it was
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Leaders for ten meet-

announced at the next meeting. A program
was presented, consisting of music and recitations. A baked bean supper was served after
whicb a social was held, with Mrs. A. W.
Knowlton at the piano. It was voted to hold
a public night-cap box social March 13th..,.
A pleasant meeting of the Sunshine Society
was held last week with Mrs. T. W. Hawes.
The next meeting will be with Mrs. Carroll
Estes, March 14th-Mr. and Mrs. Aubury
Bickmore, who have been visiting relatives
here since November, left last week for their
home in North Dakota, accompanied by Roy
Garrity of Dixmont—Mrs. Minnie Smith
who was recently called to Troy by the serious
illness of her mother, Mrs. Mary Woods, has
returned to her home in Bridgeport, Conn....
Benjamin Estes of Massachusetts visited relatives in Troy recently-Miss Edith Coffin of
Bangor is at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William Coffin.

following

,,

be held March 28th.

ings for the coming year were appointed and
the complete committee assignments will be

The Coe-Mortimer $500.00 Corn Contest for 1911 was handled by the
Massachusetts Corn Show Incorporated. The
were the Premium Committee who had direct charge of the
competition and of the awarding
awarding of the prizes:
PROF. WM. D. HURD, Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst, Mass.
MR. GLEN C. SEVEY, Editor New England
Homestead, Springfield, Mass.
MR. E. H. NAYLOR,
Secretary of the Board of Trade, Springfield, Mass.
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ing February 28th, eighteen new names wen
presented for membership. A committee was
appointed to have charge of the next meeting,
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accompanied by

his mother, Ilia. Caro
Glover, his brother Elmer and sister. Misa Mae
Glover of Portland—At the Reading Club
meeting at the Grange hall Wednesday evenwan
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Capt. Horace Staples returned last Thursday from Boston and vicinjty.

See advt. of I. H. Havener in another column.
J. L. Hamilton is confined to the house with

pneumonia.
See card
in

ningham

I3

of thanks of Mrs. Harriet A. Cunanother column.

Mrs. F. H. Cleaves has been confined to the
house the past week with a bad cold.
Miss Evie Kallock left Thursday for Rockland, called there by the death of a friend.

Raymond Hall

Elder Herbert Tozier and

Newport Saturday to visit relatives.
Mrs. H. M. Bailey and children, who have
been visiting in Belfast, returned home Mon-

went to

March 8th, and

a

met

Church street.
Mrs. Albert C. Colcord arrived home from
a visit there with her
sisters and other relatives.

Portland March 6th after

What of political indications along the National horizon? Stockton citizens are eagerly
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POWDER
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with Miss Lida Curtis
very pleasant afternoon was

Friday club

The

ROYAL

I

day.

The Current Events Club was entertained
afternoon by the Mipses Hichborn,

Wednesday

watchings signs and developments.

ml

Mr. Simeon B. Merritbew sold his house on
School street last Saturday to Mr. John
McLaughlin, stipulating that he have until
June to vacate the place.

Whom will Maine Republicans nominate as a
gubernatorial standard bearer? The near future seems full of grave responsibilities and
perplexing questions.
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loaded the schooner Chase, Capt,
with spool wood edgings Friday
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Economizes Butter, Flour,

for Vinalhaven.
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Eggs; makes the food more
appetizing and wholesome

W

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

Pike Bros,

and C. L. Bailey returned Saturday from Boston, where they attended the
automobile show.
Barge Boylston arrived Saturday froir
Weymouth with 1600 tons of fertilizer to tht
C. H. Monroe

Mack’s Point.

A. A. C. Co. at

Portland was in town Iasi
mother, Mrs. Emmi
week, the guest
Dyer, on Steamboat avenue.
of

Dyer

Robert

Mrs. Harry D. Shute returned from Rockland March 6th, after spending several weeks
with Mr. S. at his winter head-quarters, he
being 1st officer of steamer Mineola.
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Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this,
afternoon with Mrs. Elmer E.
Thompson, Church street, for sewing. All
are
cordially invited to participate in this
parish work.

Thursday,£

and Mrs. Cecil Paine and daughter Virvisiting Mr. and Mrs. L
M. Sargent, returned to their home in Batl
Mr.

who have been

We

ing

forget the pie supper by the Ladies

in the

vestry of the church.

TOWN

Admission

I 0. Sawyer; auditor, J. A. Colson; highway sur25 cents.
veyors, F. I. Mortland, Clifton Whittum, J. P.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kendall arrived Saturdaj i Nichols; fire ward, Myron F. Parker; member
from Worcester, Mass., called here by the ! of the school committee for three years, Linserious illness of Mr. Kendall’s mother, Mrs, j coin R. Colcord; collector of taxes, W illiam D.
on the dollar for collecMary R. Perkins, on Main street.
I Smart at If per cent
tion. All minor officers are to be appointed
J. H. Sullivan has a golden neck bantam her
which he bought of Joseph Porter when a by the selectmen. Appropriations: Free High
chicken, in 1894, and which is 18 years old, school, $750; common schools, $1,100; superint endent of schools, $200; school supplies and
The hen laid her usual quota of eggs during the

|

season

bocks, $300; repairs on schoolhouses, $7C0;
Memorial Library, $350, and it was
voted that the Carver Memorial Library association have care of the building and grounds;
support of poor and other town expenses, $2,100; highways and bridges, $2,500; sidewalks, |
text

of 1911.

Jackson. Annual election March 11th. Moderator, J H. McKinley; clerk, R. E. Page;
selectmen, D. B. Boody, J. E. Putnan, H. S.
Morton; treasurer, R. E. Page; school committee, W. E. Boyd; constable and collector, O C.
Roberts; road commissioner, Carleton Ricker.
Money raised: Common schools, $700; high! $400; roadbreaking for the past winter, $800; j ways, $1300; town charges, $400; High school
M. A. Cook's Saturday sales are very suctuition, $50; repairs on school houses, $100;
State road,* $400; Memorial service, $50; hy- j school
books, $80.
cessful. Last Saturday he sold 100 of the coat i
i drant service, $1,280; fire department, $500;
Searsmont. Town meeting, March 11th.
hangers advertised in The Journal before 4
Electric
extension
Co.,
$600;
Moderator, A. G. Caswell; town clerk, A. L.
Light
o’clock. This week he will sell linen envelopes Searsport.
Maddocks; selectmen, D. L. Craig, A. P. French,
of W;ater street to the shore, $50.
at half price, and fill mail orders.
Frank Cooper; town agent, D. L. Craig; treasA. G. Casw’ell; collector of taxes, G. WT.
urer,
“Peggy's Dream." The operetta “Peggy’s
A Republican caucus will be held at Union
Gove; member of school committee, C. S.
Hall, Friday, March 15th, at 2 p. m., to choose Dream" was presented Thursday evening, Adams; road commissioners, E. S. Adams, E. D.
delegates to the Republican State convention March 7th, before a large and appreciative au- Butler, A. E. Tibbetts. Money appropriated:
what “the law requires; roads and
at Bangor April 10th, arid to the third district dience by an excellent cast. The part of Peg- schools,
bridges, $2500; support of the poor, $250;
congressional convention to be held at Bangor gy, a poor little lame girl who desired abetter State road, $400; other purposes, $915.
station in life, was well taken by Marie Page.
April 10th.
Morrill. Annual meeting March 11th. The
Miss Harriet Roulestone as Fairy Goodheart town officers reported the resources of town
Knights of the buck saw are getting to be a
as
$1555 33; liabilities, $1357 37. Officers electand
the
audience
with
both Peggy
thing of the past. There are now four ma- charmed
ed: J. G. Harding, moderator; T. N. Pearson,
of the lullaby. Sir Thomas Grimchines sawing cordwood in the village. A few her rendition
clerk; A. W. Leonard, Ray Cross, R. G Weywere successfully repmouth; selectmen, etc ; A. B. Hatch, treasurer;
of the old veterans still hold on to the buck- alkin and Lady Bunny
resented by Maynard Carr and Austin Shute. Delbert Paul, collector; Elmer Hartshorn, J. O.
saw, as they think life is too short with a sawschool committee. Appropriated: roads
Little Bo Peep was impersonated by Miss Blake,
ing-machine.
and bridges, $1000; support of poor, $275
was as graceful and dainFlorence
Colcord,who
schools, $200; text books, $25; repairs on school j
Searsport deep-water shipmasters who have
She sang sweetly houses, $25; debts and charges. $100; tuition of
the ty as a Watteau sheperdess.
the
loss
of
of
stories
the
followed
closely
It was voted j
State roads, $250.
and with much expression. DanzyGoodell made students, $100;
that the selectmen contract to build the State
ship Erne do not take any stock in the story
her first appearance on the stage in the part of
road, with some responsible person, the road
that Capt. Fickett abandoned the ship in a
I Little Boy .Blue and charmed the audience to be completed on or before June 25, 1912.
boat, but think they were swept overboard by
Old Mother
with her dancing and singing.
over
the
the heavy waves which swept
ship. !
Hubbard and her dog Tray were successfully
The Churches.
George Blodgett, who died in Bucksport reI
represented by Mrs. F. A. Nye and Bunny
cently, was well known in Searsport forty ; Frame. Dr. F. K. Sawyer demonstrated that
There will be a stereopticon lecture at the
here
to
visit
he
used
when
quite Old King Cole was in fact “a jolly old soul." : North church next
years ago,
Sunday at 7.30 p. m. The
often with his uncle, the late Rev. Stephen
was
latteix
U row me
uy maaici riiucai v_<<xtx,
is cordially invited.
public
Thurston, and he also had business relations who seemed to enjoy the part as well as the
Rev. Thomas Whiteside of Bucksport will
with the late Daniel Sullivan, to whom he sold
Little Miss
audience did his personation.
exchange pulpits w’ith Rev. M. S Hill, Metholeather for many years.
Muffett was represented by Miss Marguerite
dist, next Sunday morning and evening.
r<
Whittier, whose solo brought a well deserved 1
Rev. I*. M. McKay of Michigan, Newton
Cove
which has been hauled up at Long
during encore. The parts of Jack and Jill were taken
Theological Seminary, '12, preached at the
the winter was towed to Cape Jeliison Friday.
bj Walter Sargent and Miss Lucy Ross, re- ;
Baptist church last Sunday morning and evenSome time during the winter while frozen in
spectively, and they danced and sang their
ing.
the ice she parted both chains, leaving about duet in a most effective and
manner.
The “Sons of Rest” have all wintered finely,
having passed through this cold winter without a frost bite, and are now engaged in pack- 1
ing their seed-spuds in oat chaff in warm
!
chambers for sprouting.

r-

a

t_.

thirty fathoms

secured later in the
There will be

a

season.

Democratic

parts.
caucus

at

Union

Hall, Saturday afternoon March i6th, at 2
o’clock, to choose three delegates to attend the
State convention at Augusta, March 19th, and
to choose a town committee and transact
any other business that may properly come before said

caucus.

Gilkey & Son are to open a
laundry in the C. O*. Sawyer & Co. building or
This building is located
Mount Ephraim road.
on the site of the Josiah Porter blacksmith

Capt.

W. R.

1825, and where
Mr. Porter continued business until 1856, when
he moved to Grinnell, Iowra, selling out hie
business to the late Joseph W. Wiswell, whc
continued in the business until he retired.

shop,

which

was

built about

Sheriff Jenkins' deputies were in
towm Saturday night and searched severai
Italian camps for ardent spirits, which have
Three of

been

to have been

reported

Point for
scarce

some

time.

Booze is

on

sale at the

getting

to be

a

Searsport when officers are in
liquid. Occasionally parties gc

article in

search of the

buy the article out of bond,
knowing its strength and
muscular attainments, do not handle it with
diccretion and come out second best in the
out of town

and

and sometimes, not

wrestling contest.
The L. B. B. met

Thursday, March 7th, with
pleasant after-

Mrs. Ahce Shute and the usual
noon

was

highest

spent.

score

and

Mrs.

B. F. Colcord had the

was

presented

with

a

dusl

E. D. P. Nickels
Curtis, Mrs. H. G
Curtis, Mrs. E. W. Gilkey, Mrs. O. C. Atwood
pan. The guests were Mrs.
Miss Lida Curtis, Miss Alice

Mrs. F. K. Sawver. Mrs. F. A. Nve. Mrs. Free

Smith, Miss L. A. Sargent, Mrs. J W. Black
Mrs. L. M. Sargent, Mrs. W. M. Parse, Mrs. W
H. Goodell, Mr3. S. M. Webber, Miss A. N. Carver, Mrs. John Davis, Miss Mabel Griffin, Mrs
B. F. Colcord, Mies Alda Sargent. The nexi

meeting

The costumes

with be with Mrs. H. G.

Curtis.

were

Before the

all in

operetta

pleasing
keeping with

ell gave a song ard dance, and
ed by an old fashioned couple,

Danzy
this was follow-

represented by
Gilkey, wrho

Harold

McElhiney

brought

down the house.
The committee
extend thanks to all who assisted in

wish to

and

j
[

Arthur

any way in making the evening a success; especially to Mrs. Edmund Eno, whose untiring

1

j

efforts had much to do in making the evening’s

performance

pass off so
Miss Corinne Barker,

to

piano.

successfully, and also
who presided at the

probability the operetta

In all

repeated later,

in

will be

connection with the August

County Pomona Grange met March
5th with Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike.
The master being absent the meeting was call-

officers found

the

treasurer

and

visitors

was

were

well cared for in the

William

Mrs. Susan Fowler of Belfast, Mrs. Caroline
Dolloff of Belfast and Mrs. L. W. W'entwortl
of Searsport, and by two brothers, Charles Cunningham of Searsport and James Cunningham of Belfast.
Town Meeting. The annual town meeting
was held Monday, March 11th, at Union hal
and was largely attended by the voters of the
town. It was the most orderly meeting foi
years, many ladies occupying seats in the gal
lery during the day. The following officer
were elected for the ensuing year: Moderate!

at 7.30 p.

responded

to the roll call.
wna

Model 29 may be

early

ler new

field of

week.
labor!

last

{

Irizzling rain in the afternoon.
From Cape Jellison piers the following ship>ing report was telephoned Monday evening:

seeing too many callers, recommending
juiet in bed for a time. We trust that rest
ind

his weakened nervous system,
-educed by physical suffering.

Monday, March 11th, the

annual election of
officers took place in Stockton and the
following “Citizen's ticket” was elected: Frank
L. Blanchard, Simeon B. Merrithew and Ernest
A. Partridge, selectmen; Alvah C. Treat, collector; Ralph Morse, treasurer; Walter F.

rrundy, town clerk; Lincoln A. Gardner, auditor; Alvah C. Treat, school r uperintendent;
Millard Grant, ballot clerk; Charles O. Hatch,
town agent; Herbert L. Hopkins, member of
school board; J. L. Corson, truant officer.

m.

Mrs. Josiah L. Lancaster of Cambridge, Mass., arrived by Saturday’s Boston
steamer for a brief visit with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lancaster, East Main
street, and Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin,
Middle street. Old neighbors have a hearty
greeting for “Joe and Grace” in their native
town, regretting their limited stay in Stockton
Mr. and

as

services at the North church will be
follows: this, Thursday, at 7.30 p. m. the
prayer meeting; Castle North, K. O. K. A. Friday at 7 o'clock; morning worship Sunday at
The

An interhv A T.

Ward and was responded to by J. W. Libby. The
topic,“Which will count the most in a profession
technical training or practical experience?”
was discussed by B. F. Foster, H. C. McCorri-

10.45
at

a.

m.;

the

public

and

to

a

school at 12 m.; C. E. prayer
cordial invitation is extended to

attend these services.

The services for the week at the Methodist
church will be as follows: this, Thursday even-

L. Ward, Edward Evans, C. A. Levanseller, J. W. Libby, D. R. McGray, Frank Clement and S. W. Phinney. The literary program

son, A.

ing the prayer meeting; Spnday, at 10.45,
morning worship, with sermon by the pastor;
Sun day school at 12 m.; Junior League at 3.30

especially the

severe

ill turn which seized

after his arrival. At this writing^
Monday, after calling medical aid, he is better,
and hopes to be able to call upon his acquaintances before his enforced departure Thursday.
M

Sunday

6.30 p. m.;

so

town

as

irivpn

j

r.

L.

soon

Mrs. Alice T. Doe arrived from Boston
March 4th, on the evening train, called home
by the critical illness of her mother-in-law,
Mrs. Malinda S. Doe of Sandypoint. Her

father,

Mr. James N.

Treat,

carried her im-

mediately to the home of the invalid, whom
they found unconscious. However, after two
Rev. D. B. Phelan, district superintendent i days she rallied sufficiently to recognize her
last
and
fourth
held
his
Rockland
district,
of
daughter-in-law, expressing pleasure that she
quarterly conference at North Palermo, March was with
her, and then sair*k suddenly into the
2d, and preached Sunday morning to a large
congregation. Mr. Phelan closes his sixth last sleep. Pneumonia was the cause of her
year on the district at the coming conference. decease. Sympathy is extended to Mrs. D. and
At the business meeting Saturday the followher young daughter, Miss Blanche, in their
ng officers and committees were elected: L. A.
Bowler, Alice Bowler, H. R. Carr, Emma Carr, sorrow, they being the only surviving members
Addie Wood, Abbie Arnold, Frank Brown, Ada of the deceased lady’s family.
Lizzie
Ina
D.
p. m.; evening service at
at 7.30 p. m., the Epworth

Y.du

p. m.; luesnay

League meeting.

Bowler,
Bowler,
Hutchins, W.
Brown, Rose Edwards, Bell Edwards, E. J.
Howard, Myrtle Howard, Anna Tobey, A. F.
M errifield, David Twitchell, A. B. Brawn, Emma Brawn, Susie Proctor, Lucy Wood.

Call For Socialist State Convention.

Socialists of Maine are hereby called to meet
in State Convention at 10 a. m., Wednesday,
March 20, 1912, in the Court House, Belfast,
I for the
purpose of adopting a platform and
1
resolutions, revising the State Party constituneed
for
A
is
what
MI-O-N
you
any tion, passing upon the reports of State OffiMagical
j cers and transacting any other business that
disturbed condition of the stomach.
properly come before the convention.
MI-O-N A-stomach tablets will drive all the may
Basis of Representation: Each county shall
poisonous gases from your stomach and make be entitled to one delegate at large. Each city,
one or more
your stomach strong enough to digest any food. town or plantation, containing
in good standing, shall be entitled to
For any ailment caused by weak stomach members
one delegate and to one additional delegate for
such as sick headache, dizziness, nervousness, every fifteen members, or major fraction
lack of efficiency, that tired all-in feeling, thereof, based upon the average number of
in good standing for a period of six
sleeplessness, bad dreams or bad stomach the members
prior to the date of such convention.
morning after too much smoking and drinking months
Per order Socialist State Committee,
—for all these ailments nothing on earth can
H. J. Smith, Chairman,
Signed:
surpass MI-O-NA. Large box for GO cents at
N. W. Lermond, Secretary.
A. A. Howes & Co.’s and druggists everywhere.

j
j

5 CENTS A BUNCH.

n

The regular price is 10c. per bunch al all storesSent by mail to any address, stamps enclosed, lor 6
cents per bunch.

The meeting of the Ladie s Aid society last
Mrs. Lillias S. Emery, Maple street,
was a highly enjoyable occasion to those present.
The unpropitious weather (a desultory snowstorm) coupled with bad walking, deterred
many would-be participants from being present, to their deep regret. Mrs. E.’s “surprise”
was a genuine one—a real George W ashington

week with

lunch—Martha Washington coffee, cocoa,
Martha Washington apple sauce cake, Hydrox
waffers, Washington molasses candy and taffy,
served daintily with napkins decorated with
Washington cherries. This luncheon was arranged when the appointment was made for
the meeting to take place on Feb. 22d, which
was unavoidably delayed. Mrs. E. quietly held
her plans in readiness for a later date, the
“surprise” being the more complete, the gen-

ial hostess laughingly saying: “Perhaps you
didn’t know before that George Washington
was born on the 7th of March.”

u The Busy Store.

Burgess. In Belfast, March 5, to
Mrs, Everett R. Burgess, a son, Rosst ii
Erskine. In Montville, February 27.
and Mrs. H. F. Erskine, a son.
Follett. In Belmont, Mass., MarMr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Follett, a sor.
Carter.
Sargent. In Searsport, March 9, to v
Mrs. Ralph C. Sargent, a son, Granville :

o

Barbour Dodge. In Deer Isle, Fet

M. A. Cook, sem™t'

j^j

0

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Ohio, City of Toledo, I gg
I
County.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
is
senior
he
that
Frank J. Cheneymakes oath
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.
J. Cheney & Co.,
partner of the firm of F.
of Toledo, County ; Apples, per bu,
50u75
in
the
17.00ai8.00
City
business
Hay,
doing
7 Hides,
8 |
i
dried, per lb.,
and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
2.75a2.90
10
Beans,
pea,
Lamb,
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for Beans, Y. E., 2,50a2.75 Lamb Skins,
60a65
30 Mutton,
8
Butter,
each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be
32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
45
cured by the use of Mali’s Catarrh Cure.
6a7jOats,
6i Potatoes,
1.00
Beei,forequarters,
CHENEY.
J.
;
ERANK
60 Round Hog,
8
Barley, bu,
Sworn to bef re me and subscribed in my ;
19 Straw,
6.00
A. D. 1886. Cheese,
presence, the 6th day of December,
16 Turkey,
Chicken,
26a28
A. W. GLEASON,
fSeal.]
Calf Skins,
15 Tallow,
2
Notary Public.
20 Veal,
Duck,
12
and
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
25 Wool, unwashed,
20
Eggs,
mucous surfaces
acts directly on the blood and
14 W:ood, hard,
Fowl,
4.00a4.50
of the system. Send for testimonials free.
18 Wood, soft,
Geese,
3.00
0.
&
Toledo,
CO.,
F. J. CHENEY
RETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARKET.
Sold by all Druggists, 73c.
12 Lime,
1.10
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
5
87 Onions,
6
Corn.
j
Cracked Corn,
82 Oil, kerosene,
12al3
SHIP NEWS.
Corn Meal,
82 Pollock,
7
22 Pork,
Cheese,
12
Cotton Seed,
1.75 Plaster,
1.13
AMERICAN PORTS.
10 Rye Meal,
3^
Ar, schs Independent, Codfish, dry,
New York, March 5.
10 Shorts,
1.70
Cranberries,
Portland; Adelia T Carleton, Rockland; Daniel Clover
20 Sugar,
7
Seed,
GoodFrancis
Samuel
Hart, do;
McLeod, do;
5.75a7.00 Salt, T. I.,
40
Flour,
M V B
win, Stonington; Warren Moore, do;
U.
G.
Sweet
0
Seed,
H
Potatoes,
Clarence
Chase, Boston; Mary E Morse, do;
12 Wheat Meal.
ward.
4.^
Venner, Stockton for South Amboy; 7, ar,
stmrs Philadelphia, Hichborn, Laguarez. etc;
Bath;
schs
Etna,
Millinocket, Stockton; 8, sld,
OAK HILL (S wHiiville.)
Jessie Lena, South Amboy for Rockland; 9, eld,
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Small are receiving conj
sch John Bossert, Georgetown, S C; 10, sld, schs
Luther T Garretson, Portland; Independent, gratulations on the birth of a daughter, Feb.
29th—Mildred Beatrice-Miss Helen Knowldo; Fairfield, San Juan.
Boston, March 6. A, schs Annie & Reuben, ton is in Belfast the guest of her brother, Mr.
Stonington, Me; 7, ar, bark Antioch, ElizabethJ for A. J. Knowlton-Mrs. F. O. Holmes and \
port; 12, ar, schs Horace M Bickford, N
Belfast (put in for harbor); Ralph M Hayward, daughter Laura have returned after several |
Port Reading; F C Pendleton, do.
days’ visit in Bangor-Miss Edna Roberts is |
Baltimore, March 8. Cld, sch Seguin, St with her
aunt, Mrs. Loren Small, for several |
Andrews, N B; 9, sld, sch Pendleton Sisters,
weeks-Mr. Ralph Tricky has been quite ill
Georgetown, SC.
P
Melbourn
sch
Brunswick, March 11. Ar,
with the prevailing epidemic_Misses Cora'
Smith, New York.
and Ada Harvey are spending the week with
Jacksonville, Fla, March 4. Ar, schs Blanche
.The Oak Hill sewH King, New York; Theoline, Boston; Alice their father in Frankfort
Holbrook, Norfolk.
ing circle will meet with Mrs. James Webster
W
James
Fernandina, Fla, March 5. Ar, sch
March 15th.
Elwell, St. George, Bermuda.
Newport News, March 6. Ar, sch Kanawka,
uf

Lucas

j

j

■

J

..

ucai

jjjui

Norfolk, March 6. Cld, bark Mabel I Meyers,
Savannah; 7, cld, sch Jane Palmer, Carter,
Portland; 9, sld, schs Pendleton Brothers, Savannah; Jane Palmer, Boston.
San Juan, P R, March 5.
Ar, sch Lewiston,
Port Arthur.
S C, March 8.
Ar, sch J ManHaynes, Richardson, New Bedford (to

Georgetown,
chester
load for

Boston).
Gulfport, March

7. Sld, bark Mary I Barry,
Juan.
Portland, March 10. Ar, schs Jacob M Haskell, Philadelphia; Metinic, Stonington for New
York; sld, schs Ruth E Merrill, Rebecca Palmer and James W. Paul, Jr, coal ports.
Searsport, March 5, Sld, barge Greenwood,
Rockland; 8, ar, stmr Mohawk, Stonington (and
sld for McKinley); 9, ar, barge Boyleston, Weymouth.
Stockton Springs, March 6. Sld, stmr Millinocket, New York; 8, sch Lizzie Lane, Long
Cove, Searsport; 9, ar, sch Helen Barnes,-;
11, ar, stmr Millinocket, New York.
San

FOREIGN

PORTS.

Puerto Mexico, March 5, 3 p m. Steamed,
stmr Georgian, Sweetser, Delaware Breakwater (for orders).
Salina Cruz, March 10, 11 p m, ar, stmr Mexcan,

Tapley,

Hilo.

Santos, March 8. Ar, bark Penobscot, Mobile.
Bermuda, March 4. In port, bark Matanzas,
repg; sch John Paul, do.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

Fernandina, March 6 Sch Lizzie B Willey,
Rivers, hence Jan 26 for Providence, has returned here with cargo shifted; protest noted;
survey will probably be made.
Norfolk, Va, March 6 Sch Helen Thomas,
which stranded 4th on shoal near entrance to
Chesapeake, is being stripped by wreckers,
salvage having proved impracticable.
Jacksonville, Fla, March 1 Schr Jessie A
Bishop, Haskell, Norfolk for Jacksonville, coal
laden, running in thick weather, went ashore
at Nassau Inlet about 8 o'clock this morning
and will be a total loss. The crew was brought
to

Jacksonville.

I

MARRIED

{7=—-illr—~—[Qi-rrr51fo1lc=±ioir:.i:^z)llcz3!l(=zior
State

darch

the evening at 7 o’clock.

room

u

gave

nay restore

City Garage, 54 Main Street.

.4 factory shipment just arrived, which we shall sell
MARCH 16th, (ONE DAY ONLY) AT

Stockton the following
clear, but cold; Monday,
] >right sky with cold air; Tuesday, fine day— !
till cold; Wednesday, lovely day, somewhat
ess cold; Thursday, overcast morning, snowstorm in afternoon; Friday, beautiful sunshine,
rery mild; Saturday, mild fog in the forenoon, 1
week

at the New

115,000 Envelopes

Success to her in

Thursday.

Last

seen

KORN

veather: Sunday,

the church at North Belfast
follows every Sunday until further
notice: Morning service at 10.30 a. m. with
sermon by the pastor, Rev. C. E. Walsh; Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.; preaching service in

The afternoon session
opened with music by the choir. Eight

aotipnr oHdrocc nf uiolnnino

;ransfer

ast

The services in

will be

the host grange.

granges

B. 0. Norton, Agent, Belfast, Me.

event.

The various friends of Mrs. Lelia L. Manson
Pittsfield, (formerly Miss Lelia Lanpher of
his village) will be pleased to learn that she
nd her husband, Mr J. W. Manson of Pittsield are enjoying a West Indian trip, having
»een at Panama, Jamaica and Cuba.
Caras
: rom the latter island weie received in town

services for the week at the Baptist
church will be as follows: this, Thursday, evening the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.45,
morning worship, Sunday school at noon;
C. E. meeting at 6.30 p. m.; evening service

secretary

dining

happy

>f

The

present. The pro tern officers were Edward
Evans, Master; O. J. Parsons, Overseer; B. F.
Foster, Lecturer; Arthur Ward, Steward; H.
A. Shibles, Asst. Steward; Annie Murch,
Chaplain; Ida Vose, L. A. Steward; Abbie Rackliffe, Ceres; Annie Clements, Flora; May Foster, Pomona. After the opening exercises a
class of three was instructed in the fifth degree. The noon recess was then taken and the

by

1 he government invited all the leading manufacturers of cars priced
to $2,000 to submit a car in competition to a committee of expert
mechanical men. Ihese cars were driven to the designated place and the
drivers dismissed. The examination was then made with no representative
of any of the cars present. Motor for motor, shaft for shaft, bolt for bolt,
the cars were compared, tested and appraised by the government experts.
One by one the cars were eliminated until but one remained. It was the
Buick. Of the 17 or 18 cars submitted the Buick alone stood the rigid test
of quality and construction upon which the examination was based. This
car was at once turned over to the government for immediate service.”

from $900

Miss Ethel Colcord, youngest daughter of
}apt. Melvin E. Colcord, East Main street, has
eft her position in the Rockland telephone
>ffice to accept a situation offered her by the
’ortland telephone company. She made the

Tribune.

order by the Treasurer, and Past Master
Evans was called to the chair. The roll call of
ed to

Cunningham, one ol i was as follows: song by Bell Crosby; rec. by
our best known and most respected citizens !
Flora Ward; reading by Maud Ware; song by
passed away at his home on Main street S W. Phinney; reading by L. A. Cochran; rec.
Wednesday evening, March 6th, from hearl by Abbie Rackliff; song by O. J. Parsons; rec.
failure. He had been in failing health foi
j by Bell Crosby.
about a year, but was confined to the house
j The committee reported the next meeting to
only about a month. He was the son of Wil- be with Equity grange, Belfast, April 2nd,
liam P. and Eliza (Walden) Cunningham anc : with the following program: opening exercises;
was born in West Prospect, now Searsport
| report of granges; conferring fifth degree;
June 3, 1836, and had always lived here
appointment of committee; recess; music; adAbout 52 years ago he married Harriet A dress of welcome by Mary Wood; res ponse by
Nickerson of Swanville, who survives him
B. F. Foster; question, Resolved, That thei
He was a wheelwright and house carpenter bj
grange should favor a recall law of all the
trade, which he followed until failing healtl elective officers; to be opened by the lecturer;
compelled him to retire. The funeral services i remainder of the program by host grange.
were held at his late home last Saturdaj
afternoon, Rev. C. H. McElhiney of the Firsi
Indigestion Goes
Cong’l church officiating. The remains wert
placed in the tomb in Elmwood cemetery unti
spring. Beside his widow he is survived bj Sourness, Heaviness, Belching and Stomach
four sisters: Mrs. Hannah Tyler of Orrington
Distress Quickly Fade Away.
Obituary.

his

At the regular meeting of the Brotherhood
of Andrew and Phillip, held at the Baptist
church last night, Rev. Eugene S. Philbrook
gave a very interesting illustrated lecture on
South America, showing a large number of
views of Equador and the Andes.—Sanford

Waldo

Sunday, January 21

“

Mrs. John Randell received a telephone mesMarch 6th, announcing the birth of a
granddaughter, a most welcome addition to
he household of her daughter and husband,
Hr. and Mrs. Clifton Eames of Prospect. Congratulations are offered Mr. and Mrs. E., upon

Sunday .with sermon by
the pastor. Sunday school meets immediately
after the close of the morning worship.

WALDO COUNTY POMONA GRANGE.

from the Detroit Free Press of

sage,

at the usual hour next

sale.

an extract

Monday a Model 28 Buick motor car was delivered to Col.
Spencer Crosby of 1 he Department of War at Washington, to be used bv
the inspector of buildings and grounds on his daily trips.

j

|

following is

“On last

6th, steamer Millinocket sailed with
)aper for New York. March 7th, schooner
lizzie Lane arrived, light, from Searsport.
Rev. David Brackett will preach at Mason’s
darch 8th, schooner Helen S. Barnes arrived,
Mills next Sunday at 10.30 a. m. and at Trinity
Church at 2.30 p m. The Sunday school will ! ight, for edgings. March 11th, steamer Milbe held as usual.
I
fork and schooner Enterprise from Deer Isle
The Christian Scientists hold services in
o load edgings.
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning j
The rather disquieting ill turn suffered last
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
veek by Dr. Truman M. Griffin of Pittsfield
o'clock, to which all are welcome.
las caused considerable uneasiness to his relaThe services at the Universalist church for
tives and friends in Stockton; but letters from
the week will be as follows: K. O. K. A. Saturlis daughter say that Dr. Simmons of Bangor
day night; preaching services Sunday morning
thought the set-back not particularly alarmat 10.45; Sunday school and Men’s Club at noon.
ng, as it was probably due to over exertion
Church
at
the
First
Parish
Morning service

f

the

Good-

Miss

The
1912:

glad to report that Mrs. John Ran-

Mrs. Jane Staples, Church street, is enduring a bad cold at this writing, Monday. We
hope her relief may 6oon be apparent. She is
fortunate in having her daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jix';son, with her
permanently.

Carver

__

each anchor, which will be

on

are

ELECTIONS.

_—-—

dell, Cross street, as getting along as comfortably as possible with her broken wrist.
Palermo. Selectmen, A. C. Jones, W. 1A. Her numerous friends trust her improvement
Nelson, N. G. Belden; town clerk, H. L. Pinkbe rapid and continuous.
ham; treasurer, H. W. Worthing; tax collector, may
H. W. Worthing; school committee. W. D.
Capt. L. M. Partridge is apparently improvJones.
Money appropriated: schools, $690;
He is
ing* steadily, although very slowly.
highways, $1500; support of poor, $400; other
coughing a trifle less, and physicians encourpurposes, $2300.
SwaNVILLe. The following town officers age his anxious wife and daughter that unless
E
March 4th: Selectmen, A.
were elected
unexpected features develop he will recover.
Cunningham, E. H. Littlefield, Ira Veasie;
The Crossman family—recent arrivals in
treasurer, W. E. Damm; collector, Bert Moore;
town—who have been occupying the Follett
town clerk, Zenas D. Hartshorn; school committee, A. E. Cunningham, A. D. Moody, E. H. house (formerly the Farnham place) on Morse
Littlefield; superintendent of schools, Z. D.
avenue, moved Monday into the late Capt.
Hartshorn; read commissioner, H. O. CunningStephen Ellis house. Church street.
ham.

Park; town clerk, W. M. Parse; selectmen, assessors and overseers of the poor, F.
I. Mortland, Clifton Whittum, Janies P. Nichols; town agent, F. I. Mortland; treasurer, C.
F. H.

last week.
Do not

U. S. Government——
Approves Buick

Master Stanley Wardwell, only child of Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Wardwell, Church street, is
confined to the house by a cold and most painful ulcerated tooth at this writing, Monday.

of his

ginia,

MODEL 29.

Archibald Barbour of Stonington ai
Isabelle Dodge of Deer Isle.
Bryant-West.
In Belfast, Marc!
Rev. M.- S. Hill, Charles T. Bryant
Gracie E West, both of Freedom.
Estes Flagg. In Belfast, Ma ch 1_.
David L. W ilson, W illiam M. Estes an-:
Flagg, both of Belfast
Hamilton Closson. In Belfast,
26, by Hodgdon G. Buzzell, Esq., V\
Hamilton and Miss Mertie M. Clossu:

S

j

Searsport.

Hunt-Coffin. In Belfast, March !•
David Brackett, Fred H. Hunt and 7
L. Coffin, both of Thorndike.
Holmes-Lancaster. In Brooks, y
by Rev. David Brackett, Bernard .1

1

!

and Miss Inez N.

Lancaster, both of B
Ingersoll-Simpson. In Belfast,
by Rev. David L Wilson, Irving A.
and Mrs. Bessie Clark Simpson, boti.
■

i

fast.

j

Robbins-Eaton. In Deer Isle, Febi
Allen R. Robbins and Miss Ethel 1\;

I
\

of Deer Isle.

Robinson-Eaton. In Stonington, !■•
24, Charles H. Robinson of Stonington
Vesta E, Eaton of Deer Isle.

j

DIKIJ
Bowden. In Ellsworth, March 3, 1
Atwood Bowden, aged 60 years, 4 m<
22 days.
Blackington. In Rockland, March
mer Harper
Blackington, aged 55 }•
months and 26 days.
Cammett. In Belfast, March 11, W
Cammett. aged 71 years and 5 days
Cox. In Center Montville, March
wife of Hartley Cox, aged 76 years, i
and 10 days.
Conner. In North Brooksville, M
Miss Geneva M. Conner, aged 25 y<months and 11 days.
In Searsport, March
Cunningham.
liam Cunningham, aged 75 years, 8 m
3 days.
Curtis.
In Monroe, March 7, MrCurtis, aged 50 years and 9 months.
Davis. In Orland, February 20, A
Davis, aged 73 years, 11 months and 2»>
Felker. In East Friendship, March
S. Felker, a veteran of Co. E, 11th Mu
unteers, aged 68 years, 10 months and
Follett. In Belmont, Mass., March
ert Carter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
lett, aged 1 day.
Haynes. In North Penobscot, M
George W. Haynes, aged 59 years, 4
and 7 days.
In Stonington, Febru
Merchant.
Myra Louise Merchant, aged 7 years, 10
and 8 days.
Merrick. In North Haven. March
Betsey Merrick, aged 86 years.
Mills. In Worcester, March 3, C .w
R. Mills, formerly of North Haven,

I

jj
j

j
]
j

j
i

!

years.
Norton. In Augusta, March 5, Mrs.
Black Norton, formerly of Palermo.
Many Belfast People in Poor Health WithJ'AYSON.
In Waldo, March 9, Simon A
out Knowing the Cause.
son, aged 79 years.
In Vinalhaven, February 2
Piper.
There are scores of people who drag out a
Mary Piper, formerly of Matinicus,
miserable existence without realizing the cause years. Burial at Matinicus.
Pickering. In Orland, February 22
of their suffering. Day after day they are
E. Pickering, aged 6 months and 23 da>
racked with backache and headache; suffer
Pitcher. In East Northport, Marc
from nervousness,dizziness, weakness, languor
win E. Pitcher, aged 73 years.
Robinson. In East Warren, March
and depression.
Likely the kidneys have
wife of A. G. Robinson, aged
Ehase.
fallen behind in their work of filtering the j
ind 6 months.
blood and that is the root of the trouble. Look i
RUSSELL. In Belfast, March 13, C
to your kidneys, assist them in their work—
Russell, aged 66 years, 2 months and 12
In Stonington, Febru:
Sweetser.
give them the help they need. You can use
Avery Fifield Sweetser, aged 82 y
no better remedy than Doan’s Kidney Pills—
months and 19 days.
Tuttle. In Roxbury, Mass., March
endorsed by over one hundred thousand people
Erma A. Tuttle, formerly of Belfast.
and by your neighbors in Belfast.
years, 10 months and 4 days.
Herbert E. Patterson, High street. Belfast,
In Montville, March
Wellington.
Me., says: “About four years ago I suffered Carll, wife of Burnett Wellington,
months.
10
and
years
from kidney complaint. The kidney secretions
In Brockton, Mass., March 1
White.
were irregular in passage and contained sediErnest L. White, aged about 50 years.
ment. Often the passages were too frequent,

|

j

then again
sensation.
ever heard
ly read of

and attended

by

scalding
remedy I had

j

HAY.

of but

cured and today I am in good health. It gives
me pleasure to recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills
to my friends and neighbors.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos\er-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the. name— Doan’s-^and take no
other.

j

a

scanty
used nearly every
without good results. I finalDoan’s Kidney Pills and I at once
procured a supply at Poor & Son’s Drug Store.
After taking the contents of three boxes I was
I

j

j

About 18 tons loose

hay

(or sale at $12

per ton.

1

i

E. H. DENSLOW

2tll

•

Stockton Springs. Nainf-

CARD OF THANKS
extend my sincere tharfks t
for their kinii ;i'-'
ance in my late bereavement and to thos«’
tributes.
kindly sent floral
MRS. HARRIET A. CUNNINGHAM
I desire to

neighbors and friends

]

